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Abstract 

The ultimate goal of seismology is to estimate the timing, magnitude and potential spatial extent of 

future seismic events along pre-existing faults. Based on the rate-state friction law, several 

theoretical physical earthquake models have been proposed towards this goal. Tectonic loading rate 

and frictional properties of faults are required in these models. Modern geodetic observations, e.g. 

GPS and InSAR, have provided unprecedented near-field observations following large earthquakes. 

In theory, according to the frictional rate and state asperity earthquake model, velocity-weakening 

regions holding seismic motions on faults should be separated with velocity-strengthening regions 

within which faults slip only aseismically. However, early afterslip following the 2011 MW 9.1 

Tohoku-Oki earthquake revealed from GPS measurements was largely overlaid on the historical 

rupture zones, which challenged the velocity weakening asperity model. Therefore, the 

performance of the laboratory based friction law in the natural events needs further investigation, 

and the factors that may affect the estimates of slip models through geodetic modelling should also 

be discussed systematically. In this thesis, several moderate-strong events were investigated in 

order to address this important issue. 

The best-fit co- and post-seismic slip models following the 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi, Qinghai thrust-slip 

earthquake determined by InSAR deformation time-series suggest that the maximum afterslip is 

concentrated in the same area as the coseismic slip model, which is similar to the patterns observed 

in the 2011 Japan earthquake. In this case, complex geometric asperity may play a vital role in the 

coseismic nucleation and postseismic faulting. The major early afterslip after the 2011 MW 7.1 Van 

mainshock, which was revealed by one COSMO-SkyMed postseismic interferogram, is found just 

above the coseismic slip pattern. In this event, a postseismic modelling that did not allow slip 

across the coseismic asperity was also tested, suggesting that the slip model without slip in the 

asperities can explain the postseismic observations as well as the afterslip model without 

constraints on slip in the asperities. In the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, a joint inversion 

with the GRACE coseismic gravity changes and inland coseismic GPS observations was conducted 

to re-investigate the coseismic slip model of the mainshock. A comparison of slip models from 

these different datasets suggests that significant variations of slip models can be observed, 

particularly the locations of the maximum slips. The joint slip model shows that the maximum slip 

of ~42 m appears near the seafloor surface close to the Japan Trench. Meanwhile, the accumulative 

afterslip patterns (slip >2 m) determined in previous studies appear in spatial correlation with the 

Coulomb stress changes generated using the joint slip model. As a strike-slip faulting event, the 

2011 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake was also investigated through co- and post-seismic modelling with 

more SAR data than was used in previous study. Best slip models suggest that the major afterslip is 

concentrated in shallow parts of the faults and between the two major coseismic slip patterns, 

suggesting that the performance of the rate and state frictional asperity model is appropriate in this 
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event. Other postseismic physical mechanisms, pore-elastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation 

have also been examined, which cannot significantly affect the estimate of the shallow afterslip 

model in this study. It is believed that the shallow afterslip predominantly controlled the 

postseismic behaviour after the mainshock in this case. In comparison to another 21 earthquakes 

investigated using geodetic data from other studies, complementary spatial extents between co- and 

post-seismic slip models can be identified. The 2009 MW 6.3 Qinghai earthquake is an exceptional 

case, in which the faulting behaviours might be dominated by the fault structure (e.g. fault 

bending).  

In conclusion, the major contributions from this thesis include: 1) the friction law gives a first order 

fit in most of natural events examined in this thesis; 2) geometric asperities may play an important 

role in faulting during earthquake cycles; 3) significant uncertainties in co- and post-seismic slip 

models can appreciably bias the estimation of fault frictional properties; 4) new insights derived 

from each earthquake regarding their fault structures and complex faulting behaviours have been 

observed in this thesis; and (5) a novel package for geodetic earthquake modelling has been 

developed, which can handle multiple datasets including InSAR, GPS and land/space based gravity 

changes.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Every year, nearly 60,000 people die worldwide on average in natural disasters (Kenny, 2009), the 

majority of which are caused by secondary disasters triggered by earthquakes, e.g. building 

collapses, fires and tsunamis. For example, the 2008 MW 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake killed over 

70,000 people (Zhang et al., 2010a). During the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake, at least 2,600 

people were confirmed dead (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010_Yushu_earthquake). The 2011 MW 

9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake triggered a devastating tsunami and over 15,000 people were killed by 

following secondary disasters (Daneill et al., 2011). It is widely believed that tectonic earthquakes 

resulting from sudden slip on faults (Isacks et al., 1968; Kanamori and Brodsky, 2004) are the 

major sources that pose dangers to people. Whether the time, location and magnitude of a 

forthcoming earthquake on a specific fault can be predicted is still being debated (Geller, 1991; 

Geller et al., 1997; Kagan and Jackson, 2011, 2014), but efforts from those in a wide range of 

disciplines, e.g. seismology, geophysics engineering and geodesy, are continuously being made to 

improve the understanding of the nature of earthquakes, identify active faults and construct 

earthquake-resistant buildings. This thesis addresses one aspect of this hazard, the physics of 

faulting evolution on pre-existing faults using modern geodetic measurements. 

The classic elastic rebound theory (Reid, 1910) gives the first satisfactory explanation of 

earthquakes. According to its principles (Reid, 1910; Thatcher, 1975; Scholz, 2002), if immediate 

geodetic measurements across the fault were made after a large earthquake, there would be the 

potential to evaluate when the next similar-size earthquake could occur. However, a number of 

observations indicate that the slip released during earthquakes might be only a fraction of the 

energy accumulated by tectonic loading between two successive earthquakes (Solomon et al., 1988; 

Pacheco et al., 1993; DeMets, 1997). Thus, how to quantitatively assess detailed faulting 

behaviours has been beyond the scope of this theory.  

About 50 years ago, stick-slip was proposed to be the mechanism of earthquakes (Brace and 

Byerlee, 1966). According to observations in laboratory-based experiments (Dieterich, 1978; 

Dieterich, 1979a, b), the rate and state dependent friction law was used to explain faulting 

processes during an earthquake cycle (e.g. Marone, 1998a; Scholz, 1998; Scholz, 2002). Under the 

frictional stability regime, several theoretical physical earthquake models have recently been 

proposed to evaluate faulting processes, so that the timings of next earthquakes may be simulated 

numerically (Kaneko et al., 2010; Barbot et al., 2012; Rubinstein et al., 2012). Fault frictional 

properties that are required for this estimation can be identified through co- and post-seismic 

displacement modelling, which is a key aspect of this thesis.  

Seismic and aseismic slips on faults have been revealed by fault-rock textures (e.g. Sibson, 1977, 

1980; Knipe, 1989; Fagereng and Toy, 2011). However, it may be impossible to image the slip 
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patterns in detail at kilometre scales using geological survey. Geodetic modelling with an elastic 

dislocation theory (Okada, 1985) offers a unique opportunity to obtain information at this scale 

mapping spatial extents of both seismic and aseismic slip. In this study, I utilize Synthetic Aperture 

Radar Interferometry (InSAR) techniques to map co- and post-seismic surface movements of 

several large earthquakes, including both intraplate and interplate events. Co- and post-seismic slip 

models are imaged using a new numerical inversion package. Performance of the frictional law on 

the natural faults is then systematically addressed through analyzing these results.  

1.1  The earthquake cycle 

In terms of crustal deformation, a seismic cycle is generally divided into four different phases: 

interseismic, preseismic, coseismic and postseismic (Scholz, 2002). Corresponding fault slip 

history during an earthquake cycle is depicted in Figure 1.1 (Tse and Rice, 1986; Scholz, 1998) . 

Plausible foreshocks have been frequently identified prior to large earthquakes (e.g. Nettles et al., 

2011; Bouchon et al., 2013; Brodsky and Lay, 2014), but the surface response corresponding to 

earthquake nucleation (Figure 1.1) has not yet been convincingly observed by geodetic 

observations.  

   

Figure 1.1 Slip as a function of depth during a seismic cycle of a strike-slip fault (Scholz, 1998). Different 

colours indicate different periods in the earthquake cycle. For example, stable creep usually occurs in the 

blue zone at the deep part of a fault. 

 

1.2 Interseismic strain accumulation 

During the interseismic period, a fault is loaded from the blue zones in Figure 1.1. Using InSAR 

and GPS measurements, present crustal deformation across large active fault systems has been 

widely observed, e.g. Northern Anatolian fault in Turkey (e.g. Wright et al., 2001b; Kaneko et al., 

2013), San Andreas fault in North America (e.g. Fialko, 2006; Smith-Konter et al., 2011; Tong et 

al., 2013) and the Altyn Tagh fault in China (e.g. Elliott et al., 2008; Jolivet et al., 2008; Cowgill et 

al., 2009; Hetzel, 2013). From a simple screw dislocation (Weertman and Weertman, 1964; Savage 

and Burford, 1973), the creep rate on an infinite strike-slip fault in the elastic half-space crust with 

depth can be estimated by 
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                                                           (1.1) 

 

where   is the distance away from the fault in km,   is the locked depth [km] above which the 

fault is locked without creep and      is the observed slip rate [m.yr
-1

] across the fault. In some 

active fault systems, interseismic creep tends to be complicated due to nearby large earthquakes 

(Wei et al., 2013). However, over relatively long-time scales elastic strain energy accumulation 

across faults is usually treated as a constant rate (e.g. Elliott et al., 2008; Walters et al., 2013; Tong 

et al., 2014; 2014).  

Shallow creep has also been reported in several fault zones including the central San Andreas fault 

with a surface creep rate of 25-34 mm.yr
-1

 (Titus et al., 2005; Ryder and Burgmann, 2008), 

northern Anatolia fault with a shallow creep of ~13 mm/yr (Walters et al., 2014) and the northeast 

segment of Altyn Tagh fault with a surface creep rate of 5 mm.yr
-1

 (Jolivet et al., 2012). The 

mechanisms of shallow creep may differ between faults. Shallow frictional heterogeneity, past 

earthquakes or microseismic activities may contribute in part to the shallow creep which can be 

episodic (Jolivet et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2013).  

1.2.1  Coseismic fault rupture and complex slip patterns  

When accumulated strain exceeds the shear strength of a fault, an earthquake will occur with a 

sudden slip on the fault surface. Depending on the magnitude (Scholz et al., 1986; Kanamori, 1994), 

destructive earthquakes ruptures can be a few kilometres or even hundreds of kilometres long, like 

the 2011 MW 8.1 Kokoxili earthquake with a 400-km rupture belt and the 2008 MW 7.9 Wenchuan 

earthquake with a 350-km surface rupture (Klinger et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010a). The 2004 MW 

9.2 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake even unusually produced a 1100-km surface rupture along the 

Sunda trench subduction zone (Kruger and Ohrnberger, 2005).  

Coseismic slips along finite faults usually appear inhomogeneous, and have been widely imaged 

using geodetic and seismic observations. For instance, more than four separate slip concentrations 

have been observed in the 2001 MW 8.1 Kokoxili strike-slip earthquake using InSAR observations 

(Lasserre et al., 2005). During the 2008 MW 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake, at least three slip centres 

were observed by both geodetic and seismic observations and significant variation of slip vectors 

from south to north have also been retrieved (Zhang et al., 2009a). Three separate slip centres 

associated with the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu strike-slip earthquake were determined from InSAR 

observations (Li et al., 2011). Using seismic inversion, coseismic rupture through different 

asperities can also be directly identified by the source time function (STF) that can show multiple 

peaks corresponding to sub-events (Haeussler et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2010b, c).  

Complex geometry (e.g. fault bends) has long been recognized as an important cause of complex 

slip history during mainshocks (King and Nabelek, 1985; Barka and Kadinsky-Cade, 1988; 

Dunham et al., 2011). Following significant strike changes, slip vectors can vary dramatically as 

observed in the 2008 MW 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake (Shen et al., 2009) and the 2010 MW7.1 New 
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Zealand strike-slip event (Elliott et al., 2012). However, uneven slip patterns observed on relatively 

straight and continuous fault surfaces may be attributed to other physical mechanisms, such as 

heterogeneity of the frictional properties.  

1.2.2  Postseismic processes and afterslip 

Following large earthquakes, the ubiquitous postseismic motions that can last for months or years, 

have been well observed with modern geodetic means (Wang et al., 2012b). Significant postseismic 

surface motion was first noticed a half century ago, just after the 1966 MW 6.4 Parkfield earthquake 

(Smith and Wyss, 1968). The postseismic displacements following this earthquake accumulated 

logarithmically with time (Figure 1.2). Similar postseismic surface motion has been documented 

following other large earthquakes, e.g. the 2001 MW 8.1 Kokoxili earthquake (Ryder et al., 2011; 

Wen et al., 2012a), the 2002 MW 7.5 Izmit earthquake (Burgmann et al., 2002b), the 2004 MW 6.4 

Parkfield earthquake (Barbot et al., 2009a), and the 2005 MW 8.5 Nias earthquake (Hsu et al., 2006). 

Among these studies, afterslip was commonly seen following large earthquakes and InSAR played 

an important role in mapping postseismic movements.  

In addition to afterslip, poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation can also contribute to 

postseismic surface changes. Significant postseismic deformation following the 1992 Landers 

earthquake may partly be attributed to poroelastic rebound (Peltzer et al., 1998; Fialko, 2004a). A 

similar phenomenon was also observed in the 2000 Iceland earthquakes (Jonsson et al., 2003). In 

comparison to afterslip, fluid flow driven by changing pore-pressure can form different surface 

displacement patterns that may be able to be used to infer the principal physical mechanism.  

 

Figure 1.2 Measured and numerical modelled measurements of afterslip following two earthquakes (Marone 

et al., 1991). The model is calculated using typical earthquake parameters and laboratory-derived values for 

the constitutive parameter (a-b). Parkfield data are from Smith et al. (1968). Guatemala data are from 

Bucknam et al. (1978). 

 

In the traditional view of tectonics, a weak ductile layer exists beneath the brittle seismogenic zone 
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(Scholz, 1998).Viscous flow following large earthquakes should commonly be seen under the 

coseismic stress perturbation. With ERS-1/2 SAR images spanning two years after the 1997 MW 7.5 

earthquake, Ryder et al. (2007a) suggested that viscoelastic relaxation could be the major source 

for the postseismic observations. Significant postseismic observations a few years after the 2011 

Kokoxili earthquake were also explained by the viscous flow in the lower crust and upper mantle 

(Ryder et al., 2011; Wen et al., 2012a). As mentioned previously (Ryder et al., 2007a), postseismic 

surface deformation patterns produced by viscous flow in the lower crust and/or upper mantle can 

be comparable to those due to afterslip at depth, which is difficult to be distinguished .    

1.3 Rate-state friction law 

Based on observations across different fault systems, faulting behaviour through the earthquake 

cycle appears variable in space and time. The rate and state friction law based on rock mechanics 

experiments (Dieterich, 1978; 1994) is believed to be able to explain what happens during an 

earthquake cycle. Under this theoretical frictional framework, earthquakes have been recognised as 

resulting from a stick-slip frictional instability (Scholz et al., 1969; Scholz et al., 1972; Kanamori, 

1977; Ruina, 1983; Marone et al., 1991; Scholz, 1998). The basic mathematical expression is given 

through rock frictional experiments (Scholz, 1998) as 

              
        

   
                                        (1.2) 

 

where   is shear stress,    is the reference frictional coefficient at slip rate (  ),    is effective 

normal stress (      ,   is fluid pore pressure.),   is slip velocity,   is the state variable 

and      and   are empirically-derived friction constitutive parameters. Slip critical distance ( ) 

has the following relationship with the state variable ( )  

 

  

  
   

  

 
                                                       

     
 

  
        

  

 
                     

                                  (1.3) 

At steady state (Dieterich, 1978; Ruina, 1980), the friction is 

                  
                                               (1.4). 

 

Following Equation (1.4), the friction at steady state does not depend on material properties, and 

this can be modelled by a simple spring-slider system. The transition from a stable state to dynamic 

processes occurs when the effective normal stress reaches a critical value       that is defined as 

      
  

      
                                                           (1.5) 

 

where   is the stiffness of the spring. The combined parameter ( - ) in Equation 1.5 is consistent 
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with that in Equation (1.4), which characterizes the frictional properties of fault zones (Boatwright 

and Cocco, 1996; Lapusta and Barbot, 2012). If        , the regions tend to be 

velocity-weakening (VW), and stay unstable or conditionally stable. Velocity-strengthening (VS) 

regions with         tend to be stable. In an earthquake cycle, velocity weakening regions 

(VW, also termed asperities) arrest stain energy constantly from tectonic loading. Theoretically, the 

spatial extent of VS and VW regions can be directly identified by co- and post-seismic geodetic 

modelling. As shown in Figure 1.1, the coseismic rupture zone (red) can be recognized as the VW 

asperity, whilst the blue and green regions are velocity-strengthening. A shallow VS layer may also 

exist on the top, which may account for the phenomenon of shallow coseismic slip deficit observed 

in several large strike-slip earthquakes (Fialko et al., 2005; Kaneko and Fialko, 2011). 

1.4  Lessons from past earthquakes and outstanding issues 

Spatial extents of the frictional properties on faults are vital for the estimation of faulting 

behaviours during earthquake cycles (Barbot et al., 2009a; Lapusta and Barbot, 2012). 

Theoretically, there should be a distinct boundary between VW and VS regions. However, previous 

geodetic applications to earthquake slip models do not always show the friction properties 

partitioned as expected. Following the 2005 MW 8.7 Nias-Simeulue earthquake, complementary 

distribution of coseismic slip and afterslip was imaged using observations from 10 GPS sites, 

whilst GPS-based early afterslip models suggested that significant afterslip following the 2011 MW 

9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake occurred in historic coseismic slip zones ( Figure 1.3) (Ozawa et al., 

2011; Johnson et al., 2012a). The latter findings challenged the rate-state asperities law (Johnson et 

al., 2012a). Note that the GPS data used for the 2005 event were from the islands above the rupture 

interface (i.e. in the near field), but the most of observations for the 2011 Tohoku-Oki event were 

observed in the far field only. Large uncertainties in coseismic slip models have also been pointed 

out in many cases, even for the best-observed events, such as the 1999 MW7.6 Izmit earthquake 

(Utkucu and Durmus, 2012), the 2004 MW9.2 Sumatra earthquake (Shearer and Bürgmann, 2010) 

and the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake (MacInnes et al., 2013). The uncertainties in co- 

and/or post-seismic slip models may significantly bias our estimates of the spatial distribution of 

the frictional properties on faults. Overall, considerable uncertainties in geodetic slip models were 

commonly found in previous studies and limited near-field data may be the key reason for this 

(Diao et al., 2013). 

As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, afterslip is only one of the possibilities responsible for postseismic 

surface motions. Various physical mechanisms, e.g. viscoelastic relaxation and afterslip, may act 

together following large earthquakes, e.g. the 1992 Landers earthquake and the 2000 Iceland 

earthquake (Peltzer et al., 1998; Masterlark and Wang, 2002; Jonsson et al., 2003; Fialko, 2004a). 

Whether poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation could severely bias estimates of shallow 

afterslip still needs further investigation. 
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Figure 1.3 Co- and post-seismic models of the 2011 MW 9.1 Japan earthquake derived from GPS 

observations from Ozawa et al. (2011). Black solid contours show the coseismic slip model, whilst red ones 

are recorded afterslip for 12-25 March 2011. 

 

1.5 Space based geodetic data: a powerful tool for earthquake 

monitoring 

Many published slip models of previous earthquakes result from the application of modern 

geodetic techniques, e.g. GPS and InSAR (e.g. Segall and Matthews, 1997; Bie et al., 2013). GPS 

has successfully provided high-frequency and high-accuracy measurements (Bilich et al., 2008; 

Larson, 2009), but it is criticized for its sparse spatial coverage and expensive operating cost. 

InSAR can efficiently compensate for the spatial coverage limitation. For a typical space-based 

SAR image (Table 1.1), pixel spacing can be 1-100 m within a 100-km-wide swath (Burgmann et 

al., 2000).  
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Table 1.1 Basic information of spaceborne SAR sensors. 

Sensor Operator 
Operating 

period 
Band 

Pixel 

Spacing(m) 

Revisit 

time(days) 

Imaging 

Mode
a
 

ERS-1 ESA 1992-1998 C 20 x 4 35 Stripmap 

ERS-2 ESA 1995-2011 C 20 x 4 35 Stripmap 

Envisat ESA 2002-2011 C 20 x 4 35 Mul 

Sentinel-1A ESA 2014-? C 4 x 4 12
b
 Mul 

RadarSAT-1 CSA 1995-2013 C 8 x 8 24 Mul 

RadarSAT-2 CSA 2007-? C 1 x 3 24 Mul 

JERS-1 JAXA 1992-1998 L 18 x 18 44 Stripmap 

ALOS-1 JAXA 2006-2011 L 7 x 7 45 Mul 

ALOS-2 JAXA 2014-? L 7 x 7 14 Mul 

KOMPSat-5 Korean 2014-? X 3 x 3 28 Mul 

TerraSAR-X (TSX) DLR 2007-? X 2 x 2 11
b
 Mul 

COSMO-Skymed 

(CSK) 
ASI 2007-? X 2 x 2 16

b
 Mul 

Note: a) 'Mul' stands for multiple imaging modes including Stripmap, ScanSAR and Spotlight. b) The revisit time is only 

for a single satellite. For a constellation, the revisit time can be reduced.  

 

Previous and current SAR sensors in Table 1.1, particularly those deployed by the European Space 

Agency (ESA), have generated a wealth of observations (Salvi et al., 2012). Their use to resolve 

earthquake parameters have been well demonstrated (e.g. Massonnet et al., 1993). Together with 

other SAR sensors (e.g. ALOS-1, TSX and COSM-SkyMED (CSK), multiple tracks of SAR data 

can be available for previous events, and make the estimation of co- and post-seismic slip 

distributions possible. Although inherent limitations of InSAR techniques may restrict their 

applications to earthquake studies, e.g. atmospheric effects and line of sight (LOS) ambiguity, a 

combination of data from multiple tracks and/or with other types of observations, e.g. space gravity 

changes and GPS, can improve our understanding of surface deformation response to faulting 

behaviours (Wei et al., 2010a).  

For megathrust earthquakes in subduction zones, near-field displacements have rarely been 

observed due to most displacements taking place under the ocean. Since the mass distribution 

within the Earth can be permanently changed by these largest subduction events, an alternative 

approach is to use coseismic gravity changes sensed from the ranging instrument onboard the 

Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite. So far, coseismic gravity changes 

caused by several largest earthquakes, such as the 2004 MW 9.4 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake, the 

2010 MW 8.8 Maule and the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake, have been successfully 

revealed by GRACE (Han et al., 2006; 2010; Cambiotti and Sabadini, 2012; Wang et al., 2012e). 
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Without being limited to mapping displacements on land, GRACE coseismic measurements can 

cover surface changes on the two sides of seismic faults. These relatively complete observations for 

megathrust earthquakes may provide a new important source of information that cannot be seen 

from distant seismometers and GPS stations. In this thesis, GRACE derived coseismic gravity 

changes will be used to re-investigate the coseismic slip model of the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki 

earthquake in combination with inland GPS data.  

1.6  Aims of this study 

In order to better understand the spatial variation of fault frictional properties during earthquake 

cycles, four past earthquakes are revisited in this thesis using geodetic data to determine their 

source parameters, coseismic and afterslip slip distributions. The earthquakes are: the 2003-2009 

MW 6.3 Qinghai (China) earthquake sequence, the 2011 MW 7.1 Van (Turkey) earthquake, the 2011 

MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki (Japan) earthquake and the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu (China) earthquake (Figure 

1.4).  

The questions to be addressed in this thesis are as follows: 

1) Is the fault friction law applicable for these natural events? 

2) Is there any impact of early afterslip on the determination of coseismic slip models? 

3) Do the uncertainties in the geodetic models bias our understanding of fault frictional 

properties since geophysical modelling is always non-unique? 

4) Do other postseismic mechanisms following large earthquakes affect the estimates of 

shallow afterslip?   

 

 

Figure 1.4 Locations of earthquakes to be revisited in this thesis. 
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1.7  Roadmap of the thesis 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 2: a concise introduction to InSAR principles and geodetic inversion.  

Chapter 3: InSAR deformation time series are used to map surface deformation history 

accompanying the 2003-2009 Qinghai earthquake sequence. The source parameters of slip models 

of three MW 6.3 mainshocks are determined by InSAR inversion. A time-dependent inversion based 

on postseismic deformation associated with afterslip after the 2009 mainshock is carried out. The 

spatial variation of fault frictional properties of across a whole sequence is evaluated. 

Chapter 4: the slip model of the 2011 MW 7.1 Van Earthquake is refined using carefully selected 

SAR data. Along-track InSAR and across-track InSAR are both used for determination of fault 

parameters. Rapid afterslip is revealed by both CSK and Radarsat-2 interferograms. The spatial 

extent of VS and VW regions is compared through modelling coseismic and postseismic InSAR 

measurements. 

Chapter 5: space-based gravity changes (GRACE) are employed to determine the slip distribution 

of the 2011 MW 9.1 Japan earthquake. The afterslip models determined in previous studies are 

employed to assess if the large uncertainties in coseismic slip models can significantly influence 

estimation of fault frictional properties. 

Chapter 6: six tracks of SAR data are collected to revisit coseismic slip model of 2010 MW 6.8 

Yushu earthquake. The biggest aftershock whose surface response was encapsulated into coseismic 

interferograms is isolated based on post-analysis of the residuals. The afterslip is also modelled by 

C-band ScanSAR and L-band Stripmap interferograms. The effects of other physical mechanisms 

on the estimates of shallow afterslip are analyzed.  

Chapter 7: summarize outputs from the case studies in Chapters 3-6. The similarities and 

differences of VS and VW spatial extensions in these four earthquakes and other large earthquakes 

investigated previously are compared. Limitations in this thesis are also pointed out, and 

suggestions for future work following this thesis are given at the end.   
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Chapter 2  

Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry:  

Deformation Mapping and Earthquake Modelling 

 

In the past two decades, Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) (Rosen et al., 1996) has 

become a widely used deformation mapping technique in Earth science. Since the first coseismic 

interferogram, associated with the 1992 MW 7.4 Landers earthquake, was published (Massonnet et 

al., 1993), InSAR has made contributions to seismology by determining earthquake locations, fault 

geometries and dynamic processes from its measured deformation fields, and has increasingly been 

used in a wide range of other Earth science fields due to its high quality and vast quantity of 

observations (e.g. Bamler and Hartl, 1998; Fielding et al., 1998; Burgmann et al., 2000; Hanssen, 

2001; Lu et al., 2007). In this study, InSAR observations are the major source of data for the 

determination of fault parameters and slip distributions.  

In this chapter, SAR and InSAR principles are firstly introduced with emphasis on InSAR 

processing techniques using open-source software rather than repeating detailed mathematical 

background that can be found in a number of previous publications (e.g. Zebker et al., 1994; Rosen 

et al., 1996; Burgmann et al., 2000; Rosen et al., 2000; Simons and Rosen, 2007). Secondly, 

geodetic inversion for earthquake source parameters and slip distributions with InSAR is described 

by a concise introduction to an inversion package, PSOKINV, which is developed by the author.  

2.1  InSAR observations  

2.1.1  Overview of InSAR 

2.1.1.1  Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is an active microwave ranging system to produce high resolution 

images of ground targets. It is an extension of classic radar for improving spatial resolution of 

imaging by synthesizing an efficient long antenna through signal processing. The special image 

geometry shown in Figure 1 is determined by the physics of the radar: cross-track resolution results 

from ordering the echoes from each emitted pulse by their round trip travel time, whilst the forward 

motion of the plane or satellite repeats the observations (Massonnet and Feigl, 1998). More details 

on SAR imaging geometry can be found in Massonnet et al’s review paper (Massonnet and Feigl, 

1998). 

Focused SAR data are similar to optical images in providing two-dimensional surface textures 

(Cutrona, 1990; Curlander and McDonough, 1991). However, some features of SAR data are very 

different from images in the visible spectrum. For example, the coherent phase information in SAR 
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images can be used to measure surface topography and motion through SAR interferometric 

processing. From early imaging SAR sensors that were not designed for interferometry, e.g. 

SeaSAT (1978), ERS-1/2 (1992,1995) and JERS-1 (1992), to later InSAR-aimed ones, e.g. Envisat 

(2002), ALOS-1/2 (2006, 2014) and Sentinel-1A (2014), interferometric capabilities differ from 

one to another due to different carrier frequencies and viewing geometries.  

 

Figure 2.1 Illustration of SAR imaging geometry (modified from (Jackson et al., 2004)). The range 

resolution (  ) of the footprint, defined as  
   

     
  is governed only by look angle and pulse duration (  ), 

whilst the resolution in azimuth (   ) relies on the aperture length 
  

 
, where   is the range distance and   

is the synthetic aperture length.   

      

Modern SAR sensors can be operated in different modes, e.g. Stripmap, Spotlight, ScanSAR and 

TOPS, for different imaging aims. To image a moderate spatial coverage (100 km) at an 

intermediate resolution (12.5 m), the traditional Stripmap mode assumes a fixed radar pointing 

direction to illuminate the surface with a moving radar transmitting a stream of pulses 

perpendicular to the orbit track as shown in Figure 2.1. The area illuminated by each pulse is called 

a radar footprint. The inclination of the antenna with respect to the nadir is the look angle ( ) that 

can vary between 20° and 50°. In the case of Envisat, the footprint swath of a Stripmap SAR is 

~100 km, which varies slightly with different operating look angles corresponding to the different 

beam modes (IS1-7) (Schättler, 2002). The grazing angle in Figure 2.1 is the complementary angle 

of  , which governs the range resolution (  ). In this thesis, Stripmap mode data is the major data 

source for most of the case studies.  

A focused SAR image is also referred to as single look complex (SLC) data consisting of two parts 

of information, amplitude and phase. The amplitude of SAR data reflects the strength of the 

backscattered signal in terms of surface geometry and relies more on the roughness than on the 

chemical composition of the scatterers on the surface. The phase component, due to the periodic 
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nature of the signals, is just a measure of the last fraction of the two-way travel distance between 

the radar and ground targets (Ferretti et al., 2007). Because the radar wavelength is much smaller 

than the resolution cell, the phase image presents essentially random, which is of no practical utility 

(Rocca et al., 1997; Ferretti et al., 2007).  

2.1.1.2  InSAR principle 

Although the phase part in a single SLC image is rarely interpreted, the phase difference between 

two coherent SLC images can provide useful information, e.g. topography and/or surface motion. 

The technique to calculate the phase difference is named Radar Interferometry, InSAR. SAR 

images from different operating modes have different spatial coverage and resolution, but there are 

no significant differences in interferometric processing after SAR data are focused. In this section, 

the principles of cross-track interferometry are introduced based on the data in the Stripmap mode.  

With two coherent SLC images (also termed master and slave), an interferogram            is 

formed by the conjugate multiplication of the master and slave images as  

 
 

                    
  

 
    

                   
  

 
    

                    
    

                                              (2.1). 

The interferometric phase (    ) of an interferogram can be calculated from the arctangent between 

I and Q parts of           . The resulting interferogram provides only ambiguous information on 

the 2   cyclic nature of the interferometric phase (    ). To simplify the expression,      can be 

re-written as 

                                                                        (2.2). 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Geometry of two-pass interferometry (Bamler and Hartl, 1998). 
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Based on the geometry of two-pass interferometry (Figure 2.2) the physical properties of      are 

composed of contributions from topography      , deformation     , effects of flat earth 

projection       and a sum of various errors      as 

                                                                     (2.3). 

 

In Equation (2.3) the flat earth phase component       is due to the look angle changing from near 

to far range (Figure 2.1), which can be estimated using precise orbit information (Rosen et al., 

1996; Hanssen, 2001).  

Topography component (     ) is one of the essential elements in the interferometric phase, which 

is proportional to the baseline between master and slave images. As shown in Figure 2.2, for an 

interferometric pair with a perpendicular baseline (  ) of 500 m, a look angle of 21° and a 

platform altitude of 780 km, the look angle difference (  ) between    and    is less than 0.007° 

based on the cosines law. Therefore, the rays from SAR1 and SAR2 (Figure 2.2) are approximately 

parallel (Zebker and Goldstein, 1986) so that the topography contribution (     ) can be 

simplified as  

      
  

 

   

       
                                                           (2.4). 

 

Following Equation (2.4), using an external DEM the effects of surface topography can be 

estimated and then removed from Equation (2.3). After that, only the contribution from surface 

deformation remains in the interferometric phase. Note that random errors (    ) are temporarily 

ignored here. Figure 2.3 shows interferograms formed from an ASAR interferometric pair of 23 

April 2008 vs 15 Oct 2008, which has a perpendicular baseline of ~70 m. Intensive and nearly 

parallel interferometric fringes can be observed across the original interferogram (Figure 2.3 (a)). 

After flattening, the interferogram (Figure 2.3 (b)) still includes dense topography-related fringes 

and no clear deformation pattern can be identified at this stage. Following Equation (2.4), the 

topographic phase contribution is removed using external DEM data from the Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) and deformation fringes caused by a MW 6.3 earthquake in 2008 near 

Damxung, Tibet then become evident in Figure 2.3(c). It should be pointed out that some long 

wavelength signals in the far-field in Figure 2.3(c) might be mainly due to atmospheric delay (Feng 

et al., 2010a; Liu et al., 2012).  

After removing topographic phase, filtering, masking, phase unwrapping and SAR geocoding are 

still required to produce continuous deformation maps. Goldstein filter (Goldstein and Werner, 

1998) is one of most widely used filtering algorithms to be able to effectively suppress noise prior 

to unwrapping.  
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Figure 2.3 Original, flattened and differential interferograms. Interferograms (a,b and c) were all made from 

an ASAR ascending interferometric pair (23 April 2008 vs 15 Oct 2008) using DORIS.  

 

It is notable that InSAR only provides relative measurements. Based on the seed selection in phase 

unwrapping, a constant phase shift remains in an unwrapped interferogram, which needs to be 

considered in further analysis. Meanwhile, cross-track interferogram can provide only 

measurements in one dimension, which is projected from surface three-dimensional displacements 

onto the satellite line of sight (LOS). Otherwise stated, positive values in radian mean that the 

ground has moved away from the satellite, whilst negative ones imply that the ground has moved 

towards the satellite.  

2.1.1.3  Look vector of LOS changes 

As described in last section, interferometric phase is surface changes along LOS direction. In order 

to determine geophysical parameters using LOS changes, it is necessary to exactly know the 

relationship between surface E/N/U and the LOS direction. Previous studies have derived this 

mathematic expressions in their own coordinate systems (e.g. Fialko et al., 2001; Wright et al., 

2004b; Samieie-Esfahany et al., 2009). Here, one general expression given by Fialko et al. (2001) 

is  

      
          

            

    

                                                        (2.5) 

 

where (        ) are the surface E/N/U deformation components,      is the InSAR measurement, 

  is the satellite flight direction measured clockwise from the north,   is the incidence angle, and 

  is the observation error. As shown in a simulated result (Figure 2.4), LOS deformation patterns 

(Figure 2.4 (d)) are different from each of the E/N/U components. Meanwhile, the projection 

expression for changes along the satellite flight direction (azimuth) measured using an along-track 

interferometry (Bechor and Zebker, 2006) or offset tracking (Michel et al., 1999a), which will be 

introduced later, is defined as 

       
    

    

 

                                                             (2.6). 
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Ideally, two interferometric pairs with different viewing geometries covering the same area can be 

used to retrieve displacement fields in E/N/U based on Equations (2.5) and (2.6) since each pair can 

provide two different measurements such as range and azimuth observations, respectively. 

However, InSAR sensitivities in components of E/N/U are different, decreasing from Up to E to N 

components (e.g. Massonnet and Feigl, 1998), which makes surface 3D deformation restoration 

from InSAR difficult. Only in a limited number of cases have three deformation fields been 

obtained with InSAR techniques (Hu et al., 2014) because multiple SAR images from different 

viewing geometries are rarely available for the same area and it is also usually difficult to obtain 

effective azimuth measurements due to low coherence.   

 

Figure 2.4 An example of synthetic LOS displacements from E/N/U surface displacement components. (a,b,c) 

are simulated by the normal faulting source using classic elastic dislocation theory (Okada, 1985). (d) is 

synthesized from (a,b,c) using azimuth and incidence angles of -166° and 23° respectively. All figures have 

been rewrapped with the range of [-0.01,0.01].  

 

Additionally, two range LOS changes with different viewing geometries may be able to obtain E/N 

components due to interseismic creep on a strike-slip fault under the assumption that the vertical 

displacement component is zero (Lindsey et al., 2014; Walters et al., 2014). Similarly, in 

applications to land subsidence (e.g. Dehghani et al., 2009; Plattner et al., 2010; Ebmeier et al., 

2012; Wang et al., 2012a; Chaussard et al., 2014; Tao and Liu, 2014), the vertical movement can be 

derived from Equation (2.5) when horizontal surface deformation components are fixed to zero.  

2.1.1.4  Interferometric coherence and effective factors 

The correlation coefficient of interferograms (also termed coherence,  ) is a quantitative measure 

of the similarity of two radar epochs (Zebker and Chen, 2005) as 

  
      

   

      
       

  
                                                              (2.7) 

 

where    and    are complex signals received at the two radar antennas and     represents an 

ensemble average. In practice, there is no way to directly obtain ensemble averages, so the estimate 

of this correlation is approximated by a local spatial average. In general, the correlation comprises 
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contributions from a number of effects (Simons and Rosen, 2007) as 

                                                                        (2.8) 

 

where    is the term from the radar system and processing approach,    stands for the influence 

from the different viewing geometries,    represents the correlation of vertical extent of scatters 

(e.g. vegetation), and    describes the temporal changes within a resolution cell (Bamler and 

Hartl, 1998; Rosen et al., 2000).  

Both    and    are based on the inherent characters of local scatterers. Interferometric coherence 

is usually worse in densely vegetated areas than those without much vegetation.    is also termed 

baseline decorrelation. Phases from two antennas with a spatial separation greater than a critical 

distance (critical baseline,   
 ), cannot be used to generate an efficient interferogram.   

  is 

defined as (Zebker and Villasenor, 1992) 

  
  

  

       
                                                              (2.9) 

 

where   is the slant range (Figure 2.1), and   depends on the radar system. In a system that 

transmits and receives separately on each aperture,   is 2.   is the incidence angle and    is the 

range resolution. For instance, the critical baseline of Envisat Stripmap SAR data is ~1100 m, 

whilst one of an ASAR ScanSAR pair with pixel spacing of 150 m is ~200 m.  

 

Figure 2.5 Comparison of interferograms without and with the DEM-assisted algorithm. (a) ASAR 

interferogram (28 Feb 2010 vs 09 May 2010) with a perpendicular baseline of ~480 m; (b) As (a), but the 

DEM-assisted algorithm applied. (c) and (d) are the corresponding correlation maps, respectively.  

 

For those InSAR pairs with a large spatial baseline, spectrum filtering in range can be useful to 

partly reduce the effects of baseline decorrelation (Gatelli et al., 1994). The difference of viewing 

angles between antenna and ground target as shown in Figure 2.2, is proportional to the baseline. 
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Once the baseline is big, for example a 500-m-long baseline for a C-band interferometric pair, 

image alignment using a traditional low-degree polynomial method may lead to serious loss of 

interferometric coherence (Yun et al., 2007; Nitti et al., 2011). With the assist of a DEM (Nitti et 

al., 2011), the coherence can be improved significantly, particularly in the areas with rugged 

terrain. Using the DEM-based algorithm, the offset at each pixel is estimated from the reference 

DEM and orbital information of master and slave images. As seen in Figure 2.5, the C-band ASAR 

pair has a perpendicular baseline of ~480 m, which was processed using the traditional 

coregistration and DEM-assisted method, respectively. In the small highlighted region (Figure 2.5), 

the mean correlation coefficient of resultant interferogram using the DEM-assisted method 

increases to 0.52 from 0.37 corresponding to the traditional method.  

2.1.1.5 Open InSAR processing packages: DORIS, GMTSAR, ISCE and 

ROI_PAC 

Several non-commercial InSAR software packages are freely available to produce interferograms 

as listed in Table 2.1, e.g. DORIS, GMTSAR, ISCE and ROI_PAC. Although the processing flow 

of interferometry is similar for all InSAR packages, some specific features in each software make 

them unique and attractive for different applications. 

DORIS (Kampes et al., 2003) is one of the earliest open InSAR packages, which has been widely 

used. Because of some advanced algorithms such as oversampling, range filtering and azimuth 

filtering, DORIS has been selected as the basic InSAR tool by several popular InSAR time-series 

analysis packages (Hooper et al., 2007; Agram et al., 2013), e.g. StaMPS, GIAnT.  

GMTSAR is a newly developed and easy-to-use package (Sandwell et al., 2011). Because this 

software utilizes accurate satellite orbit information in image registration, GMTSAR can robustly 

generate an interferogram without human interference. GMTSAR employs the genetic mapping 

tool (GMT) to manage all data in processing, which makes it easy to plot results with utilities in 

GMT (Wessel and Smith, 1998). Many internal scripts that can help users to easily conduct a 

SBAS-InSAR or stacking InSAR processing make it attractive.  

ROI_PAC is the most popular package in the geophysical community (Rosen et al., 2004b) and it 

has had a wide range of elements contributed by the InSAR community, in which one Perl script 

can help to finish a repeat pass InSAR processing. In this thesis, ROI_PAC is used to process most 

interferograms for modelling, but in some cases other packages are also employed to generate 

interferograms.  

ISCE is the latest package which is motivated by the geophysical community's requirements 

(Rosen et al., 2011b). It combines two current InSAR processors, ROI_PAC (Rosen et al., 2004b) 

and STD_PRO from the Stanford group (Zebker et al., 2010), and uses a uniform open computer 

language, Python, in an object-oriented way, thus this package should meet most geophysical users' 

needs in future. However, currently it is not ideal due to many unknown bugs.  

To compare their abilities for repeat-pass InSAR processing, a C-band InSAR pair of 4 May 2008 
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vs 18 July 2010 for the 2008 MW 6.3 Damxung earthquake in Tibet from descending track 176 was 

employed to generate interferograms and coherence images. As shown in Figure 2.6, the coherence 

slightly varies from one InSAR processing package to another, although the fringe patterns appear 

similar. Therein, the interferogram from GMTSAR looks much smoother than others, which is due 

to a Gaussian filter used in multilooking by default. Comparatively, the interferogram generated 

using DORIS (Kampes et al., 2003) (Figure 2.6 (d)) has significantly different fringe patterns from 

the rest, which may be induced by the different flattening algorithm and/or the use of different 

baseline calculation methods.    

 

Figure 2.6 Comparisons of ASAR interferograms produced using different InSAR packages. (a-d) are the 

interferograms generated by ROI_PAC, ISCE, GMTSAR and DORIS respectively; (d-g) are the 

corresponding coherences and (h-k) are histograms of coherence. The ASAR pair (4 May 2008 vs 18 July 

2010) was used for the comparison.
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Table 2.1 Open-source InSAR Processing Toolboxes. 

Name Platform Languages Strength Weakness Source 

DORIS Linux/Mac/Win C++/C-shell 

1) RNG/AZI filtering available 

2) DEM-assisted registration  

3) a GUI interface available, NEST (ESA) 

 

1) interferometry from SLC only 

2) processing is slower than ROI_PAC 

3) Estimation of the timing errors between DEM 

and the master is slow and not robust. 

(Kampes et al., 2003) 

GMTSAR Linux/Mac C/c-shell 

1) highly automated processing 

2) SAR focusing 

3) supports most current/past SAR data 

4) works under the standard general format, e.g. 

netCDF grid file (GRD) 

1) Hard to debug in C-shell. 

2) Precise orbits required.  

3) RadarSAT-1/2 data not supported. 

 

(Sandwell et al., 2011) 

ISCE Linux/Mac/Win Python 

1) fully developed in Python 

2) highly automated package including preparing 

DEM data 

3) combines the STD_PROC in Stanford with some 

new features. 

 

1) an early version with plenty of 

known/unknown bugs. 

2) lack of instant supports. 

 

(Rosen et al., 2011a) 

ROI_PAC Linux/Mac Fortran/C/Perl 

1) a widely used free InSAR package  

2) wide contributions from whole InSAR Community 

3) provide full solution on two-pass interferometry 

including SAR focusing 

4) numerous packages available based on it, e.g. 

StaMPS, ScanSAR-InSAR, Pi-Rate… 

1) SAR simulation by external DEM is not ideal, 

particularly for high-resolution SAR 

2) Focusing may not be accurate, in particular 

with very long track data. 

 

(Rosen et al., 2004b) 
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2.1.2  InSAR measurement errors  

2.1.2.1  InSAR error sources 

The error term (    ) of Equation (2.3) is composed of contributions from variable error sources 

(Berardino et al., 2002) that are usually present in most InSAR applications. It can be extended as  

         
        

   
     

         
        

   
                                    (2.10) 

 

where     
    represents orbital errors,     

   
 the contribution from atmosphere path delays, and 

    
     describes the source from ionopheric anomaly (Meyer et al., 2006; Meyer, 2010; Rosen et 

al., 2010; Heki, 2011). The inaccuracy of an external DEM used in the repeat-pass InSAR 

processing also results in phase errors (    
   ).     

   
 is partly due to non-efficient data processing, 

which is not easy to quantify and can be grouped into the random noise term ( ). 

Atmospheric phase screen (APS)     
   

 is one of the major error sources in the conventional 

InSAR measurements (e.g. Hanssen et al., 1999; Hanssen, 2001; Li et al., 2006), which can lead to 

an order of ~0.1 m in deformation products (Zebker et al., 1997). In small deformation analysis, the 

magnitude of APS can be even greater than targeted signals. Utilizing external atmospheric water 

vapour datasets (e.g. Li, 2004; Li et al., 2006; Li et al., 2009c; Walters et al., 2013; Jolivet et al., 

2014), e.g. GPS, MERIS, MODIS and meteorological data, its effects on SAR interferograms can 

be partly reduced. In cases without external datasets, time-series analysis can provide an alternative 

way to separate deformation signals from APS (e.g. Lanari et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009d; Reeves et 

al., 2011; Cetin et al., 2012).    

Regular and long-wavelength fringes in unwrapped interferograms are usually induced by 

orbit-related errors. Recent studies have also pointed out that timing errors and oscillator clock 

drifts over time may also contribute to orbit-like fringes (Bekaert et al., 2013; Marinkovic and 

Larsen, 2013; Teng et al., 2014). A best-fitting polynomial of order one or higher can be sufficient 

to reduce its effects in an individual interferogram. A spectrum domain method (Shirzaei and 

Walter, 2011) is also feasible to estimate its distribution. For the applications in interseismic creep 

rate estimations, a network approach (Biggs et al., 2007) with multiple interferograms is proposed 

to split orbital errors into master and slave components. This method can avoid effects of 

long-wavelength tectonic signals and APS on the orbital errors estimates to an extent. In this 

method, the rank of the designed matrix is insufficient. SVD is suggested to solve such an 

underdetermined linear problem (Biggs et al., 2007). An improved network approach with a 

two-step strategy is developed in this thesis. Details can be found in Chapter 3. 

2.1.2.2 Spatial characterization of APS 

APS is a common issue when applying InSAR techniques since radar signals travel through the 

troposphere. All methods for correcting for APS in an individual interferogram remains challenging 
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(Knospe and Jonsson, 2010). The confidence intervals and uncertainties in model parameters 

induced by InSAR errors must be provided in geodetic applications (e.g. Menke, 1989; Lohman 

and Simons, 2005). The geostatistic method is an effective way to characterize the dispersion of the 

observations using the structure function (or variogram), variance and covariance (Hanssen, 2001).  

Without loss of generality, the anisotropic covariance         can be expanded from the 

Hanssen's (2001) isotropic model by combining a scalar distance   and azimuth   between any 

two points as  

                                                                    (2.11) 
 

where   is always non-negative,        is the observation at position   in an interferogram. 

The variogram originates from geostatistics, whilst the structure function        is widely used in 

the turbulence literature (e.g. Antonia and Smalley, 2001; Emardson et al., 2003). Both can be 

defined as a variance of the difference of two points separated by a distance   and azimuth angle 

 , 

                                                                      (2.12) 

 

and 

                                                                       (2.13) 

 

where    is the variance of the interferogram. Since elements in covariance are always positive, 

the variances from the azimuths of   and       with the same distance should be equivalent. 

       and         can be computed by either a full variogram where all point pairs between 

any two points are computed, or a sample variogram where only a certain number of random pixel 

pairs are chosen for computation. A full variogram should always be given priority to unless the 

computational burden in spatial domain is an issue. In this study, a FFT method (Marcotte, 1996) is 

suggested to compute full interferogram variograms in the frequency domain, which can provide a 

very fast computation. As shown in Figure 2.7, the original interferogram contains 649 by 663 

pixels. All of possible point pairs reach to 1.9*10
11

. It took only 3 seconds to produce the full 

variogram (Figure 2.7 (b)) using the FFT method. Note that null value in the interferograms should 

be interpolated before the calculation. 
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Figure 2.7 Example of an interferogram, a full variogram and structure function with distance   and 

azimuth  . The Interferogram used in (a) was generated from ascending ASAR track 026 covering the 

Damxung area in the southern Tibet.  
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Figure 2.7 shows the two-dimensional full variogram (Figure 2.7(b)) of the interferogram (Figure 

2.7 (a)) and one-dimensional structure function along different azimuth angles (Figure 2.7 (c)). The 

structure functions over 20 km are relatively variable. In practice, APS spatial distribution is 

usually simplified to be an isotropic problem as used in most of previous cases (e.g. Hanssen, 2001; 

Parsons et al., 2006). An isotropic theoretical function       can be modelled by an exponential 

function over distance as 

                
 

 
                   

 

     
                         (2.14) 

 

where   is the parameter that is theoretically equal to the standard variation    of the data errors, 

  is another controlling parameter. Because of the presence of white noise,       is not zero at 

each pixel, which is usually estimated using a small window. In the case of Figure 2.7, the best-fit 

model of the structure function shows the variance (  ) of 44.92 mm
2
, and model parameters for   

of 25.93 and   of 0.065. The data    of coseismic interferogram is larger than the parameter  , 

which is similar with the phenominon in the 2011 Iceland earthquake (Sudhaus and Jonsson, 2009), 

suggesting that white noise in the InSAR measurements is common. 

Note that data in the far-field without no detectable deformation, are used to estimate the variogram. 

If insufficient far field pixels are available in the case of large shallow earthquakes, the residuals 

after removing the modelled displacements with a best-fit slip model can be used instead (Elliott et 

al., 2010). 

2.1.3  Advanced InSAR techniques 

2.1.3.1  Large deformation mapping 

In this thesis, InSAR is used to map co- and post-seismic surface motions. Conventional 

cross-track interferometry usually suffers from decorrelation due to the large deformation gradients 

in the near-field for large shallow earthquakes, volcano eruptions and landslides (Yun et al., 2007; 

Singleton et al., 2014). Theoretically, the maximum detectable deformation gradient (  ) in LOS 

direction is defined by a functional model proposed by Baran et al. (2005) as  

   
 

  
                                                                   (2.15) 

 

where   is the image resolution and   is the wavelength.    is dimensionless. Based on the 

corresponding SAR parameters, the maximum deformation gradients are ~1.4×10
-3

 and ~7.5×10
-3

 

for original resolution interferograms of C-band (Envisat ASAR) and L-band (ALOS PALSAR) 

data, respectively. The gradient estimate is slightly different between sensor viewing geometries. 

More detailed analysis of the maximum measurement ability of InSAR can be seen in previous 

studies (Baran et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2011; Singleton et al., 2014).  

For those cases with large deformation beyond cross-track InSAR ability, another two techniques 

may be able to provide feasible surface displacement measurements: sub-pixel offsets (SPO) 
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(Michel et al., 1999a; Michel et al., 1999b) and multiple aperture interferometry (MAI) (Bechor 

and Zebker, 2006; Barbot et al., 2008). SPO utilizes the amplitude of SAR images to measure 

offsets within one resolution cell. Due to limited spatial resolution of ERS-1 SAR data, 

uncertainties in range and azimuth deformation maps associated with the 1992 Landers earthquake 

are 0.8 m and 0.4 m, respectively (Michel et al., 1999b). With respect to high resolution SAR 

images, e.g. TerraSAR-X and Cosmo-Skymed, an accuracy of 1/10 to 1/32 of single SLC pixel can 

be obtained by SPO (Singleton et al., 2014).  

MAI specifically senses surface motions along the satellite flight path, which uses the different 

information in each radar beam due to existence of squint angle. Conventional MAI (Bechor and 

Zebker, 2006) starts with azimuth sub-banding during SAR data focusing, whilst a post-processing 

strategy proposed by Barbot et al (2008), also termed AZISAR, can achieve the same purpose 

through splitting an already-focused SLC into forward and backward bands using a spectral 

analysis method. In comparison to SPO, MAI makes use of phase components. However, the 

accuracy of MAI is much lower than cross-track InSAR measurements. A correlation-dependent 

root-mean-square (RMS) of MAI measurements with a correlation coefficient of 0.4 is ~0.08 m 

(Ben-Dov and Herring, 2011), whilst RMS sharply drops to 0.02 m at pixels with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.75. 

Technically, SPO can provide two dimensional displacement maps in both range and azimuth 

directions. However, the range offsets of C-band data (e.g. ERS-1/2 and Envisat) are rarely used for 

geophysical interpretation due to its limited accuracy. The azimuth component of SPO can be much 

better than range component due to higher azimuth resolution, which can be comparable to 

corresponding MAI results for both C- and L-band SAR data (Bechor and Zebker, 2006; Feng et 

al., 2013a). One example is presented in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.8 Comparison between SPO and MAI along-track measurements (Feng et al., 2013a). The data used 

in these figures are for the 2011 MW 6.8 Burma earthquake. (a) Comparison between SPO and MAI for 

ALOS track 126D; (b) As (a), but for ALOS track 486A. Dashed lines are 1:1 agreement. Error bars are 

based on the standard deviation within a 3 by 3 pixels window.  
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2.1.3.2  InSAR time series 

Stacking InSAR (e.g. Wright et al., 2001b; Fialko et al., 2002; Fialko, 2004a; Tong et al., 2013; 

Tong et al., 2014), small-baseline InSAR (SBAS) (Berardino et al., 2002; Lanari et al., 2004) and 

Permanent Scatterer InSAR (PS-InSAR) (Ferretti et al., 2001; Ferretti et al., 2011) are effective 

methods to reduce observation errors by using multi-temporal acquisitions. Stacking InSAR is 

based on the principle that the desired geophysical signal is a systematic pattern, but that 

atmospheric noise is random. Deformation signals in a stacked interferogram from N 

interferograms are   time larger than a single interferogram, whilst the noise is only    times 

larger (Biggs et al., 2007). This method works for those whose targeted deformation history is 

linear over time. To address more complicated deformation time series, SBAS (e.g. Berardino et 

al., 2002; Lanari et al., 2004; Li et al., 2009b) and PSInSAR (e.g. Ferretti et al., 2001; Hooper et 

al., 2007) methods have been well developed.  

As a post-processing tactic, SBAS is more practical than PSInSAR because the former avoids 

complicated algorithms for identifying persistent pixels in all involved SAR images. However, to 

obtain reliable results SBAS usually needs a good network of SAR acquisitions. So far there are 

many applications applying SBAS successfully for city subsidence, postseismic deformation 

mapping and interseismic creep estimation (e.g. Hooper, 2008; Casu et al., 2009; Dehghani et al., 

2009; Fernandez et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009d; Samsonov, 2010; Buckley and Gudipati, 2011; 

Ducret et al., 2011; Lauknes, 2011). In Chapter 3, the SBAS method is utilized to retrieve 

postseismic deformation time series following the 2009 MW6.3 Haixi, Qinghai earthquake.  

2.2  Geodetic modelling  

2.2.1  General inverse problem  

It is an inverse problem to determine fault parameters ( ) from geodetic measurements ( ), which 

can be defined as  

                                                                     (2.16). 

 

In practice, no data are perfectly accurate (Yanovskaya, 2003; Tarantola, 2005; Aster et al., 2013). 

Therefore, noise ( ) as in Equation (2.16) should always be carefully taken into account in the 

interpretation. For a finite rectangle fault source (Okada, 1985, 1992), three linear slip components, 

and seven non-linear geometric parameters need to be considered in surface displacement 

simulation in Equation (2.16). A geodetic inversion for earthquake parameters is generally 

implemented using a two-step approach (e.g. Fukahata and Wright, 2008). Firstly, to determine the 

fault geometry by minimizing the square misfit under an assumption of a uniform slip on a 

rectangular fault; secondly, to estimate the slip distribution on an extended fault plane with linear 

inversion techniques. So, earthquake modelling with InSAR observations usually includes both 

nonlinear and linear problems.  
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2.2.1.1  Nonlinear problem: determination of fault geometry 

To determine fault geometric parameters with geodetic measurements, various nonlinear 

optimization methods have been developed (e.g. Wright et al., 1999; Delouis et al., 2002; 

Stramondo et al., 2011; Velez et al., 2011), e.g. down-hill simplex, simulated annealing, neural 

network method and genetic algorithm. Each optimization has their own strengths that make 

themselves successful in some applications. It is difficult to know if there exists a universal method 

that is capable of solving all kinds of nonlinear problems. Feasibility and efficiency of nonlinear 

optimization algorithms largely rely on users' understanding of the nonlinear problem. An 

improved Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has been developed for geodetic modelling by the 

thesis author since 2006 (Feng et al., 2009; Feng and Li, 2010). All nonlinear problems in this 

study are solved using this method.  

PSO is proposed based on the social behaviour metaphor. More details can be found in previous 

papers (Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995; Trelea, 2003). It assumes that   particles are involved in a 

global searching. The velocity     
  of the  th particle at the (   )th iteration depends on both 

the present global minimum of all particles and the minimum of its own search history, which can 

be mathematically expressed as 

    
    

         
 
   

          
 
   

                                       (2.17) 

 

and 

    
    

      
                                                              (2.18) 

 

where    and    are local and global learning (or controlling) factors respectively, which control 

the space exploration ability. They are also termed inertia weights.    and    are two random 

factors that are both fixed in a small range of [0,1].     
  and     

  are n-dimensional variables 

depending on the inversion problem itself. Inertia weights and random factors can also be 

considered over the same dimension as the velocity fields, but the computational burden has to be 

taken into account. In the searching history, particles tend to temporally converge in local minima. 

This phenomenon is fully utilized by a 1D histogram analysis in the improved PSO method, 

(hereafter also termed MPSO). After that, a down-hill simplex method (Nelder and Mead, 1965) is 

employed to further search the preferable solution determined through a histogram analysis. The 

global minimum solution should exist in the outputs after a series of searching by the down-hill 

simplex method. MPSO keeps the strengths of both the simplex and PSO approaches to avoid the 

convergence at a local minimum.  

In practice, the problem of determining fault geometric parameters from geodetic observations is 

not highly nonlinear. After parameter searching by PSO, limited local minima are usually 

determined. Meanwhile, the Simplex method is usually speedy. Therefore, MPSO can be a fast and 

reliable way to solve the inversion problem for earthquake parameters at a relatively high 
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convergence rate. During the inversion, the misfit function ( ) between the fault geometric model 

( ) and observations ( ) is defined as 

                                                                    (2.19)   

  

where   is the weight matrix produced through Cholesky decomposition of the data covariance 

matrix inverse (Strang and Borre, 1997; Jonsson, 2002):        . 

To compare the effects of different learning factors in the inversion, two simple examples were 

carried out. As shown in Figure 2.9, in test-1 (Figure 2.9 (a)), control factors of [1,1.5] were used 

for the local learning factor and the global one respectively, whilst 1.5 and 1 were used in test-2 

(Figure 2.9 (b)). All the strike angles displayed in the histograms represent solutions that MPSO 

returned. In test-1 (Figure 2.9 (a)), the large global factor tends to drive most particles swarming 

around B. In contrast, test-2 (Figure 2.9 (b)) shows that particles swarm towards multiple local 

minima like A, B and C due to the relatively large local learning factor. However, the global 

minimum of around 205 has been detected in both test-1 and test-2. The simplex algorithm can be 

applied iteratively with these detected local minima. The global minimum solution can then be 

determined quickly and robustly.  

 

Figure 2.9 Examples of local minima detected by the MPSO method.  

 

2.2.1.2  Linear problem: determination of slip distribution 

Once the fault geometric parameters are determined, resolving the slip distribution on the fault 

plane is a linear problem. In some large shallow earthquake applications (e.g. Simons et al., 2002), 

the fault locations and dimensions can be observed in the field. In this case, only dip angle remains 

unknown, which can be solved during the linear inversion step. Therefore, the step of the nonlinear 

inversion can be neglected. Equation (2.19) here can be re-defined as  

                                                                       (2.20) 

 

where   is the Green’s matrix relating surface displacements to the model parameters and   is 
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the slip vector. Following previous linear strategies (Funning et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2009a), two 

orthogonal slip vectors are usually considered in generating the Green’s matrix ( ) as 

   
    
    

                                                              (2.21) 

 

where     and     are equal-sized matrices corresponding to two slip components orthogonal to 

each other. Note that    can be the slip component along any rake (             ).    is then 

usually defined by      . Correspondingly, slip vector   includes two components as  

   
   
   

                                                              (2.22) 

 

The general slip components along the fault orientation and Updip direction can be derived from   

based on the given rakes using the simple trigonometric functions by the following equation as 

 
  
  
   

              

              
  
   
   

                                               (2.23).                                        

                   

To avoid the slip oscillations in the inversion, a two-dimensional two-order Laplacian operator ( ) 

is proposed to constrain the smoothness of slips in two dimensions (Harris and Segall, 1987). 

Combining Equations (2.23-25) and  , the final equation for the slip solution can be re-written as 

 

  

 

 

 

   

     

     

    

    

  
   
   
                                                  (2.24) 

 

where    is a hyperparameter that is introduced to help to select a smooth slip model, which can 

be determined by a trade-off curve plot between slip roughness and data misfit. Meanwhile, some 

others have also been suggested to be able to select an optimal value of    quantitatively, such as 

an ABIC algorithm (Fukahata and Wright, 2008) and a fully Bayesian approach (Fukuda and 

Johnson, 2008) and a cross validation (CV) based method (Matthews and Segall, 1993). To solve 

slip in Equation 2.24, a gradient method (Ward and Barrientos, 1986) is recommended to use in this 

thesis, which can solve a large least-squares problem fast.  

2.2.1.3  Time-dependent geodetic modelling 

Along with high-frequency GPS measurements provided from GNSS, InSAR time-series plays a 

vital role in understanding crustal time-dependent movements and their physical mechanisms 

(Segall and Matthews, 1997; Segall, 2000; Burgmann et al., 2002b). Although time-dependent 

observations can be intuitively inverted for the spatial and temporal variations in fault slip, 

space-time dependent inversion is often hampered by poor signal to noise ratios (SNR) in geodetic 

measurements. An extended network inversion with a Kalman filtering (ENIF) under the 

constraints of GPS time series was proposed for solving the spatial-temporal evolution of fault slip 
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or magma transport (Segall and Matthews, 1997; Aoki et al., 1999; Burgmann et al., 2002b). In this 

method, a constant scaling parameter was employed to control the smoothness of temporal fault 

slips at each fault patch. A Monte Carlo strategy was also introduced to improve this method 

regarding temporal smoothness of slip as a statistic variable (Fukuda et al., 2004).  

ENIF is computationally intensive. For instance, the inversion for the afterslip model following the 

2005 MW 8.7 Nias earthquake using GPS displacement time series took approximately two hours on 

a typical 2005 laptop (Hsu et al., 2006; Kositsky and Avouac, 2010). Actually, ENIF was 

specifically designed for GPS data, which is not capable of inverting InSAR time series. To 

overcome part of these limitations, a principal component analysis-based inversion method 

(PCAIM) was proposed for time-dependent inversion that can efficiently handle both GPS and 

InSAR deformation time-series (Kositsky and Avouac, 2010; Lin et al., 2010). The basic principle 

of PCAIM is to decompose deformation observations into the sum of multiple principal 

components, of which each component is individually inverted for a corresponding principal slip 

model. This method takes advantage of the linearity between surface displacements and fault slip, 

which makes it possible to retrieve a source model by a linear combination of principal slip models 

derived from the inversion of each component. PCAIM has been successfully applied in several 

time-dependent geodetic inversions, e.g. the magmatic inflation beneath the long Valley Caldera 

and the afterslip following the 2005 Nias earthquake. However, it is very sensitive to 

high-amplitude noise in the observations (Lin et al., 2010).  

A good SAR acquisition network can offer an opportunity to resolve deformation time series with 

limited effects of data errors such as APS and DEM errors, by SBAS-InSAR and/or PS-InSAR. 

Then, it is possible to determine the cumulative slip between any two SAR acquisitions 

individually (Ryder et al., 2007a). To obtain relatively continuous slip history, the gap between the 

event occurrence and the first SAR acquisition can be interpolated based on deformation time 

series (Ryder et al., 2007a). A similar strategy has also been applied in the GPS-based afterslip 

model of the 2011 MW 9.0 Japan earthquake (Diao et al., 2013). However, rate oscillation in 

temporal fault slip due to unexpected observations errors cannot be controlled during inverting time 

series individually.   

An integrated equation for space-temporal slip history based on InSAR time-series is proposed in 

the Qinghai afterslip analysis (Chapter 3), in which an additional hyperparameter is introduced to 

constrain slip rate oscillation between the afterslip history.              

2.2.1.4 Layered Earth model 

The classic dislocation theory (Okada, 1985, 1992) in an elastic half space has been successfully 

applied in the prediction of crustal deformation fields. However, efforts to develop the formulations 

for a more realistic Earth model have been advanced since the 1950's (e.g. Steketee, 1958; 

Maruyama, 1964; Singh, 1971; Comninou and Dundurs, 1975; Savage, 1998; Wang, 1999; Zhu and 

Rivera, 2002; He et al., 2003). The effects of Earth curvature, lateral inhomogeneity, crustal 

layering and obliquely layered media have separately been considered in numerical 
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implementations. As described previously (Okada, 1985; Wang et al., 2006b), the effect of Earth 

curvature can be negligible for shallow events at distances of less than 2,000 km, whilst lateral 

inhomogeneity or crustal layering can sometimes cause considerable effects on the surface 

deformation simulation. 

To examine effects of a layered medium, theoretical surface displacements due to the slip model of 

the 2011 MW 9.1 Japan earthquake, determined by a joint inversion (more details in Chapter 5), 

were calculated using Okada’s method and Wang et al.’s method, respectively (Okada, 1992; Wang 

et al., 2006b). Four layers of crust exist in the database of Crust2.0 for this region (Tenzer et al., 

2011). As shown in Figure 2.10, vertical displacements determined with the elastic half-space Earth 

model show good agreement with the layered elastic model with a correlation of 0.996 and a 

p-value of 0.0001.  

 

Figure 2.10 Comparison of the predicted vertical displacements from elastic half-space and layered Earth 

models. (a) The vertical displacement field associated with the MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. White line is 

the location of Profile A-B. (b) Comparison of the vertical displacement along Profile A-B derived from the 

elastic half-space earth model (red line) and the layered elastic one (blue).  

 

2.2.2  InSAR observations downsampling  

In comparison to GPS and any other conventional geodetic means, InSAR technique can provide 

measurements covering epicentral areas at a spatial resolution of a few tens of metres. Millions 

observations can be usually available for an earthquake source modelling, which significantly 

increases computational cost. Thousands of forward computations usually need to be performed 

during the inversion. It is unlikely to involve all InSAR valid pixels in the inversion. Therefore, 

InSAR observations are often downsampled to few thousands of points prior to modelling (e.g. 

Jonsson, 2002; Lohman, 2004; Lohman and Simons, 2005). Because of the high degree of spatial 

correlation in InSAR data, loss of data information for source in this process can be ignored 

(Hanssen, 2001; Wright et al., 2004a). Three down-sampling algorithms in the spatial domain have 

been developed, such as regular-grid sampling, Quadtree decomposition (Jónsson et al., 2002; 
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Simons et al., 2002) and data Resolution based (Rb) method (Lohman and Simons, 2005).  

As the simplest algorithm, the regular-grid sampling method can be implemented by sub-sampling 

unwrapped interferograms to a coarse grid with regular spacing. The value at each new grid pixel 

can be re-assigned using a mean value of all valid value within the sampling window, e.g. 20 by 20 

pixels (Jonsson, 2002). This method has a severe trade-off between the efficiency of reduction and 

deformation details near to the fault trace, but this limitation can partly be overcome by the 

Quadtree algorithm. The Quadtree method utilizes the displacement gradients to determine the 

sub-sampling window size. Ideally, the sampling size of pixels near the fault should be small, 

whilst the window size in the far-fields is large. However, it is impossible to avoid oversampling in 

the far fields due to the effects of observation errors (non-deformation signals). The Rb method 

avoids all of the above limitations to some degrees. The sampled data density depends on both the 

sensitivity of data to the fault model and displacement gradients (Lohman and Simons, 2005). In 

this method, the fact that individual pixels far from slip sources contribute approximately identical 

information to the model, is fully taken into account (Lohman and Simons, 2005). As shown in 

Figure 2.11, the three methods were employed for downsampling a L-band interferogram from 

ALOS track 126 that was used for determining the fault parameters of the 2011 MW 6.8 Burma 

earthquake (Feng et al., 2013a).  

   

Figure 2.11 Comparison of different downsampling methods. (a) Result by the uniform downsampling 

method, (b) by quadtree downsampling method and (c) by data resolution based downsampling method. 

 

2.2.3  PSOKINV 

Several geodetic inversion packages have been developed, e.g. nonlinear Okinv and Slipinv 

(Wright et al., 1999; Funning et al., 2005b), GEODMOD in Miami University (Amelung et al., 

2011) and SDM (Wang et al., 2013a). Nonlinear Okinv has been widely applied in earthquake 

modelling, particularly in UK NERC COMET team (e.g. 1999; Wright et al., 2001a; 2003; Parsons 

et al., 2006; Walters et al., 2009; 2012; Elliott et al., 2013). GEODMOD is designed for earthquake 

and volcano modelling by the InSAR team in Miami University. SDM is fully released by Dr. 

Rongjiang Wang in GFZ, which is specifically used for linear slip inversion. Here, a novel 

self-developed Matlab-based geodetic inversion package, PSOKINV will be introduced, which is 

employed to solve all linear/nonlinear problems in this thesis.  
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2.2.3.1  Overview of PSOKINV 

PSOKINV is an acronym for the Particle Swarm Optimization and OKada Inversion Package. As 

its name suggests, the package was originally tailored for InSAR inversion using the MPSO 

nonlinear algorithm based on the elastic Okada dislocation models (Okada, 1985, 1992). The first 

version of PSOKINV was completed in the summer of 2009. After a few years' development, 

particularly during the period of my PhD study, the latest version is able to handle multiple 

geodetic datasets including InSAR, GPS, land and/or space-based gravity changes and field survey 

measurements. Combining with PSGRN/PSCMP (Wang et al., 2006b), PSOKINV can also treat a 

geodetic modelling in a layered Earth medium smoothly. As shown in Figure 2.12, four 

independent sub-packages are included in the current version of PSOKINV such as data 

preprocessing, nonlinear inversion, linear slip inversion and forward simulation.  

 

Figure 2.12 Flow chart of PSOKINV. 

 

2.2.3.2  PSOKINV features 

PSOKINV has following features which make it efficient and easy-to-use: 

1) Flexible definitions of a rectangular fault. PSOKINV provides seven different fault definitions 

that are useful to control the relative locations between adjacent faults.  

2) Optional parallel computing. Utilizing the parallel computing environment in Matlab, 

PSOKINV can automatically assign a computation task to different CPUs. Using Laptop or 

personal computer with four CPU cores, an inversion job using full computer resources can be 

accelerated by at least 3 times than that in a single CPU core computer.  

3) Fault discretization. PSOKINV provides three strategies to divide a single fault into discrete 

subfaults for slip distribution inversion (Figure 2.14 (b,c,d)) including regular size sampling, 

depth-dependent variable size sampling and slip sensitivity analysis based fault discretization. 

The regular size method was widely used in previous studies (e.g. Talebian et al., 2004; 

Funning et al., 2005a; Biggs et al., 2007), in which each fault patch has equal size. The 

depth-dependent fault discretization method (DDD) was also applied in several previous 

studies (e.g. Simons et al., 2002; Fialko, 2004b). A damping factor that controls the sub-patch 

size increasing with depth is introduced to keep a high model resolution in the shallow part of a 

fault and also split the fault into a limited number of subfaults. The slip sensitivity analysis 
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based method (SSAM) is a new method first proposed in this thesis. This method is similar 

with a method proposed in Atzori et al’s study (Atzori and Antonioli, 2011), but the method in 

this study is fully derived from the data and the smallest patch size is not necessary on the top. 

Its basic principle is to allow a smaller patch size where the faults have greater abilities to 

explain observations, which is similar to the ideas to sample a fault based on aftershock spatial 

distribution (Ziv, 2012). Triangular dislocation elements are also already allowed in the current 

version of PSOKINV. However, forward modelling of the angular dislocation derived by 

Meade et al. (2007) is computationally expensive, thus in practice, rectangular elements are 

recommended by default. 

4) Estimation of parameters uncertainties. Similar to the Monte Carlo method proposed in 

nonlinear Okinv (e.g. Wright et al., 1999; 2003; Biggs et al., 2006; Parsons et al., 2006), the 

uncertainties in fault parameters and slip distributions can be estimated in terms of the 

observation errors. 

5) Modular programming. Over 400 m-scripts are developed in PSOKINV, which are also helpful 

for other independent applications, e.g. Coulomb stress calculation, seismic statistics, 

regression analysis and geographic applications. For examples, a plane equation in 3D with 

three control points can be estimated using only one m-script.  

6) Being compatible with other public packages. PSOKINV provides independent utilities to 

implement model format conversion for packages, e.g. Coulomb3.1, PSGRN/PSCMP and 

OKSAR.  

 

Figure 2.13 An example of a single fault plane with different reference points. Six different definitions for 

the same fault are given. A, top-left corner on the surface. B, top-middle on the surface. C, top-right corner 

on the surface. D, E and F are as for A-C, but define the top boundary of real fault plane (red rectangle). 

Arrow shows the slip vector, and red thick line shows the fault trace, the line of intersection between the fault 

plane and the Earth's surface. E is used in the inversion by default. 

 

7) Quick maps using the genetic mapping tools (GMT). An additional package was developed 

during this thesis, which can plot figures using GMT. In the subpackage, Matlab is used to 
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organize and analyze data, and automatically generate GMT scripts for a high resolution PS. 

Some scripts are also available to generate KML files to publish slip models in Google Earth. 

2.2.3.3  Validation: a checkerboard test 

To validate the efficiency of PSOKINV and compare the effects of different fault discretization 

methods, a checkerboard test was carried out using 1,005 LOS observations with the same SAR 

viewing geometric parameters as Figure 2.11 (c). The fault geometric parameters for theoretical 

simulation were inherited from the 2011 MW 6.8 Burma earthquake by Feng et al. (2013). The three 

fault discretization methods were all applied to retrieve slip models. Their resultant optimal slip 

models are shown in Figure 2.14, which can explain the observations equally well with the RMSs 

of 1.02×10
-4

, 1.1×10
-4

 and 1.02×10
-4

 m, respectively. Due to the roles of slip smoothing and 

different patch sizes used in the fault discretization, the determined slip models are not completely 

identical to the input model (Figure 2.14 (a)). However, the two major slip patterns have all been 

retrieved in the three slip models. Figure 2.15 shows that the stress drop calculated from the SSAM 

slip model (Figure 2.14 (d)) trends to be uniform, whilst the stress drop resulting from the regular 

size (Figure 2.14 (b)) and DDD slip models (Figure 2.14 (c)) are highly variable.  

      

Figure 2.14 Slip inversion validation with three discretized fault models by a checkerboard test. 
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Figure 2.15 Shear stress drop corresponding to the three resolved slip models in Figure 2.14. 

 

2.3  Summary 

This chapter provided a concise introduction to SAR and InSAR techniques followed by brief 

comparisons between four freely InSAR packages, DORIS, GMTSAT, ISCE and ROI_PAC. The 

mathematical basis of geodetic modelling for fault geometry parameters and slip distributions was 

also summarized. The principle of a novel hybrid non-linear global optimization method, MPSO 

that was developed by the thesis author, was outlined briefly. All nonlinear problems in this thesis 

are solved using this method. A new geodetic inversion package, PSOKINV was also introduced, 

and will be employed to determine fault parameters and distributed slip models discussed in later 

chapters.  
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Chapter 3  

InSAR measurements of the 2003-2009 Qinghai 

earthquake sequence 

In this chapter, a number of ASAR SAR images are collected to revisit co- and post-seismic surface 

responses to the 2003-2009 earthquake sequence that occurred on the northern margin of the 

Qaidam basin including three MW 6.3 thrust-slip earthquakes. Fault geometric parameters and 

coseismic slip models of the three mainshocks are determined through inverting InSAR coseismic 

observations. The afterslip history following the 2009 mainshock is investigated using InSAR 

postseismic displacement time series. A time-dependent inversion strategy is conducted for 

retrieving the afterslip history. The coseismic and cumulative afterslip models associated with the 

2009 mainshock are then used to partition frictional properties on its seismic fault. The 

performance of the rate-state friction law in the 2009 MW 6.3 earthquake is addressed at the end.  

3.1  Introduction 

A sequence of earthquakes from 2003 to 2009 occurred on the northern margin of the Qaidam basin, 

Tibet Plateau including three M ~ 6.3 earthquakes (the 2003 Delingha, the 2008 and 2009 two 

Haixi events) and their aftershocks. As listed in Table 3.1, the sequence started with a MW 6.3 

earthquake on 17th April 2003 with purely thrust slip. On 10th November 2008, another MW 6.3 

earthquake took place, located ~40 km west of the epicentre of the 2003 mainshock, at a depth of 

27 km (GCMT). Only 11 months after the 2008 event, the third MW 6.3 earthquake occurred at 

nearly the same location as the 2008 event, but at a shallow depth of 12 km (GCMT). Because no 

serious damage was caused during the events, the sequence did not draw people's much attention. 

So far, only a few studies have been undertaken, looking at the fault locations and coseismic 

rupture patterns utilizing seismic, geologic and geodetic means (Elliott et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2012; 

Wen et al., 2012b; Chen et al., 2013).  

Through seismic moment inversion and regional stress analysis, Sun et al. (2012) suggested that 

the 2003 MW 6.3 Delingha mainshock occurred on a south-dipping thrust fault. Zha et al. (2013) 

reached to a similar conclusion using seismic inversion. Elliott et al. (2011) revealed that the 2008 

and 2009 MW 6.3 earthquakes were nearly coplanar on the south-dipping 

Dachaidan-Zongwulongshan (DCDZWLS) fault using coseismic InSAR measurements, whilst 

Chen et al. (2013) suggested that the 2008 event might occur on the NNE-dipping Xitieshan (XTS) 

fault with left-lateral thrust slip through the analysis of relocated aftershocks and field data.  
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Figure 3.1 Tectonic features around the Qaidam basin, modified from Yin et al. (2008b). Dashed rectangle denotes the spatial coverage of Figure 3.2. 
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From a tectonic point of view, there has long been a debate upon the local thrust fault structure on 

the northern margin of the Qaidam basin. Some geologists inferred that south-dipping thrust faults 

should principally control the evolution of the basin (Métivier et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2012f), 

whilst others argued that the thrust belt should be predominantly north-dipping (Wang et al., 2006a; 

Yin et al., 2008a). Therefore, to fix the ambiguity of the fault geometric parameters of these three 

large earthquakes shall improve our understanding of the fault structure in the region. In order to 

address these issues, this chapter is conducted as follow. Firstly, a number of Envisat SAR images 

in both Stripmap and ScanSAR modes are processed to map the surface motions following the 

sequence. Secondly, the fault geometric parameters and slip distributions of the 2009 mainshock 

are determined from InSAR observations followed by the determination of its afterslip model. 

Finally, the patterns of the fault frictional properties inferred from the co- and post-seismic slip 

models of the 2009 mainshock are presented. Although surface changes associated with several 

aftershocks after the 2003 mainshock (Figure 3.2) have been detected, data analysis for the 

aftershocks is not implemented in this chapter. These aftershocks are all far away from the 2009 

event, without analysis, which is believed to have little impacts on the analysis of the frictional 

properties of the 2009 mainshock fault. 

 

3.2 Tectonic backgrounds  

As the largest topographic depression in the Tibetan Plateau, the Cenozoic Qaidam basin is 

bounded by the Altyn Tagh fault in the northwest, the Qilianshan-Nanshan thrust belt (see Figure 

3.1) in the northeast and the Eastern Kunlun thrust belt in the south (Chen et al., 1999; Xia et al., 

2001; Wang et al., 2006a; Zhou et al., 2006; 2008a; Yin et al., 2008b). In plan view, the entire basin 

presents a triangular geometric shape which may result from northeast-southwest compression 

driven by continental collision (Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975). The formation and evolution of the 

Qaidam basin have widely been investigated on the significant implications for the evolution of the 

Tibetan Plateau, the post-collisional behaviour and oil exploration. 

The Qaidam basin sits at the northern margin of the Tibetan Plateau with an average elevation of 

~3,000 m above sea level. As one of the major tectonic elements in the Tibetan Plateau, present 

large scale crustal deformation rates have been detected by GPS measurements across the basin 

(Wang et al., 2001; Gan et al., 2007). A convergence rate of ~5-7 mm yr
-1

 is revealed across the 

Qilianshan-Nanshan (Wang et al., 2001; Gan et al., 2007). Their observations and other GPS 

observations suggest that ~19% Indo-Asia continental collision is accommodated by the horizontal 

crustal shortening along the fold-thrust belts in the north Tibetan plateau (Dobretsov et al., 1996; 

Shen et al., 2001; Gan et al., 2007; Yin et al., 2008a). As the north edge of the Tibetan Plateau, the 

deformation history along the Altyn Tagh fault has important significance for understanding 

tectonic evolution of the plateau (Yin et al., 2002). A left-lateral creep at a rate of ~9 mm yr
-1

 on the 

Altyn Tagh fault revealed by GPS (Shen et al., 2001) suggests a predominant mechanism 

controlling present crustal deformation in the most north of the Tibetan Plateau. Thus, the present 
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clockwise rotation and thrust-slip seismicities observed in the north margin of the Qaidam basin 

should mainly be under the control of both the Indo-Asia continental collision and large left-lateral 

creep on the Altyn Tagh fault (e.g. Molnar and Tapponnier, 1975, 1977; Armijo et al., 1989; Shen et 

al., 2001; Wang et al., 2006a; Liu-Zeng et al., 2008). In contrast to the southern Tibet plateau, rare 

large destructive earthquakes were recorded in the Qaidam basin, implying that the mechanical 

strength of Qaidam lithosphere is relatively strong (Braitenberg et al., 2003; Yin et al., 2008b). As 

shown in Figure 3.2, besides the 2003-2009 Qinghai earthquake sequence, only ~850 earthquakes 

with magnitudes from 1 to 5.5 have been recorded by China Seismic network (CSN) since 1977. 

About 90% of these earthquakes were located at depths of >16 km. Since investigations have rarely 

been carried out in this region, the present slip rates and paleoseismic history along the DCDZWLS 

fault still remain unclear. The three MW 6.3 earthquakes can provide an important opportunity to 

better understand the local fault structure and shear strength of the DCDZWLS fault. 
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Figure 3.2 Tectonic setting and SAR data spatial coverage overlaid on topographic relief. Grey lines indicate the active faults in this region (Deng et al., 2003), whilst colour dots 

represent seismicities with their depth information during the period from 1970 to 2014 (CSN). White solid rectangles indicate the spatial coverage of Envisat ASAR in Stripmap mode 

(tracks 047, 276, 319 and 455) and ScanSAR mode (tracks 083 and 226). XTS stands for Xitieshan fault and DCDZWLS for Dachaidan-Zongwulongshan fault. The beachballs are the 

three MW 6.3 mainshocks and their large aftershocks from GCMT. The topographic relief was made using the 90-m-spacing DEM data from the shuttle radar topography mission, 

SRTM (Farr et al., 2007). 
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3.3 InSAR deformation time series  

In this section, multiple tracks of Envisat C-band SAR data are used for measuring the surface 

responses to the 2003-2009 Qinghai earthquake sequence. An improved network method is 

proposed to reduce the impacts of orbit ramps on SAR interferograms. The deformation patterns 

associated with the three mainshocks are explored. The postseismic deformation time series 

following the 2009 mainshock is revealed by SBAS-InSAR. 

3.3.1 SAR data 

Figure 3.2 shows six tracks of Envisat ASAR images covering the Qinghai earthquake sequence 

region including two ScanSAR tracks and four Stripmap tracks. Only one SAR image from track 

276 was acquired prior to the 2003 Delingha earthquake, which is necessary for mapping coseismic 

surface motion caused by the mainshock. Each dashed line in Figure 3.3, represents an 

interferometric pair with a perpendicular baseline less than 350 m and a temporal interval shorter 

than three years. Those with large perpendicular baselines (>350 m) can rarely generate valid 

observations in the epicentral areas due to local rugged terrain, whilst the interferometric coherence 

of the pairs having over three years temporal intervals in this region is also dramatically degraded 

due to ground objects changing over time. Therefore, the pairs shown in Figure 3.3 were selected 

for monitoring surface displacements caused by the earthquake sequence. More detailed 

information about SAR data is listed in Table 3.2.   

Table 3.1 SAR images used in this study. 

Orbit Mode Sat. Heading Acquisitions Interferograms Events* 

319 Stripmap Descending 24 144 b,c,d,e 

276 Stripmap Descending 24 120 a,b,c 

455 Stripmap Ascending 9 13 d,e 

047 Stripmap Descending 22 69 d,e 

083 ScanSAR Ascending 12 34 d,e 

226 ScanSAR Ascending 8 15 d 

Note: *  a- 2003 MW 6.3 Delingha earthquake; b- 2004 aftershock; c- 2005 aftershock; d- 2008 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake 

and e- 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake. The spatial locations of these events can be found in Figure 3.2. 

3.3.2 Interferogram formation 

All interferometric pairs shown in Figure 3.3 were processed using the ROI_PAC(v3.01) software 

(Rosen et al., 2004b) with the two-pass InSAR processing strategy (Chapter 2). The SRTM 90-m 

DEM data (Farr et al., 2007) were employed to remove topographic phase in interferograms. To 

save computational resources, only the fifth sub-swath of ScanSAR track 083 and the first 

sub-swath of ScanSAR track 226 were processed since they fully covere the epicentral areas of the 

2008 and 2009 mainshocks. In total, 395 interferograms from six tracks were generated as listed in 

Table 3.2. Most of the interferograms do not include detectable deformation signals related to the 

earthquake sequence. However, they were all kept for orbital ramp corrections based on an 
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improved network strategy that will be introduced later.  

 

 

Figure 3.3 Baseline plot for the interferometric pairs of all ASAR tracks. Dark red triangles represent SAR 

acquisitions, and dashed lines between red triangles indicate the interferograms used in this chapter. Three 

colour lines mark the three MW 6.3 earthquake occurrences: red for the 2003 Delingha event, green for the 

2008 Haixi event and blue for the 2009 Haixi event. PerpB is the perpendicular baseline between master and 

slave SAR images. 

 

Six interferograms covering coseismic deformation of the three MW 6.3 mainshocks are shown in 

Figure 3.4. Interferograms from track 276 provides unique coseismic deformation measurements of 

the 2003 MW 6.3 earthquake (Figure 3.4 (c)), but only half of the coseismic deformation area with a 

maximum LOS displacement of +0.21 m is covered. Interferograms from tracks 319, 455, 047, 083 

and 226 fully record coseismic surface changes caused by the 2008 MW 6.3 event. A maximum LOS 

range change of +0.08 m is observed in the descending interferogram of track 319, and similar 

maximum LOS range changes (0.09 m) are observed in both ascending tracks 047 and 455. Since 
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the similar LOS displacement patterns are shown in both the descending and ascending 

interferograms, vertical movements should be predominant in the coseismic deformation filed of 

the mainshock. A similar situation is observed for the 2009 mainshock. However, the maximum 

LOS surface changes for the 2009 mainshock from tracks 047 (ascending) and 319 (descending) 

reach up to +0.3 and +0.29 m, respectively. Three separate surface deformation centres can also be 

recognized (Figure 3.4 (d)), suggesting that significant aftershocks following the 2009 event may 

also mainly contribute to the coseismic motion.  

 

Figure 3.4 Coseismic interferograms from six Envisat tracks associated with the three 2003-2009 MW 6.3 

mainshocks. The temporal information of the interferometric pairs is noted inside the subfigures by 

"<yyyymmdd>-<yyyymmdd> (<Track Number>)". Interferograms are re-wrapped into [- ,   ]. Blue 

rectangles denote the epicentral areas of the 2008 and 2009 mainshocks, whilst red ones imply for that of the 

2003 event.  

 

Significant postseismic LOS motion following the 2009 event has been identified in several 

postseismic interferograms of track 319 (Figure 3.6 (g)). The effects of atmospheric perturbation 

also appear considerable in most of these interferograms. It is difficult to precisely extract small 

surface motions caused by the postseismic processes of the 2009 event from these interferograms 

contaminated by atmospheric delays. A small-baseline InSAR strategy will then be applied to 

separate the postseismic deformation history.  

3.3.3  An improved network method for orbit correction  

Orbit ramps are common in InSAR measurements, which usually show long-wavelength signals 
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(Zebker et al., 1994; Hanssen, 2001). Many efforts have been made to reduce the effects of orbital 

errors in the topography and deformation mapping (Biggs et al., 2007; Bahr and Hanssen, 2012; 

Fattahi and Amelung, 2014; Wang and Jonsson, 2014). A correction method was recently 

developed in the frequency domain to isolate long-wavelength signals from a single interferogram 

(Shirzaei and Walter, 2011). However, the most widely used method is to remove a best-fit plane or 

a curved surface from an individual interferogram (Pritchard et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2004a). A 

best-fit plane can be written as 

                                                                      (3.1) 

 

where           are the parameters that need be estimated, [     are the pixel coordinates and   

is the InSAR observation. Generally, millions of pixels in an interferogram are available to estimate 

the three parameters, which makes Equation (3.1) over-determined. However, as noted by Biggs et 

al. (2007), due to interseismic tectonic signals and atmospheric delays that can contribute to 

long-wavelength signals in InSAR measurements, this method can easily lead to over- or 

under-estimation of orbital errors in a single interferogram. Usually, a single image acquisition can 

be used to generate several interferograms. Therefore, orbital errors in two interferograms sharing 

one image should be correlated. A network correction strategy based on this correlation was 

proposed by Biggs et al. (2007) to split the orbit errors in an individual interferogram into master 

and slave components. The relationship between InSAR measurements with orbital errors for each 

SAR acquisition was written as 

                                                                 (3.2)  

                                                                        

where m and n stand for indexes of images used in the interferograms, and     is the phase shift 

for each interferogram. In Equation (3.2), five independent parameters need to be solved for one 

interferogram. For N SAR images, N(N-1)/2 interferograms can be formed. Based on Equation 

(3.2), the rank of the design matrix is 2(N-1)+ N(N-1)/2, which is smaller than the number of 

unsolved parameters, 2N+N(N-1)/2. Therefore, the problem of Equation (3.2) is underdetermined. 

A truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) method was suggested to find a minimum norm 

solution by Biggs et al. (2007). In this thesis, a full-rank design matrix is proposed based on 

Equation (3.2) as 

                                                         (3.3) 

 

where   stands for the reference point. Note that reference points for different interferograms can 

be different. But it is preferential to select those points without atmospheric effects and tectonic 

motions. The phase shift for any points in an interferogram should be constant. Then Equation (3.3) 

can directly be simplified as 

                                                             (3.4) 
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In Equation (3.4) the number of parameters drops to 2N only. However, the rank of the design 

matrix is 2(N-1), in which condition numbers are still insufficient. To further solve this issue, a 

phase closure (Biggs et al., 2007) is used to provide additional constraints. With three acquisitions 

(m,n,q), three interferograms                  can be generated at most. Then, a closure phase 

at any pixel (   from these three interferograms can be described as   

                                                                      (3.5). 

 

 If a common reference point is selected in all three interferograms for Equation (3.5), the left term 

of Equation (3.5) should be zero, and Equation (3.5) can be rewritten as  

                      
 

     
 

     
 

                                 (3.6). 

 

Based on Equation (3.6), a two-step strategy can be considered to reduce the effects of orbital 

errors. Firstly, the orbital-error related phase is split from original interferograms. Effects of 

unwrapping errors or other abrupt surface changes included in specific interferograms can be 

avoided, which also can be used for repairing unwrapping errors in other InSAR applications. 

Secondly, retrieved phase can be utilized for estimation of orbital errors based Equations (3.4) and 

(3.5). SVD is also required. If orbital errors in one acquisition are assumed zero, the design matrix 

can then be fully determined. In this case, simple most of linear-square algorithms can be efficient 

to solve this problem. With this strategy, the coseismic fringes are not necessary to be masked out 

before the estimation. 

 

Figure 3.5 Comparison of orbital corrected interferograms. (a) The original interferogram of 

20040121-20070214; (b) the corrected interferogram by the improved network method and (c) the corrected 

one using the traditional method.  

To validate the improved network approach, the interferogram of 21 January 2004 vs 14 February 

2007 from track 319 was used for comparison (Figure 3.5). A resultant interferogram corrected 

using an order-two polynomial is shown in Figure 3.5 (c), whilst another resultant interferogram 

utilizing all interferograms from track 319 based on the improved network method is presented in 
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Figure 3.5(b). Significant differences between these two corrected interferograms can be identified. 

The long-wavelength signals observed in the centre of Figure 3.5(c) disappear in Figure 3.5(b). 

The phase closure (Biggs et al., 2007) provides an alternative way to validate the improved 

network method. Figure 3.6 illustrates the resultant interferograms corrected individually using a 

polynomial of order two. According to the phase closure strategy, the synthetic interferogram 

generated from three correlated interferograms (Figure 3.6 (a, b and c)) should be constant, but 

clear phase gradients can be observed in Figure 3.6 (d). A similar situation was also found for 

another three corrected interferograms (Figure 3.6 (e, f and g). So, a best-fit method to correct orbit 

errors individually can easily over- or under-estimate orbital ramps due to other long-wavelength 

signals, e.g. atmospheric delays and/or tectonic motion. For resultant interferograms corrected by 

the improved network method from the same two phase loops used in Figure 3.6, their synthetic 

interferograms (Figure 3.7 (d and h)) remain constant only and no significant phase gradient can be 

observed. To further examine the performance of the new correction method, interferograms from 

track 455 with (Table 3.2) was also corrected using the improved network approach, in which only 

13 interferograms in total are available to estimate orbital errors for each SAR image. No 

significant phase gradient can be seen in resultant interferograms (Figure 3.8 (d and h)) .  

 

Figure 3.6 Phase closure loops for checking orbit correction. The interferograms have been rewrapped by a 

phase cycle ranging from -1.5 to 1.5 rad. The spatial coverage of the interferograms is the same as shown by 

the blue rectangles in Figure 3.4. (a-c) are three orbit-corrected interferograms using the traditional best-fit 

correction method, (d) is the synthetic one that was computed by (a)-(b)+(c). (e-h) are similar to the (a-d), but 

for another three SAR images. 
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Figure 3.7 Similar to Figure 3.6, but interferograms were corrected using the improved network method. 

Noting that the synthetic interferograms (d) and (h) are constant only after corrected using the new network 

orbit correction method. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Examples of phase closure for track 455 after orbit correction using the new network strategy. 

 

In this chapter, interferograms of tracks 319 and 455 and 047 with enough connections between 

interferometric pairs were corrected for orbit errors using this improved network approach prior to 

further time series analysis. The rest tracks used in this chapter were still corrected individually.  
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3.3.4  Coseismic InSAR displacements associated with the three MW 

6.3 earthquakes 

As shown in Figure 3.8, interferograms from track 455 include significant artefacts from 

topography correlated atmospheric delays. Actually, atmospheric effects seem to be common in this 

region. This is partly why the traditional orbit correction does not work well in this case as shown 

for two interferograms from track 319 in Figure 3.6. As mentioned in Chapter 2, stacking InSAR is 

one of the effective techniques to reduce the atmospheric effects by averaging multiple 

interferograms. This technique was employed in this chapter to extract surface LOS changes caused 

by the 2008 and 2009 mainshocks. For the 2003 event, only two coseismic interferograms were 

generated with a common master image acquired on 13 April 2003. The interferogram of 

20030413-20040606 was selected to determine fault parameters and slip distribution of the 2003 

mainshock.  

26 coseismic interferograms from track 319 associated with the 2008 mainshock are available, 

which are collected to build a stacked interferogram (Figure 3.9 (c)). All these coseismic 

interferograms have relatively good coherence, even in the epicentral area. In processing, only 

coherent pixels from the interferograms were stacked. For the  th pixel, the stacked phase is 

calculated by 

 
 
 
   

 
   

 
   

   

 
                                                       (3.7) 

where   is the number of the interferograms, and   
 

 is the reference phase in the  th 

interferogram. A reference point ( ) was selected in the far-field which is free from the deformation. 

Ideally, the point   should also be free from atmospheric delays.   
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Figure 3.9 Comparison of original coseismic interferograms and the stacked one with profile analysis of 

coseismic LOS changes associated with the 2008 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake. Note that the stacked 

interferogram (c) is made using 24 original coseismic interferograms. (a) and (b) are two original 

interferograms both spanning the earthquake occurrence. (d) LOS displacements along Profile A-B are 

extracted from interferograms within a 1-km-wide narrow swath along line A-B. Brown line shows the 

location of the fault in depth, which is not scaled. (e) The baseline information of the pairs used in the 

stacking. Dashed red lines represents the pairs used in (a). 

 

Figure 3.9 shows the comparison between original coseismic interferograms and the stacked 

interferogram. Both original coseismic interferograms (Figure 3.9 (a and b)) keep good coherence, 

but large phase variations can be observed between themselves in the denoted region with the solid 

rectangle (Figure 3.9). The stacked interferogram (Figure 3.9(c)) presents smoother phases than the 

original two, which has a maximum LOS subsidence of -9 mm in the rectangle region. Using the 

same method, another 11 interferograms of track 319 from Nov 2008 to July 2009 were stacked to 

identify postseismic surface motion following the 2008 mainshock (Figure 3.10 (c)). No detectable 

postseismic signals can be found (Figure 3.10). Therefore, effects of postseismic deformation after 

the 2008 mainshock in its coseismic stacked interferogram from track 319 can be ignored.  
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Figure 3.10 As Figure 3.9, but for postseismic observations following the 2008 MW 6.3 mainshock. 

The same approach was employed for mapping coseismic surface changes associated with the 2009 

MW 6.3 mainshock. To reduce the effects of incoherent pixels in some interferograms, seven 

interferograms from track 319 covering the epicentral area of the 2009 mainshock were selected for 

generating the stacked interferogram. As shown in Figure 3.11, three separated deformation centres 

can be found with a maximum LOS change of 0.42 m. LOS changes along Profile A-B from the 

original coseismic (Figure 3.11 (a and b)) and stacked interferograms (Figure 3.11 (c)) show good 
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agreement (Figure 3.11 (d)), suggesting that the contribution from postseismic deformation after 

the 2009 mainshock to its coseismic LOS measurements is not significant. Topography-correlated 

signals have been suppressed in the stacked interferogram (Figure 3.11 (c)), which can be observed 

in the original interferograms (Figure 3.11 (a and b)). Therefore, the stacked interferogram (Figure 

3.11(c)) should be optimal to use for determination of the slip distribution of the 2009 mainshock. 

3.3.5 Deformation time series following the 2009 MW 6.3 mainshock 

21 postseismic interferograms from track 319 were generated using ROI_PAC(v3.01) from seven 

SAR images acquired after the 2009 MW 6.3 mainshock from 16 September 2009 to 23 June 2010. 

17 interferograms were finally selected after rejecting four interferograms due to loss of coherence 

in the epicentral area (Figure 3.12). The all remained interferograms were checked to exclude phase 

unwrapping errors using a phase closure analysis (Wang et al., 2012a). Pixels with absolute phases > 

2π in synthetic interferograms, were removed. More details on the SBAS-InSAR technique used in 

this chapter can be found in Appendix 1.1. A comparison of resultant displacement time series 

derived between different deformation models used in the inversion are presented in Figure A.1.  

 

 

(Figure 3.11) 
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Figure 3.11 As Figure 3.9, but for coseismic LOS surface motions caused by the 2009 MW 6.3 mainshock. 

 

Postseismic surface deformation following large earthquakes usually decays logarithmically with 

time (e.g. Marone et al., 1991; Hsu et al., 2006; Freed, 2007; Savage and Svarc, 2009; 

Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014). Thus, a logarithm function between cumulated LOS changes and 

time (days), d(t) = c ln(1+t/τ) (c, a constant parameter), was employed in the SBAS-InSAR 

analysis to isolate APS and deformation signals from these interferograms. Decay constant τ, 

was determined by several trials based on far-field LOS observations. A decay time of 1.5 days was 

selected for retrieving the postseismic displacement time series after the 2009 mainshock.  

To validate the postseismic time series results, the cumulative postseismic displacements (Figure 

3.12 (a-1~7)) at each epoch relative to the first acquisition on 16 September 2009 was resolved 

using the SVD algorithm from the selected 17 interferograms (Berardino et al., 2002). The 

displacement at the first acquisition was set as zero. Three pixels (A, B and C) were chosen for 

examining the postseismic displacement history. At C, significant 'subsidence' (~20 mm) is 

observed in the resultant interferogram of 20100623 (Figure 3.13 (a-7)), whilst its cumulative LOS 

displacement at the acquisition of 20100623, retrieved from the SBAS method is in an order of 4 

mm (Figure 3.14(c)). Since Point C is far from the deformation centre, the measured displacement 

perturbation in Figure 3.13 (a-1~7) should be mainly due to APS that has been fully suppressed in 

the final time series (Figure 3.13(c-1~7)). Derived APS component for each acquisition is 

presented in the second row of Figure 3.13. No significant deformation patterns can be visually 

seen, suggesting that the deformation model of log(time) used in this chapter is effective, and the 

logarithm of time may directly reflect the characteristics of the postseismic deformation trend after 

the 2009 mainshock. The cumulative postseismic displacements by 23 June 2010 suggest that the 
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maximum LOS change near the reference A (Figure 3.12) is ~30 mm with respect to 16 September 

2009.  

 

Figure 3.12 Baseline-time plot using seven ASAR images. Solid lines represent interferograms used for 

postseismic deformation time series analysis after the 2009 mainshock, whilst the dashed lines are the pairs 

with loss of coherence in the epicentral area. 

 

Variable decay days at different observation sites have been observed in the postseismic 

measurements after the 2010 MW7.2 EI-Mayor-Cucapah earthquake (Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014), 

which vary from 0.2 to 20 days to the natural logarithmic deformation model as used in this chapter. 

Decay days in this research area after the 2009 mainshock may also vary from pixel to pixel, but it 

has been difficult to assess. Although different decay time can slightly affect final deformation time 

series, the difference of the maximum accumulative postseismic deformation is only in an order of 

5 mm (Figure 3.14). Therefore, even though a decay time of 20 days was used in the InSAR 

inversion, accumulative postseismic displacements after the mainshock and deformation patterns 

should not be changed significantly. Therefore, the conclusion on the relative slip extents between 

co- and post-seismic afterslip following the 2009 mainshock will not be influenced. Figure 3.14 

shows the different time series by the different decay time.  
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Figure 3.13 Postseismic displacement time series following the 2009 MW 6.3 earthquake. a(1-7) are resolved displacement time series without applying the SBAS method. b(1-7) are the 

APS components with SBAS method and c(1-7) are the displacement components after removing isolated errors (APS and DEM errors).
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Figure 3.14 Postseismic LOS displacements time series at reference pixels (A~C) relative to the 2009 

mainshock. Error bars represent one standard deviation within a window of 3×3 pixels. 

 

3.4  Coseismic modelling 

Using PSOKINV, fault geometric parameters and slip distribution of the 2003-2009 three 

mainshocks were determined based on InSAR LOS coseismic surface changes. First, fault 

geometric parameters are determined using the improved particle swarm optimization (MPSO) 

(Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995; Feng and Li, 2010). Second, slip distributions over the fault planes 

are retrieved using an iterative strategy for assessing optimal dip angle and smoothing factors (Feng 

et al., 2013a), in which optimal dip angle of fault models can be further refined as well as 

smoothing factors. More details on the inversion strategy have been described in Chapter 2. For the 

2009 event, the first step was avoided since its fault location was determined directly from its 

coseismic interferograms.  

Based on the data resolution based (Rb) method (Lohman and Simons, 2005), original 

interferograms used for coseismic modelling were down-sampled into limited discrete points 

(details can be found in Figure 3.15). In this thesis, data weights ( ) were calculated by 

       , in which   is the data covariance matrix (as described in Chapter 2). The data error 

covariance matrixes were estimated based on non deforming areas in the original interferograms. A 

simple 1-D exponential function was used to quantify InSAR noise spatial characteristics as  

                                                                          (3.8) 

 

where    is the variance of data [m
2
],   is the separation of the observations [km] and   
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determines the e-folding correlation length scale (Parsons et al., 2006). Using Equation (3.8) 

empirical errors can be generated to estimate parameter uncertainties induced by spatially 

correlated observation errors. 

 

Figure 3.15 Downsampled points from interferograms using the data resolution based method (Lohman and 

Simons, 2005). (a) From track 276 for the 2003 event; (b) and (c) for the 2008 event from tracks 319 and 455, 

respectively; (d) - (f) for the 2009 event from tracks 319, 047 and 455. 

 

3.4.1  2003 MW 6.3 Delingha earthquake 

Only half of the deformation area associated with the 2003 MW 6.3 Delingha earthquake, was 

observed by the ASAR interferograms of track 276. North- (ND) and south-dipping (SD) fault 

models were taken into account in the inversion since they were both possibly associated with the 

mainshock by previous studies (Sun et al., 2012; Zha and Dai, 2013). During the nonlinear 

inversion, the strike of the fault was strongly constrained in the narrow search spaces of [70°, 110°], 

and the dip angle can be allowed to vary in [-90°, 90°]. The south-dipping best-fit fault suggests 

that the mainshock occurred on the fault with a strike of 116.7°, a dip of 46° and a rake of 97°, 

whilst the best-fit north-dipping fault has a strike of 292.1°, a dip of 42° and a rake of 81°. They are 

almost conjugate. With these two fault geometric parameters, two slip models were determined 

under the constraints of the same downsampled datapoints. Optimal dip angles of the slip models 

were further refined during the slip inversion step using an iteration method (Feng et al., 2013a). In 

this case, the optimal dip determined in the slip inversion step is identical with that determined in 

the nonlinear inversion step.  

As shown in Figure 3.17 (a), the optimal north- and south-dipping slip models can explain the 

interferogram equally well. Modelled LOS displacements along Profile A-B in Figure 3.17 (e) 
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show good agreement with observations and their correlation coefficients are 0.993 and 0.990 for 

the north- and south-dipping models, respectively.  

Using the Monte Carlo method proposed by Parsons et al. (2006), the uncertainties of fault 

geometric parameters were estimated. 100 sets of predicted errors were simulated based on the 

one-dimensional empirical error distribution estimated with Equation (3.8), and 100 sets of 

observations were then generated by adding the simulated errors into original observations. Finally, 

100 sets of fault geometric parameters were determined based on these simulated observations. The 

trade-offs between each pair of the fault geometric parameters were plotted as well as the 

distribution of each parameter (Figure 3.16). As shown in Figure 3.16, a significant trade-off can be 

found between rake and seismic moment release in this case. However, all parameters have small 

standard deviations, suggesting that either of fault models should be the best model regarding their 

given dipping directions.  

For the north-dipping model, a maximum slip is ~2.3 m at a depth of 10 km, whilst a maximum slip 

in the south-dipping model is ~1.6 m also at a depth of ~10 km. Similar seismic moments are 

obtained from the both models. Note that the fault length of 2.0 km was fixed in the uniform fault 

inversions; otherwise the length tends to converge to an infinitesimal value, implying that the major 

rupture was concentrated in a narrow zone and the length of the uniform slip model is not sensitive 

with respect to the current observations. Whether the north- or south-dipping fault plane is 

associated with the 2003 mainshock still remains unsolved from the InSAR modelling in this thesis, 

but the three-dimensional (3D) location of the major slip of the earthquake has been determined 

robustly, at a depth of ~10 km at [37.51° N, 96.47° E]. 
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Figure 3.16 Uncertainties and trade-offs of fault geometric parameters computed using Monte Carlo analysis. (a) North-dipping fault model; (b) South-dipping fault model.
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3.4.2  2008 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake 

Due to significant atmospheric effects on interferograms, only the stacked coseismic interferogram 

from track 319 for the 2008 Haixi mainshock was used for the determination of the fault 

parameters and slip model. As for the 2003 event, both north- and south-dipping fault geometries 

were considered in the inversion. The optimal fault parameters of the 2008 mainshock suggest that 

the fault parameters of the north-dipping fault are strike 288°, dip 29° and rake 95°, whilst the 

south-dipping fault is conjugate with the north-dipping fault (details listed in Table 3.2). Using 

these two fault geometric models, two slip distributions of the 2008 mainshock were determined 

with the same surface constraints.  

The coseismic interferograms of tracks 319, 047 and 455 were employed to validate the best-fit slip 

models. Although the latter two tracks were not used in inversion, the residuals from these two 

tracks were also expected to provide independent evidence for identifying the optimal model of the 

mainshock. Figure 3.17 shows agreement between observed and modelled InSAR LOS changes 

from the both north- and south-dipping models. Similar LOS coseismic deformation patterns were 

modelled for these three tracks. The difference between residuals of track 455 (Figure 3.17 (b-4~5)) 

determined with the two slip models cannot be identified due to the considerable 

topography-correlated long-wavelength signals. Some residual patterns from the north-dipping 

model can be recognized from tracks 047 and 319 as shown in the denoted regions (white circles in 

Figure 3.17 (c-4) and (d-4)). For the stacked interferogram of track 319, the residual RMS 

determined with the north-dipping model is only ~3.4 mm, which is very close to ~2.4 mm inferred 

from the south-dipping model. A similar trend is also found in the interferograms of track 047. 

However, the differences are at millimetre levels and have been even lower than observation errors 

in the corresponding interferograms. Therefore, the InSAR data used in this chapter for the 2008 

mainshock are not sufficient to determine the realistic model responsible for the 2008 mainshock 

from these two conjugate models. However, the 3D location of the maximum slip of the 2008 

mainshock has also been determined robustly as for the 2003 event.  
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(e) 

 

Figure 3.17 Measured and modelled coseismic interferograms with profile analysis. (a-1) The measured 

cosesimic LOS changes of the 2003 mainshock in track 226. (a-2) and (a-3) are modelled interferograms with 

the best-fit slip models of the north-dipping and south-dipping slip models respectively. (a-4) and (a-5) are 

the residuals corresponding to (a-2) and (a-3). (b),(c) and (d) are similar as (a), but they are all for the 2008 

mainshock. Red thick lines in (a,b,c,d) denote the surface location of the faults determined by nonlinear 

geodetic inversion. White lines indicate profiles shown in (d) White ellipses highlight the differences 

between the north-dipping and south-dipping model. Profiles of line-of-sight (LOS) displacements (red dots), 

modelled LOS displacements (green and blue dots) by the north-dipping and south-dipping models are 

plotted in (d). Dark red lines suggest the location of the referred south-fault model in space, which is not 

scaled. 
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3.4.3  2009 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake 

Two distinctive deformation patterns corresponding to the foot and hanging walls of the 2009 

earthquake fault can be observed in the coseismic interferograms (Figure 3.18). Therefore, there is 

no ambiguity on the fault dipping direction in this event. The south-dipping fault should be 

responsible for the 2009 mainshock. Strike variation along the fault has also been identified in the 

coseismic interferograms (Figure 3.18), suggesting that the mainshock should occur on a 

non-planar fault surface. Two straight fault traces were determined manually based on the 

coseismic interferogram from track 319 (red lines in Figure 3.18). These two fault segments strike 

at 100° and 130°, respectively. Since the surface locations of the faults were fixed based on the 

coseismic fringes, only dip angles of the two fault segments remain undetermined in this case, 

which can be estimated directly using the linear slip inversion step. Thus, the non-linear inversion 

step as used for the 2003 and 2008 mainshocks is not needed for this event. 

In the slip inversion, an assumption was first made that the slip should occur on a continuous fault 

surface. Based on the fault traces, a quasi-seamless fault plane discretization strategy was proposed 

to construct a quasi-continuous fault model using rectangular elements, in which two straight fault 

planes connected together without overlap. A depth-dependent fault discretization method (Simons 

et al., 2002; Fialko, 2004b) was employed to split the continuous planes into small patches. A 

dumping factor of 1.2 was selected to increase the patch size over depth. The smallest patch size is 

0.5 by 0.5 km at the top, whilst the patches on the bottom of the fault models have a patch size of 

5.8 by 5.8 km. Optimal dip angles were estimated using an iterative and grid search method (Feng 

et al., 2013a), in which the optimal smoothing parameter was also determined. Since two dips for 

the two sub-planes need be estimated, a series of trials were made to iteratively determine optimal 

dips for the two fault segments. After several iterations, 51° and 48° were robustly determined for 

east and west faults, respectively. It is noted that the east fault segment is very close to the 

south-dipping fault model of the 2008 mainshock.    

As shown in Figure 3.21, a maximum slip of ~2 m at a depth of 5 km appears next to the bend of 

the faults. Another small slip centre 5 km east of the major slip zone corresponds to a small LOS 

displacement centres on the surface. A MW 5.8 aftershock three days after the 2009 mainshock was 

recorded close to the epicentre of the mainshock by seismic data (GCMT). Therefore, residual 

patterns observed in both descending interferograms (Figure 3.18), likely result from aftershocks 

rather than atmospheric effects.  
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Figure 3.18 Original (OBS), modelled (SIM) interferograms and residuals (RES) of the 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi 

Mainshock. (a-c) are for the coseismic interferogram of track 319, whilst (d-f) are for track 047. The 

beachball in (a)-(c) are for the MW 5.8 aftershock.  

 

3.4.4  Time-dependent afterslip modelling following the 2009 MW 6.3 

Haixi earthquake 

Since the 2009 mainshock was selected as the reference date for the deformation model in the 

InSAR time series analysis, postseismic displacement history between the mainshock and June 

2010 was fully retrieved. Based on InSAR derived postseismic displacement time series (TS), 

postseismic slip history following the 2009 mainshock is determined in this section.  

In postseismic slip inversion, the fault geometric parameters determined from the coseismic 

inversion of the 2009 mainshock were used. With the given fault geometries, each TS 

interferogram was downsampled into 735 points based on the Resolution-based method (Lohman 

and Simons, 2005). As discussed in Chapter 2, postseismic slip history was usually determined by 

inverting postseismic observations individually (e.g. Ryder et al., 2007a; Ryder et al., 2011; Bie et 

al., 2013). Using InSAR postseismic LOS observations at each epoch, the slip distribution at each 

epoch were obtained individually, hereafter afterslip history determined by individual LOS 

observations will be called Smodel. In the traditional inversion method for Smodel, the temporal 

variation of slip rate was ignored. To avoid slip rate perturbation, a time-dependent slip inversion 

strategy for solving the entire afterslip history once was proposed in this study (later also called 

Tmodel). The integrated expression is defined using a velocity control at each slip epoch as 
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                                              (3.9) 

 

where         is the logarithm of time interval between  th epoch and the 2009 mainshock 

occurrence,   is the Green matrix calculated by the elastic dislocation by Okada (1985). The 

vector    is the m-dimension coefficients of slip rates for each subfault. The slip vector (  ) at the 

ith acquisition can be computed by               . The design matrix for smoothing velocity 

(  ) is similar to the Laplacian operator   for estimation of the slip roughness.    and    are 

hyperparameters that control the slip smoothness for the last epoch and the slip rate smoothness 

respectively. In practice, the inversion is not sensitive to the slip rate variation. The smoothness of 

slip models at each epoch is decided by both    and   . In this chapter, 3.5 and 100 for    and 

  , respectively, were selected.  

Figure 3.19 illustrates the data fit for each epoch using Smodel and Tmodel. An average correlation 

coefficient between the simulations and InSAR observations for each epoch is >0.91 for both 

afterslip time series models, suggesting that the time dependent slip inversion strategy proposed in 

this chapter is reliable. Two points with ~70 mm LOS displacements are not explained well. 

Several factors may contribute to this discrepancy, e.g. large aftershocks, observation errors or slip 

uncertainty. Since different smoothness parameters do not improve the fit to these two observations, 

additional sources of deformation need to be included. A comparison between Smodel and Tmodel 

for the afterslip history of the 2009 event is shown in Figure 3.20. The major afterslip in both 

Smodel and Tmodel is concentrated at depths from 5 to 10 km. The maximum accumulative 

afterslip of these two models is both ~0.25 m upwards with a right-lateral strike-slip component. A 

slight difference between these two modes can be found in the eastern slip centres. Smodel present 

a similar afterslip magnitude in the eastern part with the eastern one, whilst Tmodel in the eastern 

part shows smaller than that in the western centre (Figure 3.20). Based on current data fit, the 

residuals from the two slip models cannot recognize which model could be more realistic. The 

cumulative seismic moment of Tmodel until 23 June 2010 reaches up to 2.1x10
18

 N.m, equivalent 

to a MW 6.18 earthquake. This finding that the energy released during the afterslip processes is 

close or even larger than the mainshock, has been reported in other cases, such as the 2004 

Parkfield earthquake (Bruhat et al., 2011) and the 2011 Van (Turkey) earthquake (Feng et al., 2014). 

Note that the method for afterslip modelling proposed in this chapter is a specific case of 

time-dependent slip inversions, in which the slip history was fixed to evolve logarithmically with 

time. To suit other complex physical time-dependent events, Equation (3.9) needs to be revised 

based on known physical mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.19 Comparison of data-fits to the postseismic deformation time series from different afterslip 

models. (a-1) is observations at 20090916; (a-2) is modelled using Tmodel and (a-3) is modelled using 

Smodel. (b-g) are similar to (a), but for observations at 20091021,20100310,20100414,20100519 and 

20100623, respectively.  

 

     

Figure 3.20 Comparison of afterslip time series inferred from individual observations and time-dependent 

geodetic inversion. The right column that is denoted by (T) is inverted by Tmodel, whilst the left with S is 

Smodel.  
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3.5  Discussion  

3.5.1  Limitations of InSAR observations for investigating simple 

deep thrust earthquakes 

Due to limited InSAR surface observations and significant atmosphere effects, the fault dipping 

direction of the 2003 MW 6.3 mainshock cannot be determined directly from InSAR modelling. 

Both the north- and south-dipping slip models can explain the available InSAR observations 

equally well. Figure 3.21 (a) shows that the spatial relationship between aftershocks and the fault 

planes. The regional aftershocks are randomly distributed around the slip centres. The fault traces 

of both models also individually correspond to the basin boundaries (Figure 3.17(e)), suggesting 

that there is no clear geological evidence to rule out one of the two fault planes. However, it is 

worthwhile pointing out that the maximum slips from both slip models are centred at the same 

location at a depth of ~10 km.  

 

Figure 3.21 Slip models in three dimension and aftershocks. (a) The north-dipping and south dipping slip 

models of the 2003 mainshock and aftershocks (CSN), (b) as (a), but for the 2008 MW 6.3 mainshock. Red 

dots show relocated aftershocks spanning from 10 November 2008 to 13 May 2009 by Wei et al. (2010b), 

whilst black dots represent the aftershocks provided by Chen et al. (2013). (c) The referred coseismic slip 

model of the 2009 mainshock and (d) the cumulative afterslip model until June 2010 after the 2009 

mainshock. Note that the horizontal coordinates used are in 47(S) zone of the Universal Transverse Mercator 

Coordinates System.  

 

In comparison to the 2003 event, more interferograms are available for the 2008 MW 6.3 

mainshock. The south-dipping fault model seems to be able to explain InSAR LOS measurements 

slightly better (Figure 3.17). However, the difference of residual RMS determined from the north- 
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and south-dipping models is only in an order of few mm that is smaller than data observation 

errors, suggesting that InSAR observations cannot determine an optimal slip model in this case. 

Figure 3.21 illustrates the locations of 39 relocated earthquakes (denoted by red dots) spanning the 

period from 10 November 2008 to 13 May 2009 released by Wei et al. (2010b). In their analysis, 

400 events covering the entire Tibetan plateau from 2007 to 2009 were relocated using the seismic 

data recorded through the INDEPTH-IV and PKU arrays using hypoDD (Waldhauser and 

Ellsworth, 2000). The aftershocks following the 2008 event are only part of their results. A clear 

trend is observed that the aftershocks were mainly located around the north-dipping fault plane at a 

depth of ~10 km. However, another aftershock dataset (denoted by black dots in Figure 3.21 (b)) do 

not show a similar trend, which were released by Chen et al. (2013) including more events. 

Therefore, neither of the both models can be ruled out for the 2008 event based on existing 

observations, and the dipping direction of the fault plane remains unsolved. However, the depth of 

the major slip at ~15 km has been robustly determined. 

3.5.2  Seismogenic depth characteristic in the northern margin of the 

Qaidam basin 

Wright et al. (2013) suggested that the seismogenic depth in Tibetan Plateau is 16±6 km from 

geodetic observations, whilst the locked depth on the faults estimated by interseismic observations 

is 13±6 km. Their conclusions are further supported by the results of this study. Note that the 

variation of the source depths in the region of the 2003-2009 earthquake sequence is large. As 

shown in Figures 3.22 and 3.23, the major slip of the 2003 MW 6.3 Delingha earthquake is 

concentrated between depths ranging from 8-12 km, whilst another two MW 6.3 earthquakes in 

2008 and 2009 have their main slip zones at depths of ~15 km and ~5 km, respectively.  

Figure 3.23 illustrates the depth characteristics of historical earthquakes (Chinese Seismic Network, 

CSN), located within a radius of 300 km from the 2008 earthquake epicentre between 1977 and 

2014. 95% of events are concentrated at depths between 5 and 15 km. The seismicity rate in the 

Qaidam basin is low as mentioned in Section 3.2. Nearly 82% of seismicities were recorded after 

the 2003 Delingha earthquake. They were mainly located around the epicentres of the three MW 6.3 

mainshocks. Therefore, the patterns of historic seismicity recorded by CSN should only reflect the 

depth characteristics of the aftershocks following the 2003-2009 three mainshocks. Another two 

seismic datasets provided by Wei et al. (2010b) and Chinese earthquake network centre (CENC) 

mainly focus in the period after the 2003 mainshock. Their depth distributions directly show the 

features of the aftershocks following the three mainshocks.  
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Figure 3.22 Coseismic slip models of three MW 6.3 mainshocks during 2003-2009 and their seismic moment 

release over depth. For the 2008 event, only the south dipping slip model is presented here. The 

north-dipping model is similar in terms of slip distribution patterns. 
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Figure 3.23 Histogram of earthquake depths from different datasets. Relocated earthquakes from 2007-2009 

(Wei et al., 2010b) are used for the blue bars. Green bars represent the catalogue including the earthquakes 

M>3 from 1970 to 2014 recorded by Chinese seismic network (CSN). Red ones are the new datasets from 

CEA covering from 2008 to 2014. 

 

3.5.3 Challenging the rate-state asperity model: afterslip following the 

2009 mainshock 

Using a three-dimensional elastic dislocation method by Okada (1992), shear stress drops in the 

2008 and 2009 mainshocks were calculated (Figure 3.24). Both north- and south-dipping slip 

models of the 2008 mainshock were taken into account. The cumulative afterslip after the 2009 

event is presented by the blue contours in Figure 3.24 (a and b) and basically covers the coseismic 

rupture area of the 2009 mainshock near the bend (Figure 3.24(e)). The location of the maximum 

afterslip nicely corresponds to the maximum coseismic slip of the 2009 mainshock. Afterslip at a 

depth of 15 km aside the rupture area of the 2008 event was also identified. Since the slip model 

resolution at depth is low (Elliott et al., 2013), it is hard to know if it is due to remaining 

observation errors in the deformation time series. Note that the triggering relationship from the 

north-dipping 2008 slip model to the 2009 mainshock seems more significant than the 

south-dipping fault plane of the 2008 mainshock.  
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Figure 3.24 Spatial correlation of coseismic stress drop and afterslip following the 2009 mainshock, and slip 

models overlaid on the coseismic interferogram. (a) The stress drop is calculated by the south-dipping slip 

model of the 2008 mainshock; (b) is similar to (a), but for the stress drop corresponds to both 2008 and 2009 

mainshocks. Blue contours are the afterslip and grey ones for the coseismic slip of the 2009 mainshock. (c) 

and (d) are similar to (a) and (b), but the north-dipping slip model of the 2008 mainshock is used. (e) The slip 

models including the coseismic slip of the 2008 mainshock (blue contours), the 2009 mainshock (red ones) 

and the accumulative afterslip (yellow ones) following the 2009 mainshock overlaid on the coseismic 

interferogram of the 2009 mainshock. 

 

Following the rate and state stick-slip frictional law (Scholz and Aviles, 1986; Marone, 1998b; 

Kanda et al., 2012), earthquakes usually terminate within velocity-strengthening regions and 

propagate in velocity-weakening regions. The afterslip following the 2009 MW 6.3 mainshock was 

just basically confined to the zone where the 2009 mainshock ruptured, which significantly 

challenged the velocity-weakening asperity law. However, the complex fault geometric structure 

may play a vital role in earthquake evolution in this case. From recent numerical studies (Dolan 

and Haravitch, 2014; Lindsey et al., 2014), structure maturity of a fault is found in correlation with 

slip spatial distribution. It may be then inferred that the frictional properties of faults are variable 

during fault evolution, which should vary during the rupture history of faults. The observations 
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from the 2009 event may suggest that the the 2009 mainshock fault is still in the early stage of the 

faulting development and the fault structure plays the main role in the development of faulting at 

this site. 

3.6  Conclusions 

In this chapter, three MW 6.3 earthquakes between 2003 and 2009 on the margin of the Qaidam 

basin were investigated with SAR images from six ASAR tracks. An improved network orbit 

correction method was proposed to reduce the orbit errors in interferograms, which was validated 

with the phase closure analysis. Using traditional InSAR, Stacking InSAR and small-baseline 

InSAR techniques, surface LOS changes covering three mainshocks and postseismic processes 

following the 2009 mainshock were obtained. The focal mechanism parameters and slip 

distribution of the mainshocks were determined using the constraints of InSAR observations.  

For the 2003 event, near-field coseismic surface observations are obtained for the first time by 

InSAR in this study. A deep thrust source at a depth of ~10 km associated with the mainshock is 

determined robustly. However, the dip direction of the seismic fault remains unsolved. The 

availability of only one interferogram covering half coseismic deformation area makes it difficult 

(if not impossible) to determine a realistic source model for such a buried event.  

A similar phenomenon was found in InSAR modelling for the 2008 mainshock. Although more 

InSAR coseismic observations are available for this case, the deeper source makes it hard to 

distinguish the conjugate fault planes. Both north- and south-dipping slip models suggest that the 

maximum slip of ~1 m appears at the depth of 15 km. Elliott et al (2011) suggested only a 

south-dipping model for the 2008 mainshock based on the characteristics of coseismic InSAR 

fringes and local topography. The north-dipping model as discussed in this study was not 

considered in their modelling. The 2009 mainshock was modelled on the nearly same fault plane as 

the south-dipping slip model of the 2008 event, suggesting that a maximum slip of ~2.0 m at a 

depth of ~5 km near the fault bend. A subevent centre with a maximum slip of 0.8 m was also 

found 15 km east of its major slip centre.  

The three mainshocks of 2003-2009 earthquake sequence ruptured at completely different source 

depths: 5 km, 10 km and 15 km. Based on a recent compilation (Wright et al., 2013) of earthquakes 

investigated by InSAR, the characteristic seismogenic depth for reverse events globally ranges 

from 4 to 30 km. Therefore, the sequence on the northern margin of the Qaidam basin suggests that 

the upper crust over a wide range above 20 km depth may be able to nucleate for moderate events. 

Elliott et al. (2011) explained the coplanar events of the 2008 and 2009 mainshocks by a depth 

segmentation model. Considering the fault structure (Figure 3.24(e)), the fault bend may play an 

important role in the 2009 mainshock as the rupture on the Xiaoyudong fault segment during the 

2008 Wenchuan earthquake (Shen et al., 2009). 
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Table 3.2 Fault parameters of the three MW 6.3 earthquakes from 2003 to 2009. 

Source Model 

Locations 

Depth(km) 

Focal Mechanisms Fault Dimensions 

Magnitude 

 

s.d 

 

Lon(degree) Lat(degree) Strike(°) Dip(°) Rake(°) Length(km) Width(km)   

Mw 6.3 Delingha on 17th April 2003 

Sun et al. (2012) - 96.51a 37.57a - 115 60 90 - - 6.7(ML)  -  

GCMT  96.45b 37.53b 16 116 61 91 - - 6.3  -  

This study 
N 96.45b 37.50b 9.17 292 40 81 7.1 2.1(fixed) 6.35  0.00598  

S 96.47b 37.49b 9.13 116 45 97 6.2 2.1(fixed) 6.35  0.00612  

Mw 6.3 Haixi Earthquake on 10th Nov 2008 

GCMT - 95.75b 37.51b 27.2 108 67 106 - - 6.3  -  

Elliott et al. (2011) - 95.859 37.657 16.4 99 58 95 15 12 6.3  -  

This study 
N 95.8329 37.5799 15 288 31 90 17 8 6.35(fixed)  0.00616  

S 95.8244 37.5712 16 108 53 117 17 5 6.35(fixed)  0.00635  

Mw 6.3 Haixi Earthquake on 28th Aug 2009 

GCMT - 95.76b 37.64b 12 101 60 83 - - 6.3  -  

Elliott et al. (2011) - 95.811c 37.563c 4.7 100 53 106 12.2 5.4 6.3  -  

This study - - - 5 108 53 90 - - 6.3  -  

Note: a, the locations were determined by seismic first motion data, suggesting the first motion location on the fault. b, the locations are determined using ideal rectangle fault models, which stand for the centre 

of the rectangular fault plane. c, the location for the middle segment.
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Chapter 4  

InSAR measurements for the 2011 MW 7.1 Van (Turkey) 

earthquake  

In Chapter 3, postseismic surface displacements in the first 11 months after the 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi 

earthquake were retrieved using SBAS-InSAR. However, early postseismic surface displacements 

after the mainshock were not covered. Based on the postseismic logarithmic decay function 

estimated using the SBAS InSAR, the cumulative displacement in the first month after the 

mainshock should be over 50% of the total displacement in the first year. Whether the early 

postseismic response follows the same trend as observed in the longer term has rarely been 

assessed. 

In this chapter, several COSMO-SkyMED (CSK), Envisat ASAR and RADARSAT-2 

interferograms are presented for co- and postseismic slip modelling following the 2011 MW 7.1 Van, 

Turkey earthquake. Using SAR images that were acquired only a few days after the mainshock, 

rapid postseismic surface changes can be seen. The performance of the rate-state friction law in the 

geodetic based slip models of the event is also discussed. This chapter will: (1) investigate the 

postseismic motion after the mainshock and assess its potential impacts on coseismic modelling; (2) 

differentiate coseismic and postseismic slip distributions using carefully selected geodetic data; (3) 

explore the effects of applying a layered Earth crustal model and discuss the correlation between 

coseismic slip and topography; and, (4) consider the mechanical implications of the relative spatial 

distributions of coseismic and postseismic slips.  

4.1  Introduction 

On 23
rd

 October 2011, a MW 7.1 thrust fault earthquake occurred 30 km north of Van, western 

Turkey. This event occurred in the Bardakçı-Saray thrust fault zone (Doğan and Karakaş, 2013), 

north of the Bitlis-Zagros Suture belt, one of the most tectonically active areas on Earth which has 

undergone crustal shortening and thickening as a result of the collisions between Arabian and 

Eurasian plates (Figure 4.1(a))  (Dewey and Pindell, 1985; Aksoy et al., 2005). GPS-derived 

horizontal velocity fields indicate a general counterclockwise rotation in the region including the 

Bitlis-Zagros fold belt at the rate of ~20-30 mm a
-1

 near the epicentre (Relinger et al., 2006) (Figure 

4.1). A series of large strike-slip historical earthquakes along the boundaries of the Anatolian 

plateau imply that the major strike-slip faults (both the Northern Anatolian and Eastern Anatolian 

faults) might accommodate most of the western motion of the Anatolian block as it is compressed 

during convergence (Jackson and McKenzie, 1984). At a large scale, the Van region sits at the tip of 

a westward extruding wedge. Relatively complete earthquake records (Utkucu, 2013) for the Van 

region suggest that several destructive events hit this area since 1500 AD, with at least 40 events 

(M>5) identified (Utkucu, 2013). For example, the 1670 Mus-Bitlis earthquake extended from 
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Lake Van in a W-SW direction and a MS 7.3 strike-slip earthquake in 1976 was 90 km northeast of 

the 2011 Van event (Stewart and Kanamori, 1982). These events within the triple junction zone of 

the Anatolian, Eurasian and Arabian plates (Chorowicz et al., 1994) reflect its complex geological 

background. However, the 1715 earthquake is the only reported destructive event in the 

Bardakçı-Saray thrust fault zone. For this reason, the fault zone did not appear in existing active 

fault maps (Utkucu, 2013). Along with several large aftershocks, the 2011 event led to over 600 

people being killed and more than 60,000 made homeless.  

Several papers have investigated the coseismic deformation, focal mechanisms and aftershocks of 

this event (Irmak et al., 2012; Altiner et al., 2013; Elliott et al., 2013; Fielding et al., 2013; Utkucu, 

2013; Moro et al., 2014; Zahradník and Sokos, 2014). The mechanisms of the mainshock 

determined from geodetic observations and seismic waveforms are generally consistent. However, 

both the magnitudes and patterns of slip vary between models. For example, two-equal-sized areas 

of slip each with a maximum slip of ~9 m were calculated from InSAR observations by Elliott et al. 

(2013), whilst another study that combined InSAR with a SAR pixel offset map and GPS data 

suggested only one slip patch with a maximum slip of ~ 4 m (Fielding et al., 2013). This 

discrepancy has not yet been resolved. 

4.2  Geodetic observations and modelling 

4.2.1  Data sources 

Three descending tracks of SAR observations (one track from COSMO-SkyMED (CSK), one track 

from Envisat ASAR, and one track from RADARSAT-2 (RS2)) were used in this study (Table 4.1). 

The slave CSK1 image was acquired on 23
rd

 October 2013, just 4 h after the main shock and is 

considered to exclude any post-seismic motion. The slave ASAR image was acquired 8 days later 

(31
st
 October 2011) so there should be a postseismic component within its phase measurements. 

Combining the coseismic CSK1 observations with this ASAR interferogram is ideal for assessing 

the impacts of postseismic signals on coseismic modelling. In this chapter, two independent 

interferometric pairs are selected to investigate postseismic motion after the large event: one CSK 

pair spanning the first 4 days after the main shock, and one RS2 pair covering the subsequent 51 

days (Table 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1 Tectonic background and seismic activity in the 2011 Van (Turkey) earthquake area from Feng et 

al. (2014). (a) Tectonic background of the 2011 MW 7.1 Van, Turkey earthquake overlaid with GPS velocities 

(Relinger et al., 2006). Red star is the epicentre of the 2011 earthquake (USGS, 2011). (b) Seismic activity in 

the Van region, The arrow shows the convergence rate revealed by GPS (Relinger et al., 2006). Dashed 

rectangles indicate the coverage of SAR images used in this study, yellow circles represent aftershocks 

(http://www.emsc-csem.org/, last accessed on 28 December 2012) and beach balls show the mechanisms of 

major aftershocks determined by Irmak et al. (2012). Background is DEM derived from the Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission digital elevation model (Farr et al., 2007). 
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Table 4.1 Details of InSAR pairs used in this study. 

Satellite Index Master-Slave(Date) Baseline * Signals** Info 

CSK 

CSK 

CSK1 
20111010-20111023 192.8 

COS Range changes 

CSK1 COS Azimuth displacements 

ASAR ASAR 20101105-20111031 37.4 COS+POS Range changes 

CSK CSK2 20111023-20111026 307.1 POS Range changes 

RS2 RS2 20111026-20111213 239.9 POS Range changes 

Note: *: Perpendicular baseline represents the component of the orbital separation perpendicular to the radar line of sight, 

in meters. **: COS denotes coseismic displacement signals, whilst POS represents postseismic displacement signals. 

 

Eleven GPS coseismic measurements from a previous study (Altiner et al., 2013) are used for 

model validation. Using 1-second continuous GPS recording from the CORS-TR network, 

coseismic displacements were determined in the Precise Point Positioning mode with the Bernese 

GNSS software (Altiner et al., 2013). The maximum horizontal coseismic displacements of -16.95 

mm in E-W direction and -34.2 mm in the N-S direction were found at the MURA GPS station, 

approximately 60 km northeast of the epicentre.  

4.2.2  Coseismic interferograms 

The CSK and ASAR interferograms were generated using the JPL/Caltech ROI_PAC V3.1Beta 

(Rosen et al., 2004a) package (Table 4.1), whilst GAMMA software (Wegmüller and Werner, 1997) 

was employed to produce RS2 interferograms. The topographic phase contribution was removed 

using a version of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 3 arc-second (~90 m) digital 

elevation model (DEM) (Farr et al., 2007) that has the voids filled from other data sources (Jarvis 

et al., 2008). The DEM had also been transformed into an ellipsoidal height datum (Li et al., 2013). 

The interferograms were unwrapped using the SNAPHU algorithm (Chen and Zebker, 2000) to 

obtain line-of-sight (LOS) displacements with Goldstein filtering (Goldstein and Werner, 1998).  

 

Figure 4.2 CSK azimuth displacement by the along-track interferometry and strips correction. (a) Original 
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azimuth interferogram with cross-track stripes; (b) corrected azimuth interferogram after applying a band-cut 

filter. 

 

Along-track interferometry was implemented to generate an along-track (azimuth) interferogram 

for the CSK pair of 20111010-20111023 using the open-source codes developed by Barbot et al. 

(2008). A precision of 0.1 m can be obtained when a bandpass filter is applied to an already focused 

SLC image to separate it into forward- and backward-looking scenes (Bechor and Zebker, 2006; 

Barbot et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2012; Feng et al., 2013b). Note that along-track InSAR phase is not 

sensitive to SAR orbital errors, in the way that along-track pixel offsets are. Additionally, some 

across-track stripes can be observed in the original CSK azimuth interferogram (Figure 4.2(a)). 

These regular signals should not result from the coseismic rupture, which have been largely 

suppressed by applying a band-cut filter (Kobayashi et al., 2009) (Figure 4.2(b) and Figure 4.3 (b)). 

A southward movement can be clearly observed in the NW part of Figure 4.3(b), suggesting that 

the event occurred on a NW-dipping thrust fault which is consistent with the azimuth subpixel 

offset map in a previous study (Fielding et al., 2013).  

 

Figure 4.3 Coseismic range and along-track changes associated with the 2011 Van (Turkey) Earthquake from 

Feng et al. (2014). CSK pair spanning the period from 10th October 2011 to 13th October 2011: (a) 

Coseismic interferogram with LOS range changes being re-wrapped in the range of -0.05 to 0.05 m. (b) 

Along-track (azimuth) displacement from the spectrum splitting method (Barbot et al. 2008). Arrows 

represent horizontal surface movements in the along-track direction. 

 

4.2.3  Postseismic motion 

Two independent pairs of SAR images collected after the main shock were analysed to investigate 

postseismic motion: the CSK2 pair from 4 h to three days after the mainshock and the RS2 pair 

spanning 48 days from the fourth day after the mainshock (Table 4.1). In Profiles A-A', B-B', E-E' 

and F-F' of Figure 4.4, uplift signals of up to 0.06 m can be observed near the fault trace above 

38.65 °N in the CSK2 interferogram, which are thought to be due to aftershocks (Elliott et al., 

2013). Subsidence signals can also be seen in all the six CSK2 profiles, and similar signals appear 
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in Profiles B-B', C-C' and D-D' in the RS2 interferogram covering a 48 day interval after the 23 

October 2011 mainshock, suggesting that these signals are surface movements and not generated 

by atmospheric effects. These results also indicate that the ASAR coseismic interferogram using a 

second image acquired eight days after the main shock will also contain postseismic signals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Figure 4.4) 
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Figure 4.4 Postseismic interferograms from both CSK and RADARSAT SAR images and profiles analysis 

from Feng et al. (2014). (a) CSK2 postseismic interferogram covering the period from 23rd October 2011 to 

26th October 2011; (b) RS2 postseismic interferogram covering the period from 26th October 2011 to 13th 

December 2011. (c) Modelled CSK2 postseismic interferogram from the best-fit afterslip model. (d) the 

residuals between (a) and (c). Profiles A-A', B-B', C-C', D-D', E-E' and F-F' show postseismic (red dots for 

CSK2 and green triangles for RS2) and coseismic (blue diamonds) range changes in the LOS direction as 

well as topography variations (grey shadow). Note that profile locations are shown in (A) and (B), and red 

lines in (A) and (B) and black lines in all the profiles indicate the fault location. 

 

4.2.4  Coseismic modelling 

To avoid possible spatial correlation of pixels and to accelerate modelling, interferograms were 
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downsampled to create more manageable data sets with a data resolution-based (Rb) decomposition 

algorithm (Lohman and Simons, 2005). 1104 and 1375 points were extracted from the conventional 

and azimuth CSK interferograms (Figure 4.5 (a,b)), respectively. Azimuth displacements were 

weighted with a relative factor of 0.15 to LOS range changes based on the residuals after 

subtracting the best-fitted model with an equal weight, and all data points in each dataset were 

equally weighted.  

 

Figure 4.5 Downsampled datapoints from used interferograms. (a) CSK LOS range changes; (b) azimuth 

displacements; (c) postseismic displacements from CSK2 using the resolution-based method (Lohman and 

Simons, 2005) and (d) the downsampled datapoints from ASAR LOS range changes by the same method as 

above. 

 

Based on field survey (Doğan and Karakaş, 2013), the 2011 Van earthquake was recognized as a 

blind faulting event that did not break the surface. There is insufficient evidence to determine if the 

rupture occurred over a non-planar surface. Therefore, for simplicity, a single fault plane was used 

to characterize this earthquake. A two-step inversion strategy was employed to determine its source 

parameters and variable slip distribution which comprises a nonlinear inversion for determining the 

fault geometry, and a linear inversion for estimating the slip distribution along the ruptured fault 

plane. The elastic half-space dislocation model (Okada, 1985) was used for generating a Green's 

matrix.  

In Step 1, the weighted best-fit function   was designed to determine the optimal geometric 
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parameters using  

             

 
                                                              (4.1)  

where   is the design matrix for the surface response of 1 m slip over the uniform rectangular 

fault in the radar line of sight (LOS) with a unit length and width for both strike and dip 

components, S is the slip vector, W is the relative weight for each dataset, D are the downsampled 

coseismic observations and N is the number of observations used in the inversion. The best-fit 

uniform model suggests that the earthquake occurred on a NNW dipping fault with a strike of 

261.3° and a dip of 47.3° (Table 4.2).  

 

Figure 4.6 Optimal dip angle and smoothing hyperparameter determined by a logarithm analysis. a) 

Trade-off curve line associated with the model with a dip angle of 49°. Thick black lines show the trends of 

model roughness and the residuals of modelled simulations after normalizing (     ), respectively, whilst the 

solid grey line represents         . (b) Contour map of          with variations of dips and the 

hyperparameter (  ). White star indicates the global minimum. 

 

In Step 2, using the fault geometry determined in Step 1, the fault plane was extended along strike 

and downdip by increasing its total length to 40 km and downdip width to 40 km, and then divided 

into 400 sub-faults each measuring 2 km by 2 km. The best fit values of strike-slip and dip-slip 

motion for each sub-fault were solved using a non-negative least squares algorithm (Ward and 

Barrientos, 1986). Meanwhile, a Laplacian smoothing constraint was employed to prevent 

physically impossible oscillatory slip (Harris and Segall, 1987). In the linear inversion step, the 

basic inverse problem was expressed by 

  
 
   

    
 
 
                                                               (4.2) 

where   is an order-2 differential operator defined by Harris and Segall (1987) for a roughness 

estimate and    is the controlling parameter. Since the fault dip angle obtained from the uniform 

inversion (Step 1) may differ slightly from the global optimal parameters for slip distribution 

(Burgmann et al., 2002a; Fukahata and Wright, 2008), an iterative approach was implemented to 

estimate the optimal dip angle in the slip inversion (Feng et al., 2013a). As shown in Figure 4.6, the 

optimal dip angle was determined by minimizing the integrated objective function         .   
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and   were RMS and model roughness function of smooth parameter (  ) corresponding to the 

given dip angle. Figure 4.6 (a) illustrated that the log function can have only one minimum which 

can offer us a chance to determine a solution uniquely. More details on this method can be found in 

our previous paper (Feng et al., 2013a). 

Our optimal slip model with CSK LOS range changes and azimuth displacements suggests that the 

maximum slip of 6.5 m occurred at a depth of 12 km with a purely reverse slip (Figure 4.7(a)). The 

major slip area is concentrated between 8 and 25 km. Slip of >3 m is found at shallower depths 

with a secondary maximum at 10 km depth SW of the epicentre, up to ~ 10 km away from the 

maximum slip location (Figure 4.7(a)). This two-patch slip distribution is supported by a two-point 

source solution (Zahradník and Sokos, 2014) and the seismic rupture solution in Fielding et al. 

(2013). The released moment from the variable slip model reaches up to 4.19+10
19

 N.m, 

approximately equivalent to a moment magnitude of MW 7.03. Figure 4.8 shows CSK observations, 

simulated interferograms from the optimal slip distribution, and their residuals. The best-fit slip 

distribution agrees well with CSK observed displacements with small root mean square (RMS) 

misfits: 0.015 m to CSK LOS range changes, 0.070 m to CSK azimuth displacements.  
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Figure 4.7 Optimal Slip models based on different surface constraints from Feng et al. (2014). (a) Model A: 

Slip distribution determined with CSK LOS range changes and azimuth offsets; (b) Released moment for 

Model A; (c) Model C: slip distribution determined with a combination of CSK and ASAR; (d) Released 

moment for Model C; (e) Model E: slip distribution with a layered earth model using the same constraints as 

Model A; (f) Released moment for Model E. Noted that an identical dip angle of 49° was used in Models A, 

B and C.  

 

 

Figure 4.8 InSAR observations, simulations and residuals from the best-fit slip model from Feng et al. 

(2014). (a) Coseismic LOS range changes from CSK1; (b) Simulated interferogram from the best-fitting slip 

model; (c) Residual interferogram between (a) and (b). (d, e, f) are similar to (a, b, c), but for azimuth 

displacements from the same pair. 

 

To determine errors for the optimal slip distribution, a Monte Carlo simulation of correlated noise 

was used (Wright et al., 2003; Funning et al., 2005b; Parsons et al., 2006; Li et al., 2008). A 1-D 

covariance function was estimated using the residual interferogram. Using a variance-covariance 

matrix for the sampled data points, 100 sets of correlated noise were simulated to create 100 

perturbed data sets. The linear inversion procedure was applied to each of these data sets and the 

distribution of best fitting solutions provides information on slip errors (Figure 4.9). The largest 

uncertainties in the dip-slip, < 0.8 m, are at 20 km depth (Figure 4.9(d)), which is an order or 

magnitude smaller than the optimal slip (Figure 4.9(a)). The uncertainties in the strike slip near the 

surface (Figure 4.9(c)) might be due to the differences between our simplified fault plane model 

and the slightly curved and stepped geometry of the real fault trace. The average slip uncertainty is 

less than 0.25 m, providing confidence about the overall slip distribution.  
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Figure 4.9 Distributed slip model uncertainty analysis from Feng et al. (2014). (A) Slip distribution with 

CSK LOS changes and azimuth displacements; (B) Released moment along depth; (C) and (D) Errors in the 

distributed slip calculated from the standard deviation of the slip distributions obtained by inverting 100 

perturbed interferograms: the former for the strike-slip component, the latter for the dip-slip component. The 

colour scale is one seventh of the interval used for the slip panel. For all the fault patches the fractional error 

is small.  

 

The ASAR coseismic interferogram covers the period from 5
th
 November 2010 to 31

st
 October 

2011, so it includes postseismic motion within the first 8 days after the mainshock. To examine the 

impacts of including postseismic signals on coseismic modelling, 1597 datapoints (Figure 4.5(d)) 

were extracted from the ASAR interferogram using the data resolution-based resampling method as 

used for CSK data. Equal weights were applied in modelling for both ASAR and CSK1 LOS range 

changes, as in previous studies (Elliott et al., 2013). Figure 4.7(c) shows the resultant best-fit slip 

distribution. This overall slip pattern is generally consistent with the model constrained only using 

CSK data (Figure 4.7(a)), but the maximum slip is more than 1 m lower in the joint inversion. This 

difference is most likely to be due to postseismic movement affecting the ASAR phase 

measurements. Therefore, Model A derived from CSK1 LOS range changes and azimuth offsets is 

the preferred model of the coseismic slip distribution in this study.  

4.2.5  Postseismic modelling 

The only available CSK2 interferogram covering the period from 4 h to 3 days after the mainshock 

was used to determine the initial postseismic behaviour following the main shock. Several physical 

mechanisms can contribute to postseismic deformation (Fialko, 2004a; Ryder et al., 2007b), 
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including afterslip, poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation. Following Peltzer et al's (1998) 

approach different Poisson's ratios were used for undrained and drained upper crust conditions to 

simulate potential surface deformation caused by poroelastic relaxation. This modelling produced a 

pattern of uplift which is opposite to that observed from the postseismic interferograms in this 

study. Thus, fluid flow in the porous media can be ruled out as a postseismic deformation 

mechanism. Viscoelastic relaxation induced deformation in the CSK2 observations should also be 

limited since this interferogram covers only the first 3 days which is an insufficient time to generate 

significant surface movements given that the viscosity of lower crust in this region could reach up 

to 10
18

 Pa.s (Riva and Govers, 2009) that is similar with other estimates from postseismic 

relaxation (Ryder et al., 2007a; Ryder et al., 2011). Therefore, only afterslip is considered to be a 

significant contribution to postseismic deformation. 

The same optimal fault geometry and fault discretization that were determined in the coseismic 

modelling were applied in postseismic modelling. 558 points were extracted by the data R-based 

downsampling method (Figure 4.5(c)) . The same distributed slip inversion strategy as described 

above was applied to determine a best-fit afterslip model. The best-fit afterslip Model (a) suggests 

two slip concentrations at the depths of 5 and 20 km respectively (Figure 4.10(a)). It is notable that 

the deep slip centre is concentrated in the principal coseismic rupture zone (Figure 4.9). The 

resolution of slip model is usually low at depth (Elliott et al., 2013), therefore the uncertainty of the 

afterslip model at depth can be relatively high. To rule out the possibility that the deep slip is 

caused in part by the uncertainty in the inversion, further postseismic slip modelling was carried 

out as performed in the GPS postseismic displacement modelling by Johnson et al. (2012b). In this 

inversion, afterslip in the coseismic rupture zones with slip >0.5 m was not permitted. Here, the 

threshold of 0.5 m is based on the coseismic slip uncertainty analysis (Figure 4.9). Then, the new 

best-fit afterslip, Model (b) was obtained using the same surface constraints as used for Model (a). 

Model (a) and Model (b) can explain the observation equally well. The standard deviation of 

residuals for LOS displacements of Profile A-A' (Figure 4.4) are 0.013 m and 0.012 m from Model 

(a) and Model (b), respectively. Relatively, Model (b) can explain the data slightly better, and so 

this model is selected for the further analysis.  

The postseismic slip is concentrated in the zone directly above the locus of coseismic rupture, has a 

maximum slip of 1.5 m, and approaches but does not break the surface. The accumulative moment 

release is up to 1.5+10
19

 N.m, which is equivalent to a magnitude 6.7. As shown in Figure 4.4, 

modelled CSK LOS changes (grey points) are in good agreement with observations (red ones) with 

an average correlation coefficient of 0.86. 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of the postseismic slip models derived by two inversion strategies. (a) The 

traditional inversion method; (b) the new method without afterslip in the asperity and (c) comparison of 

observations and modelled values. Red line shows the observations, whilst green and blue ones represent 

Model (a) and Model (b), respectively. The simulation based on the optimal afterslip model in 2 dimensions 

can be found in Figure 4.4. 

 

4.3  Discussion 

4.3.1  Effects of layered Earth model on the variable slip model 

The localized crustal structure in the vicinity of the epicentre from the Crust 2.0 database shows 

some stratification , particularly in the upper 20 km where the major coseismic rupture occurred. 

Wang et al. (2010) suggested that effects of a layered earth model might be significant in some 

cases of coseismic modelling, therefore a numerical experiment with a layered model was 

performed (Figure 4.12). The package PSGRN/PSCMP developed by Wang et al. (2006b) was 

employed to generate the unit slip surface response in the data inversion. As presented in Figure 

4.7(e), the best-fit model suggests that the maximum slip and distributed patterns are consistent 

with those from the elastic half-space Model A, both having RMS of 5 mm for InSAR observations. 

The average rake angle of the patches with slip > 1.5 m is ~79°, which is closer to the seismic 

solution (Irmak et al., 2012) relative to an average rake angle of 86° determined from the elastic 

half-space model. 
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Figure 4.11 Variation in S and P wave speed with depth for the Van region from Feng et al. (2014). The data 

used in the figure is from the Crust2.0. (http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/~gabi/crust2.html). 

 

An independent examination was also performed using regional GPS coseismic measurements 

(Figure 4.12). The RMS of 3.9 mm for horizontal components from Model A drops to 2.6 mm for 

those from Model E, whilst the RMS of 5.0 mm for vertical components drops to 4.9 mm for 

Model E. The correlation between simulated and observed horizontal components exceeds 0.96 for 

Model E, against 0.86 for Model A. There is a discrepancy between GPS measurements from 

(Altiner et al., 2013) and those posted on the Geohazard Supersite 

(http://supersites.earthobservations.org/van.php), possibly due to different strategies used in GPS 

data processing. For instance, Altiner et al (2013) give a south-north displacement at the MURA 

station of ~34.02 mm (Altiner et al., 2013), whilst the GEO-Supersite provides a value of 54.5±3 

mm. The vertical components have large uncertainties (Altiner et al., 2013) and are not suitable for 

verifying slip models. However, the high consistency between Altiner et al's GPS horizontal 

components and those simulated by Model E suggests that the layered slip model is preferable in 

this event. The major differences between Models A and E mainly come from the shallow part (less 

than 6 km), where there is the largest uncertainty in determining slip (Figure 4.9). 

 

http://igppweb.ucsd.edu/~gabi/crust2.html
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Figure 4.12 Independent validation of the InSAR-based slip model of the 2011 MW 7.1 Van (Turkey) earthquake from Feng et al. (2014). (a) Horizontal GPS coseismic observations 

(white arrows) provided by Altiner et al. (2013) and simulated displacements using the Elastic half-space Earth model (red arrows), and Elastic layered Earth model (blue arrows). (b) 

As for A, but for vertical displacements. 
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4.3.2  Comparisons with published slip distributions 

There have been several seismic solutions published for the 2011 Van earthquake (Irmak et al., 

2012; Fielding et al., 2013; Utkucu, 2013; Zahradník and Sokos, 2014), most suggesting that the 

major rupture propagated along the dip direction from its origin to 10 s with a maximum slip of ~4 

m near the epicentre, and another small amount of energy was released from 10-18 s (Irmak et al., 

2012; Fielding et al., 2013). The entire rupture lasted for less than 20 s. The principal planes with 

strike ranging from 241° to 281°, dip from 38° to 71° and rake from 59° to 71° were determined 

through the focal moment inversion. Although the depth of the maximum slip varies in the 

published slip models, the major slip patch is observed with a maximum magnitude of ~4 m in the 

deeper part followed by a small shallow event in the seismic waveform inversions (Irmak et al., 

2012; Fielding et al., 2013), which is also supported by two-point source modelling (Zahradník and 

Sokos, 2014).  

Two geodetic models have also been published for this large event (Elliott et al., 2013; Fielding et 

al., 2013), both suggesting that the maximum slip occurred at a depth of 12-14 km, but with 

different slip magnitudes and patterns as shown in Figure 4.13. A complicated slip model with 

two-equal-size slip patches with a maximum of ~9 m at a depth of 12-14 km for both patches was 

determined by Elliott et al. (2013), which may relate with the employed geometric model and 

inversion method. A single-patch slip distribution with a maximum slip of ~ 4 m at a depth of 12 

km by Fielding et al. (2013) using GPS and a different CSK pair together which includes 

significant postseismic observations, with identical ASAR pairs. It is notable that: (1) two identical 

ASAR pairs were used in both studies for coseismic modelling; (2) Elliott et al. (2013) used a CSK 

coseismic pair with the second image acquired just 4 h after the main shock, whilst Fielding et al. 

(2013) used one with a CSK image acquired 3 days later; and, (3) Fielding et al. (2013) included 

CSK azimuth offsets and GPS released by JPL in their modelling.  
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of published slip models determined in other studies. (a) the seismic slip model 

(Fielding et al., 2013); (b) the InSAR based slip model with subpixel offsets maps and LOS changes from 

ASAR and CSK SAR observations (Fielding et al., 2013) and (c) the InSAR inferred slip model derived from 

CSK and Envisat interferograms (Elliott et al., 2013).  

 

To minimize the impacts of postseismic signals, ASAR pairs were excluded and only InSAR 

observations and along-track (azimuth) displacements from the CSK pair that minimises 

post-seismic motions were used in our coseismic modelling (Table 4.1; Section 2.4). Note that both 

the beam splitting technique in this study and the SAR offset technique used by (Fielding et al., 

2013) provide horizontal displacements in the satellite azimuth direction (along-track), and the 

former appears to provide observations with a better precision (~0.08 m for beam splitting, ~0.12 m 

for azimuth offsets) (Bechor and Zebker, 2006; Jung et al., 2009; Feng et al., 2013b). The 

maximum slip of 6.5 m at a depth of 12 km is observed in our preferred coseismic model. 

Additionally, a second shallow slip patch is seen at the southwest of the fault plane, which is 

similar to another two published seismic models (e.g. Irmak et al., 2012; Fielding et al., 2013) 

although it does not appear in the two published InSAR models (Elliott et al., 2013; Fielding et al., 

2013). As mentioned in Section 2.4, a simplified fault plane was assumed in the coseismic 

modelling by neglecting the slightly curved and stepped geometry of the fault trace. Figure 4.7 

shows that the major slip all occurred at the depth of at least 8 km, implying that the impact of this 

assumption of a simplified fault plane should be limited. On the basis of independent GPS data, the 

performance of the single slip model in this study is an improvement on that of the two-fault model 
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determined by Elliott et al. (2013). Altiner et al. (2013) also gave a simple single-fault slip solution 

with a maximum slip of 4 m under the constraints of limited far-field GPS measurements. Because 

GPS observations are too distant from the fault and sparse to accurately determine the fault location 

and slip pattern, their slip model was not compared here. 

4.3.3  Correlation between coseismic slip and topography  

Two coseismic slip patches have been revealed through inverting the CSK coseismic observations 

in section 4.4. One ranges from 0 to 15 km along the strike direction with a maximum slip of 6.5 m 

at a depth of 12 km, the other ranges from 15 to 22 km along the strike direction with a maximum 

slip of 2.5 m at a depth of 8 km. The projected slip on the surface (Figure 4.14) is correlated with 

the surface topography, coseismic rupture extending through the low elevation area.  

 

Figure 4.14 Optimal slip model spatial distribution and surface topography from Feng et al. (2014). (a) 

Correlation between the projection of coseismic slip distribution on the surface (white lines) and topography. 

The arrows imply the projections of slips over the fault surface onto the surface. (b) the down dip force 

exerted by surface topography onto the fault plane with the effective coefficient of friction of 0.1. The broken 

lines show slip contours and grey arrows the associated vectors. 
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The role of subducted seamounts in the nucleation and rupture propagation of large subduction 

earthquakes have been widely discussed (Bilek et al., 2003; Dixon and Moore, 2007; Das and 

Watts, 2009; Hicks et al., 2012; Schurr et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013a). A series of earthquakes 

between 1983 and 1999 along the Costa Rican subduction zone led to the suggestion that spaced 

isolated seamounts could act as asperities (Bilek et al., 2003). Recent investigation of the 2010 

Mule, Chile earthquake (Hicks et al., 2012) also suggested that the subducted structure can be 

conductive to the nucleation of earthquakes, and can also hinder coseismic slip and aftershock 

activities. The latter suggestion is consistent with the conclusions drawn from numerical 

experiments by Yang et al. (2013a).  

To examine whether similar features can be found in the 2011 Van event, an intraplate large thrust 

earthquake, the relative shear stress exerted on the fault plane by the overlying topography was 

calculated. At a given depth, the relative gravity resistance along the inclined fault can be derived 

from         
 , here    and   

  are the relative gravity (       ) induced shear stress 

and normal stress on the plane, which can be determined using a trigonometric function of the fault 

dip angle.   is a frictional coefficient (>0) and pore pressure is ignored. These calculations 

produce relative resistance ranging from 4 to 14 MPa along the fault plane as shown in Figure 

4.14(b). Note that the major aim here is to identify the relative locations between mounts and the 

fault plane qualitatively, rather than quantitative stress analysis from topography. This pattern of 

stress suggests that the 2011 Van earthquake starts in the zone with relative high resistance and 

extends towards the area of low resistance, which implies that topography might be one factor 

influencing nucleation of a large intraplate thrust earthquake as well as the magnitude of rupture.   

4.3.4  Mechanical implications of the slip models 

Large earthquakes can permanently alter ambient stress level and trigger seismicity over a large 

area (King et al., 1994). Particularly, slip on blind thrust faults can significantly increase stress 

above the source fault and in other nearby zones (Lin and Stein, 2004). Driven by the coseismic 

stress, a fault may creep aseismically (Barbot et al., 2009a). Stress-driven creep has already been 

observed during postseismic and interseismic phases of earthquake cycles along different active 

fault systems (Johnson and Segall, 2004; Freed et al., 2006; Barbot et al., 2009a; Hetland and 

Simons, 2010; Johnson and Fukuda, 2010; Wang et al., 2012c). Therefore, better understanding of 

the mechanical properties within a fault system will improve seismic risk assessment following a 

large earthquake.   

Stress drop is an important measure of static stress change in earthquakes (Noda et al., 2013), 

which can provide helpful evidence to estimate relative earthquake repeat time (Kanamori and 

Allen, 1986). It should also be noted that stress drop in earthquakes is independent with earthquake 

size based on a previous study (Shaw, 2009). In this study, the shear stress along the fault plane was 

calculated using a three-dimensional elastic dislocation model (Okada, 1992). The largest shear 

stress drop located in the earthquake zone reaches up to -12 MPa (decreased) (Figure 4.15(a)), 

which is compatible with the stress drop of 17 MPa during the 2010 MW 8.8 earthquake (Luttrell et 
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al., 2011). The upward shear stress increases along the fault plane and reaches a maximum of 5 

MPa that is also nearly equivalent in magnitude with the Mule earthquake. Figure 4.15(a) shows 

that the zone of the greatest shear stress increase overlies the region of maximum afterslip. Since 

only one MW 5.6 aftershock was recorded during the period from 4 h to three days after the 

mainshock, most of the postseismic moments revealed by the CSK2 interferogram are considered 

to be released by aseismic creep.  

 

Figure 4.15 Stress triggering analysis on the fault from Feng et al. (2014). (a) Postseismic slip (grey arrows 

and dashed lines) overlaying the coseismic stress drop map. (b) Coseismic (solid lines) and postseismic 

(broken lines) slip contours overlaying the relative resistance exerted by surface topography. 

 

Significant afterslip is concentrated in a small region that has a relative high resistance exerted by 

topography (Figure 4.15(b)). This is consistent with the previous suggestion that subducted mounts 

can be favourable locations for accumulating interseismic strain energy and where the failure 

threshold can be reached due to the effects of perturbed coseismic stress. Because no further 

postseismic observations covering the early postseismic period are available, the afterslip model 

remains uncertain. However, the RS2 postseismic interferogram which covers 4-52 days after the 

mainshock also shows a similar pattern, implying that the observations used in this study reflect the 

real postseismic behaviour.   

Additionally, postseismic slip has an average rake angle of 30° for those slip patches with >0.5 m 

slip, which is significantly different from the value of ~80° (nearly pure dipping) determined for 

coseismic slip. This difference may suggest that large coseismic rupture significantly decreased 

stress in the vicinity of the earthquake rupture zone. For a thrust earthquake, the three principal 

stresses should be in the sequence         , where the greatest stress    and intermediate 

stress    plunge horizontally, and the minimum principal stress    is vertical (Zoback et al., 

1989). Although region stress cannot be constrained from a single fault (McKenzie, 1969) because 

the slip patches can be assumed as independent sources in the stress inversion, a qualitative 

analysis still can offer a chance to explore how coseismic processes affect the variation of the 

regional stress. The pattern of oblique afterslip with a mean rake angle of 30° implies the P-axes 

trending NE-SW along 33°, whilst P-axes determined from coseismic slip trend nearly N-S along 

354°. Observation errors cannot account for the ~30° difference between these directions. The 
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difference in orientations may indicate that the stress in the earthquake zone was decreased to a low 

level during the coseismic rupture, which is consistent with one seismicity analysis for this event 

(Görgün, 2013). If the focal mechanisms of a number of earthquakes before the mainshock can be 

collected, it would be possible to estimate deviatoric stress in the earthquake zone, as has been 

done for the 2011 Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake (Yang et al., 2013b). However, to determine the 

actual physical mechanism of the variation of principal stress directions is far beyond the ability of 

InSAR-only slip models. 

4.3.5  Performance of the rate-state frictional law in the InSAR 

modelling 

Afterslip Model (a) was determined without strong constraints on the slip at depth (Figure 4.10). A 

comparison of the energy along the depth from Model(a) and the coseismic slip model shows that 

the major afterslip zone with ~65% of the afterslip energy at the depth range from 0 to 10 km 

produced ~30% of the total seismic moment released during the mainshock (Figure 4.16). 

Meanwhile, significant afterslip of Model (a) can also be found in the major coseismic slip zone at 

a depth of ~20 km (Figure 4.16). It is clear that with the traditional geodetic modelling the relative 

spatial patterns of co- and post-seismic slip models in this case do not fully fit the classic 

velocity-weakening asperity law.  

 

Figure 4.16 Seismic moments of the co- and post-seismic slip models distributed with depth. 

 

However, the afterslip model (Model (b)) was determined using the same observations, but the 

assumption that no slip is permitted in the coseismic zone was applied. Therefore, the 

complementary relationship between the coseismic slip distributions and postseismic Model (b) can 

certainly be found between the coseismic slip model and Model (b) (Figure 4.15). Actually, Model 
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(a) and Model (b) can explain the data equally well (Figure 4.10). It is difficult to distinguish which 

model might be closer to the actual model because no additional dataset is available to further 

validate the afterslip models in this study. Although there is a significant uncertainty in the optimal 

afterslip model, the major afterslip zone at the shallow part of the fault shows clear complementary 

relationship with the coseismic slip model.  

4.4  Conclusions 

In this chapter, multi-source SAR images were used to investigate coseismic displacements of the 

2011 Van (Turkey) earthquake, and rapid postseismic signals were observed even in the 

interferograms covering 3-day and 48-day periods after the main shock. Our modelling suggests 

that the use of interferograms with obvious postseismic signals can lead to a reduction of about 1 m 

in the calculated magnitude of the slip distribution, although with a similar slip pattern. Therefore, 

reliable coseismic slip modelling requires interferograms from data acquired soon after the event. 

The availability of such data will improve as more SAR missions with smaller repeat cycles are 

made available in the very near future.  

Our preferred coseismic slip model with a careful selection of SAR observations (i.e. CSK1 

interferogram and azimuth displacements, Table 4.1 and Figure 4.3) suggests: (1) this large event 

occurred on a north-west dipping thrust fault with a strike of 261º and dip of 49º; (2) a maximum 

slip of 6.5 m is observed at a depth of ~12 km; (3) a shallow asperity has been identified in the 

southwest of the major slip zone; and, (4) the released moment is equivalent to a magnitude of MW 

7.03.  

The afterslip is also revealed by the second CSK interferogram which covers the first three days 

after the main shock. Our optimal afterslip model suggests that a maximum slip of 1.5 m occurred 

at a depth of 5 km, located directly above the locus of coseismic rupture. The accumulated moment 

in the first three postseismic days reached up to 1.5+10
19

 N.m. The accumulative moment release 

cannot be accounted for from the recorded aftershocks, suggesting the most of the postseismic 

moment is released by aseismic creep. An obvious variation in the slip vectors between coseismic 

and postseismic motions has been identified, which may imply a significant rotation of the axis of 

the greatest principal stress. As also found in the 1994 Northridge, California earthquake 

(Donnellan et al., 2002), rapid afterslip may commonly happen after a large earthquake, especially 

in thrust events.  
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Table 4.2 Source parameters determined by different techniques. 

Def Dataset strike(°) Lon Lat dip(°) rake(°) Length(km) Width(km) MW
a
 Sources 

GCMT Seismic data 246 43.497
b
 38.691

b 
38 60 - - 7.2 USGS

c
 

Fielding Seismic data 258 43.497
b
 38.691

b
 46 71 - - 7.1 

(Fielding et al., 

2013) 

Fielding CSK & ASAR 259 43.497
b
 38.691

b
 42 - - - 7.13 As above 

Irmak Seismic data 246 43.3367 38.7188 46 59 - - 7.13 
(Irmak et al., 

2012) 

Elliott 

Model 
CSK & ASAR 

254 43.499 38.602 40 64 12 16.6 6.8 Elliott et al. 

(2013) 254 43.329 38.593 55 93 12 8.9 6.8 

CSKU* CSK Only 261.3 43.403
d
 38.702

d
 47.3 90 20.4 3.1 6.8 this study 

CSKM* CSK Only 261.3 43.403
d
 38.702

d
 49 88 40 40 7.03 this study 

JointM CSK & ASAR 261.3 43.403 38.702 49 90 40 40 6.99 this study 

Note: a, MW was calculated using the formula given by Kanamori et al. (1975): , where is the seismic moment released during the earthquake. Different values of the 

shear modulus are used, 44 GPa in Fielding et al. (2013) and 32 GPa in this study. b, The location of [lon,lat] represents the first motion determined by seismic wave data. c, 

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqinthenews/2011/usb0006bqc/. d, the location here represents the central point of the top boundary of the fault which has been extended to the Earth surface. *, Model 

CSKU was determined by the optimal CSK datasets using a uniform rectangular fault plane, whilst CSKM was the variable slip model based on the CSKU. 

0.75log10( ) 6.033W oM M  oM
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Chapter 5  

Large coseismic slip variation of the 2011 MW 9.0 

Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake  

In Chapter 4, large variations were found in the afterslip models of the 2011 MW 7.1 Van, Turkey 

earthquake, which can directly affect the estimation of the velocity-strengthening (VS) regions on 

the main seismic fault. A similar situation may also unfold during coseismic slip modelling, thereby 

identification of velocity-weakening regions or asperities can be significantly influenced. As one of 

the best-observed subduction zone events, the coseismic slip distribution of the 2011 MW 9.1 

Tohoku-Oki earthquake has been widely investigated using different observations (e.g. Fujiwara et 

al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011; Minson et al., 2014). Significant differences between the published 

coseismic slip models have been observed (Huang and Ding, 2012; MacInnes et al., 2013). This 

chapter will re-estimate the coseismic slip model of this event through a joint inversion with GPS 

displacements and GRACE-based gravity changes. Meanwhile, two afterslip models derived from 

GPS observations covering different periods are collected. Combining the new coseismic slip 

models, the performace of the friction law in this event is discussed.    

5.1  Introduction 

On 11 March 2011, a MW 9.0 earthquake struck the Pacific coast of NE Japan and triggered a 

destructive tsunami with a maximum wave height of up to 40.5 m (Simons et al., 2011). The 

mainshock occurred on the plate interface near the northeast coast of Houshu where the Pacific 

Plate is subducting beneath the North American Plate at a convergence rate of ~0.08 m yr
-1

 

(DeMets et al., 2010). This was an unexpected event because Houshu region was believed to have a 

relatively low seismic risk prior to the mainshock (Hashimoto et al., 2009; Sagiya et al., 2011). A 

number of studies on its slip distribution have already been published using different observations 

(e.g. Avouac, 2011; Feng and Jonsson, 2012; Kodaira et al., 2012; Hooper et al., 2013; Tajima et al., 

2013; Wang et al., 2013b). Using different observations, e.g. GPS, seismic waveform, InSAR and 

strong ground motions, significant different coseismic slip models have been successively 

published (e.g. Simons et al., 2011; Minson et al., 2014). Large variations between these models 

(Bilek et al., 2012; Tajima et al., 2013) imply that the data used in the previous coseismic 

modelling does not fully reflect the source information of the mainshock. Further efforts on the 

coseismic slip model of the 2011 mainshock are still needed.  
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Figure 5.1 Tectonic setting of the 2011 MW9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Red lines indicate the plate 

boundaries around the Japan Islands (Bird, 2003), blue triangles represent inland GPS stations, and red 

diamonds denote five seafloor GPS sites used by Sato et al (2011b). Red star is the earthquake epicentre 

provided by USGS. 

 

The GNSS Earth Observation Network (GEONET) operated by the Geospatial Information 

Authority of Japan (GSI) recorded inland coseismic surface displacements due to the 2011 

Tohoku-Oki earthquake with an average station spacing of about 20 km, and these observations 

have been widely used to determine coseismic slip models for this earthquake (e.g. Ozawa et al., 

2011; Simons et al., 2011; Ozawa et al., 2012). Coseismic displacements on the sea floor were also 

recorded by five GPS/acoustic combination stations that are closer to the epicentre than the 

GEONET stations (Sato et al., 2011a). These few seafloor measurements have also been employed 

to constrain slip distributions (Yamazaki et al., 2011; Iinuma et al., 2012; Romano et al., 2012; 

Yamazaki et al., 2013). As shown in Figure 5.1, the dense onshore GEONET stations are all distant 

from the source, the nearest station being over 120 km from the epicentre. So far, only coseismic 

measurements on the hanging wall of the main fault were used for coseismic modelling and no 

ground geodetic observations have been reported on the footwall side.  
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The Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites were launched in 2002, and 

have been used to successfully recover coseismic gravity changes resulting from large earthquakes 

including the 2004 MW 9.1-9.3 Sumatra Andaman earthquake (Han et al., 2006) and the 2010 MW 

8.8 Central Chile (Maule) earthquake (Han et al., 2010; Heki and Matsuo, 2010). Coseismic gravity 

changes caused by the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake have also been detected by GRACE (Matsuo 

and Heki, 2011; Zhou et al., 2012; Fuchs et al., 2013; Han et al., 2014). In contrast to the inland 

GPS observations, GRACE coseismic gravity changes cover the both sides of the fault, providing a 

complementary dataset to constrain the coseismic slip of the Tohoku-Oki earthquake (Wang et al., 

2012e). In this chapter, a joint inversion with GRACE gravity changes and inland GPS 

observations is conducted to re-estimate the slip distribution of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake.  

5.2  Previous geodetic modelling on the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 

earthquake 

The 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki event caused large-scale movements on the land surface. Coseismic 

deformation signals were even measured by GPS stations in mainland China thousands of 

kilometres away from the epicentre (Zhou et al., 2012). The radiated seismic energy was also 

recorded by global seismic seismometers. Dense seismic and continuous GPS (cGPS) sites on the 

main islands of Japan, five sea floor cGPS stations and a tsunami detecting network all provided 

unprecedented observations with respect to the coseismic response to the mainshock. Using these 

measurements, many investigations on the coseismic slip of this event have been carried out (e.g. 

Lay et al., 2011; Simons et al., 2011).  

Table 5.1 Previous slip models for the 2011 Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake. 

Source Dataset* 
Patch 

(km) 

Location of Maximum slip 
Maximum Slip(m) 

Lon(deg) Lat(deg) Dep(km) 

(Ammon et al., 2011) SW 15×15 142.4870 37.8130 19.7 41 

(Ide et al., 2011) SW 5×5 143.4369 37.4654 7.8 31 

(Shao et al., 2011) SW 25×20 143.3955 37.9631 14.3 60 

(Yagi and Fukahata, 2011) SW 20×20 142.4580 38.2574 9.5 51 

(Gusman et al., 2012) TW and G 50×50 143.3300 37.7999 4.49 42 

(Yue and Lay, 2013) HG and G 30×30 142.5167 37.6527 23 70 

(Wang et al., 2013b) GPS 10×10 143.3182 38.1202 14.4 46 

This thesis GPS 20×20 143.0521 38.3005 10.4 40 

This thesis GRACE 20×20 143.1007 36.9320 0 41 

This thesis Joint 20×20 143.1007 36.9320 0 42 

Note: *, SW = seismic wave. TW = tsunami wave, G = ground motions, HG suggests high-rate GPS, GPS indicates static 

GPS displacements and Joint represents a joint inversion with both GPS and GRACE gravity changes. 

 

Large variations have been found between the derived coseismic slip models using different 

datasets (MacInnes et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013b; Jungkyo et al., 2014). From the Inversion 

Source Validation (ISV) projection (http://equake-rc.info/SIV/), several coseismic slip models of 
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the event were collected. The locations and magnitudes of maximum coseismic slip (MCS) are 

listed in Table 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the spatial locations of MCS. The location of MCS determined 

by Yagi et al. (2011) using seismic wave data is near the epicentre (USGS) at a 10 km depth, whilst 

the MCS location by Ide et al. (2011) with static GPS measurements approaches the Japan Trench 

near the surface. The horizontal distance between these derived MCS is over 120 km. Using 

tsunami simulation and near-field observations, MacInnes et al. (2013) revealed that most of source 

models that were collected in their study could not explain observations at 39°N, implying that an 

additional source of tsunamigenic energy was absent from these slip models. Therefore, even for 

the best observed earthquake (Romano et al., 2014), no universal slip model that can explain all 

observations has been determined.  

 

Figure 5.2 Maximum slip locations from published coseismic slip models of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki 

earthquake. Red star represents the earthquake epicentre from USGS, whilst blue diamonds indicate the 

locations of maximum slips in previous studies. The red dashed contours are the Joint slip distribution 

determined in this study. 

 

5.3  Coseismic observations  

5.3.1  GPS coseismic displacements 

Figure 5.1 shows the locations of the 1231 GEONET cGPS stations in the Japan islands. Coseismic 
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displacements (version 0.3) at these GPS sites were calculated by the ARIA team at JPL/Caltech 

(ftp://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/usrs/ARIA). For each station, 5-minute interval kinematic precise 

point positioning solutions were obtained with JPL's GIPSY-OASIS software using a single station 

bias fixing method, and JPL's Rapid orbit and clock products, and then its coseismic displacements 

were calculated as the difference between the solution at 05:40 UTC and 05:55 UTC (earthquake 

occurred at 05:46 UTC) to minimize the effects of aftershocks and afterslip following the 

mainshock. The largest total coseismic displacement of 5.36 m is found at the Oshika station on the 

Oshika peninsula which is the station with the largest uplift of 1.128 m. The uncertainties of GPS 

horizontal and vertical displacements are about 6 mm and 20 mm, respectively (Ozawa et al., 

2011).  

The static displacements released by Sato et al. (2011b) at 5 seafloor GPS sites were based on 

postseismic observations collected during the period from 28 March to 5 April 2011, and likely 

include some postseismic movements. To further compare the contributions from inland GPS and 

GRACE gravity changes in the coseismic slip modelling, the sea floor displacements were only 

used for modelling validation in this study. 

5.3.2  GRACE gravity changes 

In this chapter, 119 GRACE Level 2 (Release 05) monthly geopotential fields from the Centre for 

Space Research (CSR) at the University of Texas, from January 2003 to November 2013, were 

provided by Dr. Qiong Li (Feng et al. 2014, in revision). These datasets consist of spherical 

harmonic coefficients up to degree and order 60, corresponding to a maximum spatial resolution of 

approximately 333 km (half-wavelength) at the equator. The Earth’s oblateness values (C20) were 

replaced with those from Satellite Laser Ranging due to their poor accuracy (Cheng and Tapley, 

2004). A de-correlation filter using order 3 polynomials for coefficients of order 15 (i.e. P3M15) 

was employed to mitigate longitudinal stripes (Swenson and Wahr, 2006), and an anisotropic Fan 

filter was used to reduce the remaining N-S stripes around the equator (Zhang et al., 2009b).  

The gravity changes derived from monthly GRACE data directly reflect variations in surface mass, 

including terrestrial water storages, glacier and ice melt, and solid earth deformation. The main 

cause of temporal gravity variations are thought to be hydrological signals (Tapley et al., 2004). In 

this study, hydrological effects due to changes in soil moisture, snow and canopy water were 

removed using the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) Hydrological Model (HyM) 

(Rodell et al., 2004). The GLDAS dataset was truncated to the same degree as GRACE (i.e. a 

degree of 60), and then an identical spherical harmonic analysis was applied, followed by filtering 

as used in GRACE data processing, without the de-correlation filter. After subtracting the GLDAS 

hydrological signals, some seasonal variations remain, which are likely caused by factors 

inadequately modeled in GLDAS, notably ground water. To separate coseismic signals from the 

hydrological residuals, the GLDAS corrected time series were modelled with the GPS-like model 

proposed by Ogawa et al. (2011) including linear, seasonal (annual and semiannual) and coseismic 

terms as  

ftp://sideshow.jpl.nasa.gov/pub/usrs/ARIA
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                                                                           (5.1) 

 

where         
         
        

 ,     is the occurrence time of the earthquake, epoch     is set as 

the starting time of the observations,    is a linear term representing the linear trend in gravity 

variations during the observed period,    is a quadratic term accounting for possible temporal 

acceleration or deceleration (e.g. precipitation). The following four terms imply seasonal variations 

(include annual and semi-annual), and the last term
 
is the coseismic offsets. Because the monthly 

gravity field of March 2011 may include postseismic signals, the coseismic gravity offsets between 

February and March 2011 might underestimate (or overestimate) the coseismic changes. Therefore, 

the March 2011 monthly gravity field was excluded in the time series analysis.  

 

Figure 5.3 Coseismic GRACE gravity changes associated with the 2011 MW 9.1 Japan earthquake. (a) 

GRACE derived coseismic gravity changes; (b) Time series of the monthly gravity changes (open circles) at 

Point A: [E140, N33]; (c) Time series of the monthly gravity changes (open circles) at Point B: [E139, N39]. 

Note: error bars show one-sigma formal errors inferred a-posteriori by bringing the chi-square of the post-fit 

residual to unity. Thick red curves indicate the modelled time series using Equation (5.1).  

 

Figure 5.3(b) shows the time series of monthly gravity changes at [38°N, 139°E], and a significant 

gravity decrease of -5.30 μGal can be observed during the Tohoku-Oki earthquake, which is 

consistent with previous results (Matsuo and Heki, 2011; Cambiotti and Sabadini, 2012; Wang et 

al., 2012d). Finally, 400 datapoints covering the region of 31°-45°N and 130°-154°E (Figure 5.3) 

were produced for coseismic slip modelling.  

5.4  Slip distribution models  

In this thesis, half-space elastic dislocation models (Okada, 1985; Okubo, 1992) were employed to 

compute the Green’s functions for coseismic surface displacements and GRACE gravity changes. 

To build the gravity response component in the inversion, the coseismic high-frequency signals 

generated by each source, which cannot be detected by GRACE, were truncated using the 

following procedures as implemented in the GRACE data processing: 1) to convert simulated 
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gravity signals into harmonics Stokes coefficients at order 60; 2) to apply decorrelated filtering 

with P3M15; 3) to convert coefficients back into gravity changes with the Fan filter (Zhang et al., 

2009b). In addition, the seawater effects on coseismic gravity changes were corrected with a 

density compensation between crust and sea water as implemented in previous studies (Heki and 

Matsuo, 2010; Wang et al., 2012d). More details on how to simulate GRACE Gravity change based 

on the Elastic earth model can be found in Appendix A.2.   

5.4.1  Fault discretization  

A simple fault plane was employed with the fault upper bound fixed at the Japan trench striking at 

200°. The epicentre (Figure 5.1) determined by USGS is centred in the finite rectangle fault model. 

Based on previous studies (Han et al., 2011; Han et al., 2013), GRACE gravity changes are 

insensitive to fault dip angles. Consequently, the fault dip angle was not estimated in this thesis, 

and was fixed at 10° in the inversion. This value is consistent with those used in other published 

slip models (Yue and Lay, 2011; Wang et al., 2012d). The fault plane was then extended along 

strike and down-dip with a length of 600 km and a width of 200 km. Finally, the fault plane was 

discretized into 300 subfaults each measuring 20 by 20 km.   

5.4.2  GPS and GRACE joint inversion 

The discretized observation equation for the GPS and GRACE joint inversion is written as  

 

        
              

   

    
        

              
 

                                       (5.2) 

 

where      and        are the Green’s functions for GPS coseismic displacements and GRACE 

coseismic gravity changes respectively,    is the relative weight of GRACE Gravity changes.   

is a Laplacian operator to smooth the solution to avoid unphysical oscillations in the fault slip, and 

   is the weight of the smoothing constraint.      and        are the weight matrixes for GPS 

coseismic displacements and GRACE gravity changes respectively, of which the latter was 

estimated using the leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) method (Matthews and Segall, 1993).  

   is a nondimensional variable that adjusts relative contributions to the coseismic slip model from 

both GPS and GRACE measurements. As shown in Figure 5.4, the weighted GPS rms increases 

with the relative weights. Since no data errors of the GRACE gravity changes have been 

quantitatively assessed, the central idea in this thesis is to chose a weight based on the RMS of GPS 

data. As a tradeoff curve approach (Fukuda and Johnson, 2008) to select optimal smoothing 

parameters in the slip linear inversion, the bend of the tradeoff curve can be chosen as an optimal 

value. The GPS RMS (µ) of 0. 0318 m from the GPS-only slip model was selected as a reference. 

Figure 5.4 shows the tradeoff between relative weights and GPS RMS. The red line denotes the 

selected weight for GRACE gravity changes where the GPS RMS is about 0.035 m, which is close 

to the GPS RMS of 0.031 m determined from the GPS-only slip model. Relative to the observation 

error of 0.006 m in the horizontal component of the GPS data, the RMS of 0.035 from the Joint slip 
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model can also be accepted.  

 

Figure 5.4 Trade-off between relative weights and GPS weighted RMS. Dashed line is the RMS determined 

using the GPS-only slip model. Red line shows the selected optimal weight for GRACE gravity changes. 

 

Since it is difficult to directly quantify the observation errors in the GRACE gravity change data, 

the LOOCV approach provides an alternative way for error estimation. The principle of LOOCV is 

that most information in the dataset is caused by the physical source and that what cannot be 

explained in the dataset should be regarded as error. The relative weight of each point can be 

estimated through similarity analysis, in which the data-fit to the point can be estimated using a slip 

model that is determined by a sub dataset that excludes this point. Theoretically, any individual 

point with less noise should be explained well by the optimal slip model retrieved from any other 

data. The estimation can then be implemented using all other points to estimate the residuals at an 

individual point as follow  

   
    

      
      

 
   
                                                  (5.3)  

and 

   
  
  
                                                                    (5.4)        

                     

where    represents that the residual of the ith point determined by the slip model inferred from all 

other points without this point and denotes its relative weight. The principle is that those with a 

poor fit between the observed and modelled values shall be given a relatively low weight, which is 

consistent with the HVCE method proposed by Xu et al (2009).   

Figure 5.5 shows the relative weights determined using the LOOCV method. Some signals in the 

far field greater than 3 μGal seen in Figure 5.3(a) are unlikely to be coseismic signals. Low relative 

weights are also shown at the datapoints with unexpected measurements (Figure 5.5), implying the 

feasibility of the LOOCV method for determining the relative weights for GRACE gravity data. A 

similar strategy was applied to three components of inland GPS data. The resultant weights from all 

GPS measurements are nearly identical. The possible explanation is that all GPS displacements 

stations are deployed in the main islands far from the source of the 2011 mainshock, and they are 

not sensitive to the slip variation on the fault. A unit weight for all GPS data was then applied in the 

iw
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inversion. 

The smoothing parameter    of 0.15 was chosen based on the trade-off between data residual 

RMS and slip model roughness. The bounded-variable least-square algorithm (Stark and Parker, 

1992) was employed to solve the slip solution.  

 

Figure 5.5 Relative weights of GRACE-based coseismic gravity changes ranging from 0 to 2. 

 

5.4.3  Slip distribution of the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake 

Figure 5.6 shows that a significant difference exists between the GPS-only slip model and the 

GRACE-only one, which are reconciled in the joint version (Figure 5.6(e)): (i) a maximum slip of 

40 m at a depth of 10 km is revealed in the GPS-only model, whilst both the GRACE-only and the 

joint models suggest a maximum slip of ~40 m nearly reaching the trench axis, which is consistent 

with the finding in Fujiwara et al (2011). (ii) ~85% of the moment is released in the upper 20 km of 

the crust in the GPS-only model, but 92.3% in the upper 20 km of the crust in the joint slip model. 

The difference is likely because the GPS observations are not sensitive to the slip patterns close to 

the Japan trench, which is examined further below; (iii) the GPS-only model indicates that the 

maximum moment release is in the segment above the epicentre (i.e. [-50 km, 50 km] along strike), 

whilst both the GRACE-only and the joint models show the maximum moment release is in the 

segment of about 100 km south-east of the epicentre (i.e. [50 km, 150 km] along strike). 
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the 2011 Japan earthquake slip models determined using different datasets. (a) 

Slip distribution determined by GPS data only, (b) the moment release with depth. (c,d) are as (a,b), but 

determined by GRACE data only. (e,f) are also as (a,b), but using both GPS and GRACE data. 

 

To clearly compare observed and modelled GPS horizontal displacements, 377 GPS sites used in 

Ozawa et al. (2011) were selected for validation of the three slip models determined in this thesis 

(Figure 5.7). It appears that the GRACE-only slip model cannot explain GPS horizontal 

displacements (Figure 5.7 (a)). The GPS displacements modelled by the GRACE-only model have 

much greater magnitude than the observations, and different deformation vectors. The correlation 

coefficients between modelled and observed GPS data from the GPS-only slip model are 0.996, 

0.996, 0.97 for E/N/U components respectively, whilst the optimal Joint slip can also reach good 

agreement with correlation coefficients of 0.992, 0.991 and 0.88 respectively. It is clear that the 

data fit to the GPS data from the joint model is not significantly worse than that from the GPS only 

model (Figure 5.7 (b)). Conversely, the GPS-only model does not fit the observed gravity changes 

well with a maximum difference of ~2.50 µGal in the near field (Figure 5.8), while the 

GRACE-only model can fit the observed gravity changes with a RMS misfit of ~1.69 µGal (Figure 

5.8). In contrast, the joint model shows good agreement with a RMS misfit of ~1.63 µGal for 

GRACE gravity changes. The seismic moment of 3.5×10
22

 N.m determined from the Joint slip 

model, equivalent to a MW 9.0 earthquake, is consistent with the GCMT solution, 3.5×10
22

 N.m. 
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Figure 5.7 Comparison of observed, modelled horizontal GPS coseismic displacements and residuals using 

GPS measurements provided by Ozawa et al. (2011). (a) Comparison of horizontal GPS coseismic 

displacements simulated from GRACE gravity only slip model and the Joint slip model. (b) as (a), but the 

green arrows represent the simulation from the GPS data slip model. 
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Figure 5.8 GRACE gravity changes based on three coseismic slip models. (a,b,c) GPS-only; (d,e,f) GRACE 

data only; (g,h,i) joint model using GPS and GRACE data. Column show: (a,d,g) observed; (b,e,h) modelled; 

(c,f,i) residuals.   

 

5.4.4  Checkerboard test for slip model resolution 

A checkerboard test was carried out to examine the slip model resolution inferred from the data 

used in this thesis. A theoretical model with a magnitude of 9.1 (Figure 5.9(a)) was used to simulate 

3D surface displacements at the 1231 GPS sites and GRACE gravity changes. The finite fault 

geometry model of the 2011 Japan earthquake was employed for constructing theoretical slip 

model. 20 separated slip asperities were assumed on the fault (Figure 5.9 (a)), which is much more 

complicated than the real slip model (Figure 5.6) to examine the resolution of GPS and GRACE 

inferred slip models. Using the same inversion strategy for the mainshock modelling, three slip 

models based on simulated GPS data, simulated GRACE gravity data and both of them combined 

were finally determined (Figure 5.9 (b, c and d)).   

The resultant GPS-only slip model (Figure 5.9 (a)) shows that nine separate asperities close to the 

mainland of the islands are retrieved with accurate spatial extents and magnitudes. However, those 

slip patterns near the trench are not identified successfully. On the contrary, the model from the 

GRACE gravity changes is not sensitive to slip under the island, whilst two shallow slip patterns 

close to the seafloor surface are revealed. The joint slip model retrieves more information on the 

fault asperities, but the slip magnitudes looks larger than the input model, which may result from 

weak constraints on slip magnitudes during the slip inversion. The determined seismic moments are 

5.28×10
22

, 6.21×10
22

 and 7.2×10
22

 N.m for the GPS-only, GRACE-only and Joint slip models, 

respectively. The energy of the GPS-only slip model is closest to the input seismic energy of 

5.4×10
22

 N.m. Thus, the joint inversion conducted in this thesis should be helpful to restore shallow 

slip asperities.  
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Figure 5.9 Checkerboard for testing slip model resolution with GRACE gravity and terrestrial GPS 

coseismic observations. (a) Input slip model with a magnitude of 9.1; (b) inferred slip model using only GPS 

displacements; (c) inferred slip model using GRACE gravity changes; and, (d) slip model determined from 

the joint inversion. 

    

5.5  Discussion 

5.5.1  Is the joint slip model reliable?   

In Figure 5.2, the dashed contours represent the projection of the joint slip distribution onto the sea 
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floor. The maximum slip of the joint slip model reaches the Japan trench, which is consistent with 

the slip model by Ide et al. (2011), in which they used seismic data. An independent validation was 

also carried out using the Seafloor GPS observations. Figure 5.10 shows that the joint model can 

explain seafloor GPS observations better than the GPS-only model, in particular at stations KAMN, 

KAM9 and MYGI. The residual RMS for the horizontal seafloor GPS observations determined 

from the Joint slip model is ~2.6 m, which is better than both the GPS-only and GRACE-only slip 

models with residual RMSs of 3.0 and 7.5 m, respectively. Therefore, it is believed that the joint 

inversion model should be more reliable than both GPS-only slip model and gravity-only slip 

model.  

 

Figure 5.10 Independent validation of slip models using seafloor GPS observations. 

 

5.5.2  Effects of the layered Earth model on the coseismic 

measurements 

Only half-space elastic dislocation models were considered for the calculation of coseismic 

displacements and gravity changes in this chapter. As shown in previous studies (Wang et al., 2010; 

Feng et al., 2014), the complex crustal media could introduce significant effects to the surface 

changes relative to the simple half-space elastic Earth model. Figure 5.11 shows the comparison of 

slip models determined by Wang et al. (2013b) and the GPS only model in this thesis. Wang et al's 

model was based on the layered Earth model and inland strong motion data were used. A complex 

fault curve was also considered in Wang et al's modelling. To directly compare the spatial locations 
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of slip and magnitudes between these two models, Wang et al's model was projected onto the same 

simple straight fault plane used in this study. An inverse distance weighting method was applied to 

estimate the resampled model (Figure 5.11 (c)). As shown in Figure 5.10, Wang et al's model 

produces similar spatial extent and magnitude of slip as the GPS-only model derived in this chapter. 

In both cases, the major slip is concentrated in the region from -100 to 100 km along strike. The 

maximum slip of Wang et al's model appears at a depth of ~15 km, c.4 km deeper than that 

determined in this study (Figure 5.11 (a)).  

 

Figure 5.11 Comparison of GPS slip models from Wang et al. (2013b) and this chapter.  

 

To further test the effects of the layered Earth model on the simulation of GRACE gravity changes, 

the GRACE gravity simulation from the Joint slip model based on the Crust2.0 crust model (Tenzer 

et al., 2009) was calculated using PSGRN/PSCMP software (Wang et al., 2006b). Seawater 

correction and a series of steps for GRACE data processing (shown in the early section) were all 

applied. Figure 5.12 shows the comparison of two results based on the layered Earth model (a) and 

the half-space one (b), respectively. Although slight differences can be identified on the foot wall 

side (Figure 5.12), the principal gravity patterns have been retrieved with the similar spatial 

distribution and magnitude as those used in this thesis. Therefore, it is inferred that although the 

layered Earth model may introduce some effects on the estimates of the optimal slip model, these 

differences should be less than the observation errors.  

The assumption of a spherical curve may also affect the calculation of surface displacements. 

However, the principal GRACE gravity changes are centred around the epicentre with a radius of 

1000 km. Based on the theoretical analysis, the effects of the spherical assumption at distances less 

than 20° (~2000 km) can be neglected in applications (Okada, 1985; Wang et al., 2006b). Therefore, 

the effects of using the plane coordinate approximation for Spherical Earth should be limited in the 

simulation. 
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Figure 5.12 Comparison of simulated GRACE coseismic gravity changes from different Earth models. (a) 

Based on a layered Earth model used and (b) only elastic half-space Earth model used. 

 

5.5.3  Coulomb stress changes on the fault surface from different 

coseismic slip models 

Figures 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15 show the shear, normal and Coulomb stress changes, relatively, 

following the 2011 MW 9.0 mainshock using an elastic dislocation method (Okada, 1992). Based on 

different slip models, stress changes vary significantly in space. For the GPS-only model, the 

maximum shear drop is about 20 MPa close to the epicentre, and the maximum stress increase is 

found beneath the main Japan island with a magnitude of 10 MPa. The Coulomb stress changes of 

the GRACE only model show a more complicated spatial distribution, and no concentrated positive 

shear stress is found. The joint model looks close to the GPS model, but significant differences can 

be observed in the northeast. In addition, the stress increase in the southwest tends to be significant.  

The Coulomb stress calculation method has been described in Chapter 3. Positive Coulomb stress 

changes suggest that the coseismic rupture may exert positive effects on local seismic activity. 

Here, the afterslip model (green contours) is used (Ozawa et al., 2011). In comparison to the former 

two models, the Coulomb stress changes on the maximum afterslip centre in Figure 5.15 (c) are 

positive, but why significant afterslips in the blue region are still observed remains ambiguous.  
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Figure 5.13 Shear stress changes caused by the slip models determined different datasets. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.14 Normal stress changes altered by different slip models as defined in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.15 Coulomb stress changes from different slip models. The effective friction coefficient of 0.5 is 

used. 

 

5.5.4  Comparison of co- and post-seismic slip models and its 

implications for the performance of the friction law 

Since only postseismic GPS measurements have been used for postseismic modelling, then there 

may also be significant uncertainties in the afterslip models, as also discussed above for the 

coseismic modelling. In addition, other postseismic physical mechanisms after the mainshock, e.g. 

viscoelsatic relaxation, can also contribute to postseismic deformation as mentioned in previous 

studies (Ozawa et al., 2011; Diao et al., 2013). In this study, two previous afterslip models from 

previous studies (Ozawa et al., 2011; 2012) were collected for a simple comparison with the 

cosesimic Coulomb stress changes on the fault surface. 

Once viscoelastic relaxation was fully taken into account in the postseismic relaxation, two 

separated afterslip patterns have been recognized in previous study (Sun et al., 2014), in which 

sea-floor postseismic time series were used to constrain the effect of viscoelastic relaxation. Figure 

5.16 shows two afterslip models using GPS measurements in previous studies The maximum slips 

from these two postseismic slip models are both located around [39N,142E]. Meanwhile, 

significant afterslips greater than 1 m are observed in the coseismic rupture zone, which directly 

leads to a controversial phenomenon that following classic velocity-weakening asperity there 

should have no sustained slip on the velocity-weakening regions (coseismic rupture areas) (Johnson 

et al., 2012b; Fukuda et al., 2013). However, the cumulative afterslips determined by Sun et al. 

(Sun et al., 2014) show strong correlation with the patterns of the Coulomb stress changes caused 

by the Joint slip model. Based on the findings in Chapter 4 and this chapter, there may still exist 

large uncertainties in geodetic co- and post-seismic modelling, which can largely affect the 

estimates on the performance of the friction law in this case.  

Note that no significant afterslip has been reported in the shallow layer of the crust from both 
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postseismic slip models, which is consistent with the findings in this study that no positive 

Coulomb stress is produced by the coseismic rupture since the maximum coseismic slip revealed 

by the joint inversion has reached to the surface towards the Japan Trench. 

 

Figure 5.16 Relative spatial distribution between different postseismic slip models and coulomb stress 

changes. Green postseismic slip contours were determined by Ozawa et al. (2011) using the first 4 days 

postseismic GPS observations, whilst red ones were with full consideration of postseismic viscoelastic 

relaxation (Sun et al., 2014). 

 

5.6  Conclusions 

In this chapter, GPS coseismic surface displacements and GRACE gravity changes were combined 

to estimate the coseismic slip distribution of the 2011 MW 9.0 Tohoku-Oki, Japan earthquake for 

the first time with their complementary features. The leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) 

method (Matthews and Segall, 1993) was employed to estimate their relative weights in the joint 

inversion. The optimal joint slip model suggests: (i) a maximum slip of ~40 m near the seafloor 

surface at the distance of 100 km east-south of the epicentre with a mean rake of 83.6° (inferred 

from |slip| > 0.5 m) near the bend of the Japan trench; and (ii) most of the energy was released in 

the shallow crustal zone, which provides further support for the view that this event could have 

ruptured to the surface (Kozdon and Dunham, 2013). It should be noted that neither of these 
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features can be observed in the GPS-only model due to the lack of observations in the near field. 

Since the data errors of GRACE gravity data have not yet been estimated, the uncertainties of the 

joint slip model remain unsolved. However the GPS observations in the Japan islands can be 

explained well by the joint slip model with acceptable residuals (Figure 5.7), implying the GPS 

data used in the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquake are not sensitive to the seismic source, especially 

shallow zones close to the trench. Therefore, for future large earthquakes that have no near-filed 

observations, potential large variations in slip models determined from observations covering only 

one wall of faults, should be fully considered. 

In this thesis, GRACE monthly geopotential fields from CSR at the University of Texas were used 

to detect coseismic gravity changes, with the March 2011 monthly gravity field excluded (see 

Section 2.2). It is believed that a better temporal resolution (e.g. 10 days) and a flexible starting 

date used in the GRACE gravity data processing can be helpful to improve coseismic gravity 

changes. However, further research is still needed. 
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Chapter 6  

InSAR measurements for the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu 

earthquake 

In contrast to previously described thrust faulting cases, this chapter focuses on a large strike-slip 

earthquake that occurred on the Yushu segment of the Garze-Yushu fault on 13 April 2010 with a 

magnitude of 6.8. Fault geometric parameters and slip models of the earthquake are investigated 

through inverting a number of co- and post-seismic interferograms in both Stripmap and ScanSAR 

modes. The relative spatial patterns of the co- and post-seismic slip models are compared in order 

to further test the performance of the rate-state friction law in this strike-slip event. Meanwhile, 

other postseismic physical mechanisms, poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation, are also 

discussed to assess whether they can significantly influence the estimate of shallow afterslip 

following the mainshock. 

6.1  Introduction 

A MW 6.8 earthquake occurred on 13 April 2010 at 23:49:00 UTM in Qinghai Province, causing 

more than 2,500 deaths and 12,000 injuries. The mainshock was a purely left-lateral strike-slip 

event along the Yushu segment of the Garze-Yushu active fault (Chen et al., 2010). Field 

investigations suggested that the Garze-Yushu active fault had hosted at least four large historical 

earthquakes with magnitudes of 6.5-7.5 in the last 300 years (Chen et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2011), of 

which the 1738 M 6.5 earthquake is believed to be the most recent prior to the 2010 event. If the 

2010 event is regarded as an earthquake recurrence of the 1738 event, a ~2 m slip deficit along the 

Yushu segment could have accumulated in the 272 years interval, based on an estimated strain 

accumulation of left-lateral interseismic slip at a rate of 7 to 14 mm yr
-1

 (Liu et al., 2011; Loveless 

and Meade, 2011; Wang et al., 2013d). This is roughly in agreement with the maximum surface 

offset of 1.8 m near Yushu City mapped in the field after the 2010 earthquake (Chen et al., 2010). 

Inferring from recent large earthquakes on the different parts of the Bayan Har block, e.g. the 1997 

MW 7.5 Manyi, the 2001 MW 7.9 Kokoxili, the 2008 MW 7.9 Wenchuan and the 2008 MW 7.2 Yutian 

events, block-like motion characters the present-day tectonic movements in northern Tibet (Chen et 

al., 2004; Diao et al., 2010). As a principal strike-slip fault on the south boundary of the block, 

major historic strike-slip earthquakes along the Yushu fault including the 2010 event may also 

result from continuing eastward extrusion of the northern Tibetan Plateau (Armijo et al., 1989; Lin 

et al., 2002; Elliott et al., 2010; Wen et al., 2011). 
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Table 6.1 Comparisons of InSAR coseismic modelling for the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake. 

Previous Studies 
Num of 

segments 

Slip 

Model
a
 

Data Sets 
Total Length 

(km) 

Geodetic Measurements Maximum 

Slip(m) 
Optimal Dips 

SAR
b
 GPS 

(Li et al., 2011) 3 REC SAR and Seismic 93 T498A, T487A N/A 1.4 [87.9,69,89.4] 

(Chunyan et al., 

2012) 
3 REC SAR 50 T004D, T487A N/A 2.4 [75,80,85] 

(Sun et al., 2013) 3 REC SAR 67 T004D, T498A, T487A N/A 1.4 [79.4,81.9, 89.7] 

(Jiang et al., 2013) 1 TRI SAR 80 T498A, T487A N/A 1.8 [81,83,90] 

(Wen et al., 2013) 4 REC SAR 86.1 T487A, T139DWS N/A 2.0 [90,67,100,85] 

(Yokota et al., 2012) 2 REC 
SAR and Seismic 

data 
73 T487A N/A 2.0 at 15 km [84,84] 

(Tobita et al., 2011) 1 REC SAR 73 T487A, T139DWS N/A 3.0 at 8 km [90] 

This study 2 VREC
c
 SAR 100 

T004D, T498A, T276D, 

T233D, T083AWS, 

T487A 

7 1.4 at 3 km depth [86.5,79.5] 

Notes: a) The slip model was determined by using uniform rectangular elements(REC) , Variable-REC (VREC) or triangles (TRI). b) SAR data azimuths are provided with track numbers: A for 

ascending, D for descending, AWS for ascending ScanSAR and DWS for descending ScanSAR. c) In previous studies, fixed patch sizes were used in data inversion, whilst the depth-dependent patches 

were adapted as proposed by Fialko et al (2004b) . A damping factor of 1.3 was used in this study. 
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The 2010 Yushu earthquake has been widely investigated using InSAR measurements (Table 6.1). 

With three coseismic interferograms, Li et al. (2011) suggested three separate slip sections in the 

coseismic rupture of the mainshock. A maximum slip of ~1.4 m near Yushu County was modelled 

near the surface. Combining seismic analysis, Li et al. (2011) inferred that the western slip 

concentration that was located ~20 km west of the epicentre (Figure 6.1(b)) on the west segment of 

the Yushu fault (also termed Jielong segment in other studies (e.g. Li et al., 2012)), might be 

produced by the largest aftershock (MW 6.1) one and a half hours after the mainshock. Several other 

studies based on InSAR measurements have reached the same conclusion regarding the west slip 

segment (Jiang et al., 2013; Qu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2013). However, a joint 

inversion with InSAR and seismic data conducted by Yokota et al (2012) revealed that the Jielong 

segment may have ruptured within 8 seconds during the mainshock. Hence, the problem of whether 

the Jielong segment was the rupture resulting from the largest aftershock needs further 

investigation. Meanwhile, Wang et al. (2013c) reported an earthquake swarm with ~200 small 

events (M~1-5) following a MW 5.8 aftershock on 29 May 2010 (hereafter termed M58). Since the 

seismogenic fault of M58 has not yet been fully confirmed, the tectonic background of the 

earthquake swarm remains unanswered. 

To address these open questions, this chapter is organized as follows. In section 6.2, the SAR data 

are described covering coseismic and postseismic surface motions. Two approaches to InSAR 

processing are introduced to improve the interferometric coherence of three interferograms used in 

the coseismic modelling. In sections 6.3 and 6.4, InSAR co- and post-seismic observations are 

inverted for co- and post-seismic slip models. The source parameters of M58 are also investigated. 

In section 6.5, several issues are discussed in detail, such as the location of the MW 6.1 largest 

aftershock, coseismic stress triggering on postseismic processes and the effects of other physical 

mechanisms on the estimate of shallow afterslip. In section 6.6, major contributions to 

understanding of the 2010 Yushu earthquake processes are summarized. 

6.2 Geodetic data 

Two different types of data were collected in this study: three-component coseismic offsets at seven 

campaign-mode GPS sites and InSAR observations in the satellite line of sight (LOS). The 

coseismic GPS displacements were provided by Meng et al (2013). The last occupation of the GPS 

observations was carried out from 20th April 2010. Thus the GPS coseismic offsets should also 

include postseismic motions in the first week after the main shock, which were not corrected for in 

the coseismic slip modelling. 
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Figure 6.1 Spatial coverage of SAR data and tectonic setting. (a) Spatial coverage of SAR data with tectonic 

background. Grey lines show the active faults in Qinghai region (Deng et al., 2003), and colour dots 

represent the relocated aftershocks following the main shock (Wang et al., 2013c). The focal mechanisms of 

four large events in this sequence were collected from Harvard GCMT database (latest access in September 

2013). (b) Fault geometric parameters used in this study. White triangles indicate the surface rupture markers 

obtained in the field (Li et al., 2012). Red diamond is the location of the MW 6.1 earthquake determined by 

the China Seismic network, while the green one is determined by InSAR in this study. Squares are as for 

diamonds, but for the location of the MW 5.8 event at the end of May 2010.  

 

Data from five Envisat tracks and two ALOS tracks, spanning from April to October 2010 (Figure 

6.2), were collected for co- and post-seismic deformation analysis. Due to ionospheric effects, 

ALOS track 488 was not used for modelling. Figure 6.2 shows all interferometric pairs processed 

in this thesis. 
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Figure 6.2 Baseline plot of the SAR data used in this study. Red line indicates the main shock of the 13 April 

2010 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake and the green line represents the MW 5.8 aftershock on 29 May 2010.  

 

6.2.1 Coseismic interferograms  

All interferograms (Figure 6.2) were processed using the JPL/Caltech ROI_PACv3.01 software 

(Rosen et al., 2004b). The 90-m-spacing DEM data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 

(SRTM) were used for removing the topographic phase in differential interferograms (Farr et al., 

2007). Goldstein filtering (Goldstein and Werner, 1998) and SNAPHU unwrapping algorithms 

(Chen and Zebker, 2000) were applied for retrieving continuous surface LOS changes. To save 

computational resources, only the 5th sub-swath of ScanSAR track 083 was processed using a 

ScanSAR interferometric processor (Liang et al., 2013) since the swath fully covered the epicentral 

area. An azimuth coseismic measurement was also obtained from ALOS track 487 using the spectra 

splitting method developed by Barbot et al (2008).  

Misalignment between master and slave images is one of the major sources causing interferometric 

decorrelation, particularly in areas with rugged terrain when perpendicular baselines are large (e.g. > 

400 m for C-band interferometric pairs). In this chapter, three interferograms from tracks 004, 276 

and 233 (also listed in Table 6.2) show low coherence near the mainshock fault partly due to 

insufficiency of the polynomial warp function. No other interferometric pairs with short 

perpendicular baselines from these tracks are available (Figure 6.2). As introduced in Chapter 2, the 

DEM-assisted algorithm (Nitti et al., 2011) is capable of obtaining sub-pixel accuracy for InSAR 

pairs with relatively large baselines. Thus, based on this DEM-assisted algorithm (Nitti et al., 2011), 

the interferograms were reprocessed using the GAMMA software (Wegmüller and Werner, 1997). 
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A strong Goldstein filtering with an alpha value of 0.9 was applied to suppress high-frequency 

noise. As a result, the interferograms, particularly in regions near the fault were largely improved 

after considering the DEM data during the coregistration (Figure 6.10).  

 

Figure 6.3 Coseismic interferograms overlaying the topographic relief generated from SRTM DEM data. (a) 

is the merged image from two ascending tracks 083 (ASAR ScanSAR) and 487 (ALOS), whilst (b) is a 

mosaiced image from both ASAR descending tracks of 276 and 233 in Stripmap mode. Profiles of A-A', B-B', 

C-C' and D-D' are used for model validation purposes (see Figure 6.7). Horizontal and vertical components 

of coseismic GPS measurements are shown in (a) and (b), respectively, of which red vectors imply original 

observations, blue ones indicate modelled displacements using the 2-segment slip model in this study and 

white ones are simulated from the previous 3-segment slip model (Li et al., 2011).  

 

Six interferograms and one azimuth interferogram (seen in Table 6.2) were finally selected for 

coseismic slip modelling. Two mosaiced interferograms from ascending and descending tracks 

respectively are shown in Figure 6.3. Medium wave-length coseismic fringes from different tracks 

are comparable each other. Figure 6.10 shows all coseismic interferograms used in this chapter (the 

first column). 
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Figure 6.4 Postseismic interferogram based on the phase closure strategy. a) Rewrapped interferogram of 

20100502-20100606 (Inf1). The first image in this interferogram was acquired 18 days after the mainshock. 

b) Rewrapped interferogram of 20100606-20100815 (Inf2) and c) Summation of (a) and (b) (Inf3). 

 

6.2.2  Postseismic interferograms 

Two ASAR ScanSAR interferograms of 20100502-20100606 (Inf1) and 20100606-20100815 (Inf2) 

from track 083 were generated spanning the postseismic period of the 2010 earthquake (Figure 6.4). 

Significant phase variations with long-wavelength signals can be found in the both interferograms, 

which can make earthquake interpretation very difficult. Since the acquisition of 20100606 was a 

common image in Inf1 and Inf2, the third interferogram (Inf3) of 20100502-20100815 was 

produced by directly calculating the summation of Inf1 and Inf2. Note that the perpendicular 

baseline of Inf3 is ~240 m that is larger than the critical baseline for ASAR ScanSAR mode, which 

is ~200 m (see Chapter 2). Thus it is unlikely that an interferogram can be generated with good 

interferometric coherence when calculating Inf3 directly using SAR images of 20100502 and 

20100815. Meanwhile, the best-fit curved surface with a polynomial of degree 2 was also estimated 

from Inf3 to reduce its long-wavelength orbital errors.  

By comparison with Inf1 and Inf2, far-field phase variation in Inf3 has been significantly 

attenuated. The long-wavelength signals in Inf1 and Inf2 were therefore likely caused by strong 

atmospheric effects in the common SAR image of 20100606. Four deformation lobes can be 

directly identified in Inf3 near the west tip of the main fault (Figure 6.4 (c)). Such quadrant 

deformation patterns may be caused by a strike-slip event. Significant near-field displacements 

near the epicentre can be seen in both Inf3 and another L-band ALOS postseismic interferogram 

(Figure 6.9 d), which is likely due to postseismic surface motions following the 2010 mainshock.   
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6.3  Coseismic fault modelling 

6.3.1  Fault segmentation 

In this chapter, a two-segment fault geometric model was employed based on geological surveys 

(Lin et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012). Figure 6.1 (b) has shown the spatial locations of the two fault 

segments. Li et al. (2011) and several other previous studies (Sun et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2013) 

employed a 3-segment fault model with an independent central segment extending from -10 km to 

10 km to the epicentre in Figure 6.1(b). However, the central segment was completely blind and no 

direct geological evidence relative to its locations was reported. Sun et al (2013) has tested a 

two-segment fault model without this central segment. Their result implies that InSAR LOS 

displacements used in their study can be explained equally well using 2-segment and 3-segment 

slip models. It is then inferred that the InSAR data for this earthquake can only provide weak 

constraints on the central segment. Based on the principle of parsimony, i.e. that a simpler model is 

better in the case of equal performance. Therefore, the 2-segment model was selected in this study.  

6.3.2  Downsampling and weighting 

To reduce computational burden, a data resolution-based (Rbased) sampling algorithm (Lohman 

and Simons, 2005) was employed to downsample each coseismic interferogram into hundreds of 

points, based on the fault location a priori. The two-segment fault model determined from field 

surveys (Lin et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012) was used for data sampling (Table 6.2). Vertical dip angles 

of the two fault segments were fixed in data sampling. After the optimal dip angles of the faults 

were determined with resampled points, this step was repeated using the estimated dip angles. 

Since the dip angles of the mainshock faults are nearly vertical, the sampled points are almost 

identical with or without estimated dip angles.  

To rank the contributions of different datasets in the inversion, the data were weighted using a 

leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) strategy (Matthews and Segall, 1993). LOOCV was also 

applied in Chapter 5 for weighting each datapoint in the GRACE gravity data, but the statistical 

method in this case was different from Chapter 5. Unit weight was firstly assumed for datapoints in 

each dataset. An iterative method was designed to estimate the relative weights for all datasets. The 

weight of the ith dataset was calculated based on the residual RMS after removing the simulation 

from the best-fit slip model determined from all other datasets excluding the ith. The basic 

principle of the method is that any dataset that cannot be explained by other datasets may include 

considerable errors and should be weighted a relative low value. The relative weight (  ) of each 

dataset was quantified by 

   
     

         
  
   

     
       

  
   

                                           (6.1)    
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where   
  is the observation of the jth point in the ith dataset, while     is the mean of the ith 

dataset.   
  is the residual after removing a simulated observation from the best-fit slip model 

determined from all other datasets and    is the total number in the ith dataset. Theoretically,    

tends to be infinite when a slip model can fully explain observations, but no model will fit data 100% 

since any data will include observation errors. So Equation (6.1) can be applied freely. After nine 

iterations for all datasets, relative weights were determined as shown in Table 6.2.  

 

6.3.3 Distributed slip model  

The western and eastern fault planes were first extended by increasing their lengths to 35 and 76 

km along strikes, and 20 km for both downdip widths in terms of the aftershock spatial extension 

and field surveys (Li et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013c). A depth-dependent fault discretization 

strategy as used in previous studies (Simons et al., 2002; Fialko, 2004b; Tong et al., 2010) was 

employed to divide two fault planes into small patches. The smallest patch size of 0.8 km at the top 

of the faults was fixed and a damping factor of 1.2 was selected to increase sub-patch sizes with 

depth. The total sub-faults include 667 patches, only one-third of the fault models constructed in Li 

et al. (2011). Since no geological fault linking structure was found in the field survey (Li et al., 

2012), it is noted that the two fault segments were treated as two independent faults without any 

additional constraint on slip between them.  

Following the description on the slip inversion in Chapter 2, the elastic dislocation model in half 

space (Okada, 1985) was used to compute the Green's matrix that consists of two sub-matrices (   ) 

and (   ) corresponding to two bi-orthogonal slip vectors of    and    as suggested by Funning et 

al (2007). In this case, a pair of rakes [-45°, 45°] were employed for each sub fault. To determine 

an optimal smoothing factor, a tradeoff analysis between weighted residual standard deviation 

(WSTD) (Equation (6.2)) and the roughness of slip models (RSM) (Equation (6.3)) was then 

carried out as  

      
       

      
     

  
   

 
                                           (6.2) 

and 

    
    

                                                                (6.3) 

where   is a finite-difference Laplacian matrix as defined by Harries et al. (1987) and   is a 

weight matrix whose diagonal elements were determined by the LOOCV method. Other notations 

in Equations (6.2 and 6.3) are as defined in Equation (6.1). 
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Table 6.2 Interferograms used in the coseismic (Cos) and postseismic (Pos) modelling. 

Index Track Mode Dir. Mission 
Time (YYYYMMDD) 

Perp_B(m) Method Usage 
Sample 

Numbera 
Weights Res2 Res3 

Master Slave 

1 T498 Stripmap ASC ASAR 20100215 20100426 10 ROI_PAC Cos 262 3.341 0.0046 0.0063 

2 T276 Stripmap DES ASAR 20091122 20100516 -94 GAMMA Cos 598 1.455 0.017 0.014 

3 T233 Stripmap DEC ASAR 20100128 20100617 -23 GAMMA Cos 355 1.328 0.029 0.038 

4 T004 Stripmap DES ASAR 20091103 20100601 90 GAMMA Cos 453 1.576 0.030 0.029 

5 T083 ScanSAR ASC ASAR 20100221 20100502 -73 ROI_PAC Cos 699 4.119 0.0061 0.011 

6 T487 Stripmap ASC PALSAR 20100115 20100417 681 ROI_PAC Cos 908 2.484 0.014 0.022 

7 T487 Stripmap ASC PALSAR 20100115 20100417 681 AZISAR Cos 944 0.481 0.045 0.062 

8 - Horizontal - GPS - - - - Cos 14 1.115 0.031 0.030 

9 - Vertical - GPS - - - - Cos 7 1.983 0.062 0.068 

10 T004 Stripmap DES ASAR 20100601 20100914 138 GAMMA Pos - - - - 

11 T083 ScanSAR ASC ASAR 20100502 20100606 175 ROI_PAC * - - - - 

12 T083 ScanSAR ASC ASAR 20100606 20100815 69 ROI_PAC * - - - - 

13 T487 Stripmap ASC PALSAR 20100417 20100718 202 ROI_PAC * - - - - 

14 T487 Stripmap ASC PALSAR 20100718 20100902 335 ROI_PAC * - - - - 

15a T083 ScanSAR ASC ASAR 20100502 20100815 - Inf7+Inf8 Pos - 1 - - 

16a T487 Stripmap ASC PALSAR 20100417 20100902 - ROI_ROI Pos - 1 - - 

Notes: *, the interferograms denoted with an asterisk are used to generate new interferograms rather than directly used in the modelling. (a) Numbers of observation points are 

determined by the data Resolution based downsampling method (Lohman and Simons, 2005).    
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Figure 6.5 Tradeoffs between optimal smoothing factors, optimal dip angles and RMS. (a) Plot of weighted standard deviation (m) versus southward dipping angles for an optimal dip 

angle estimation of the west segment.(b) As for (a), but for the east segment. (c) Trade-off curve between roughness and weighted standard deviation of residuals. In (a) and (b) the 

circles represent models with a mean model roughness of 0.4 m/km, whist the squares for a model roughness of 0.5 m/km. 
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To further estimate the optimal dips of the two fault segments, a grid search method (Burgmann et 

al., 2002a) was applied, in which a set of dip angles were used in the slip inversion. Optimal dip 

angles of 86.5° and 79.5° dipping to the south were obtained robustly for the west and east 

segments, respectively, which are similar to GCMT solutions. Although the selected smoothing 

factors for the best-fit slip model can vary slightly with dip, the optimal estimates of the dip angles 

for two given different smoothing factors are identical (Figure 6.5 (a and b)).  

 

 

Figure 6.6 Coseismic slip models determined in this chapter. (a) Coseismic slip model for the east segment 

of the Yushu fault; (b) coseismic slip model for the west segment. (c) Slip model in 3D showing the relative 

positioning of the two fault segmentations in (a) and (b). 

 

The best-fit slip model is presented in Figure 6.6. Three separate concentrated slip sections are 

consistent with previous three-segment solutions in location, magnitude and slip vectors (e.g. Li et 

al's slip model (2011) in Figure 6.11). A maximum slip of 1.35 m appears at a depth of 7.5 km near 

the hypocenter. Since Li et al's model (2011) has been thoroughly compared by others and no 

significant differences were found (e.g. Jiang et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2013), no further detailed 

comparison is made here with other published slip models. Figure 6.7 shows that LOS 

displacements modelled by the best-fit slip model have good agreement with range and azimuth 

observations of ALOS track 487 with correlations of 0.997, 0.997, 0.990 and 0.967 along Profiles 

A-A', B-B', C-C' and D-D', respectively. Good agreement between the spatial location of the fault 

planes and relocated aftershocks can also been found in Figure 6.7. Along Profile C-C', the fault 

position on the surface corresponds to a small valley, which may provide additional evidence for 

the reliability of the fixed fault segmentation in this chapter.  
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Figure 6.7 Comparison between determined and modelled InSAR (LOS) displacements. (a) Comparison of 

range changes from track 487 pair. Colour dots show the spatial distribution of aftershocks provided by Wang 
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et al. (2013c), and white thick lines suggest fault locations in the upper crust. (b) As (a), but for the azimuth 

measurements provided by the along-track interferometry from track 487. The profiles have been shown in 

Figure 6.3. Grey shading in (a) and (b) are topography profiles from the SRTM data. Red dots are the InSAR 

LOS displacements, whilst blue lines indicate the modelled ones. 

 

6.4  Postseismic modelling 

Three deformation lobes can be found in Inf3, which can be interpreted as being due to coseismic 

surface response of M58 and postseismic motion following the mainshock. By inverting the LOS 

changes of Inf3 using the improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) method, the fault 

parameters of M58 were determined (Feng et al., 2010b). To avoid large uncertainty of the fault 

parameters due to postseismic surface changes following the mainshock, an assumption that the 

moment magnitude of M58 should be identical with the GCMT solution was made in this study. So 

a magnitude range of [5.75,5.85] was fixed in the inversion. Dip and rake angles were also 

constrained with narrow ranges of [-85°, 95°] and [-10°, 10°], respectively. The optimal geometric 

parameters (Fault-I) of M58 suggest that it is located 48 km west of the epicentre of the mainshock 

with a strike of 70° on a nearly vertical fault plane. The solution is consistent with the seismic 

solution from GCMT (Figure 6.9). However, a 15-km southwest shift between the seismic location 

and the best-fit InSAR derived finite fault model has been observed (Figure 6.1(b) and Figure 6.9). 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the conjugate fault plane of Fault-I may be able to generate similar 

surface displacements. The inversion for the conjugate fault plane striking at 160 (Fault-II) was 

also implemented. The best result shows that Fault-II does generate similar displacement patterns, 

but the residuals of the observations are significantly larger than Fault-I. Figure 6.9 also shows the 

relatively spatial locations of aftershocks (M>2) and two traces from Fault-I and Fault-II. A SW-NE 

trend can be identified, which is basically consistent with the orientation of Fault-I. Therefore, 

Fault-I is believed associated with M58.  

To fully consider the contributions of M58 and postseismic slip of the mainshock to the postseismic 

interferograms, a joint inversion was conducted with postseismic interferograms from tracks 083 

and 487. With the optimal fault parameters of the mainshock and M58, the mathematical 

expression for postseismic slip distributions on the mainshock fault and Fault-I can be written as  

 
 
 
 
 

            
                 

              

                   
 
 
 
 

 
    

          
                                          (6.4) 

 

where      and            are the Green's matrices for M58 and the afterslip on the mainshock 

faults. The smoothing factors for M58 (  ) and the afterslip (  ) on the mainshock fault were 

tested with different inputs. No large effects from given smoothing factors were found. Therefore, 

identical smoothing factors    and    was employed in Equation (6.4). A unit weight was 

applied for both tracks of interferograms in inversion. The best-fit slip model of M58 is shown in 
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Figure 6.8. A pure left-lateral strike-slip rupture is concentrated on a nearly vertical SW-NE 

trending fault plane. A maximum slip of 0.38 m appears at a depth of ~7 km. The seismic moment 

release of M58 is ~7.15×10
17 

N.m, equivalent to a magnitude 5.87 earthquake. Considering 

contributions from subsequent aftershocks, the estimate of the seismic moment of M58 can be 

matched with the GCMT solution. The joint model reproduced the three distinct deformation lobes 

and near-field deformation along the mainshock faults (Figure 6.9(a-f)). Some significant residuals 

as seen in Figure 6.9(c) around N32.8°, have opposite signs with the near-field observations. 

Therefore they are most likely caused by atmosphere delays, rather than tectonic signals since this 

zone is far from the fault. Figure 6.9 shows that the modelled LOS displacements along Profile A-B 

are in good agreement with LOS range changes from both tracks 083 and 487 near the fault. 

 

Figure 6.8 The best-fit slip model of the MW 5.8 aftershock on 29 May 2010.  

 

 

(Figure 6.9) 
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Figure 6.9 Observed, modelled LOS postseismic displacements and residuals. (a) Postseismic interferogram 

Inf3. Red line shows the location of the profile. (b) Modelled postseismic LOS displacements from the 

best-fit afterslip model and coseismic slip model of M58; (c) residuals between observations (a) and model 

(b). (d)-(f) are similar to (a)-(c), but for T487 L-band postseismic interferogram. LOS displacement along 

Profile A-B shows good agreement between modelled LOS displacements and the InSAR ones. Red dots are 

the aftershocks (M>2) provided by Wang et al. (2003).  

 

6.5  Discussion 

6.5.1  Where is the biggest MW 6.1 aftershock located? 

As shown in the fourth column of Figure 6.10, systematic residuals can be observed from tracks 

004, 276, 083 and 498 after removing LOS displacements modelled by the best-fit slip model. 

Similar patterns can be seen in both residuals from ascending tracks 083 and 498. Since both tracks 

have similar SAR viewing geometry parameters, these characteristic residuals should be due to a 

tectonic source, as yet unexplained, rather than observation errors. At the corresponding locations 

in descending tracks 004 and 276 (Figure 6.10), some significant residuals can also be identified. 

To validate this speculation, the residual images from these four tracks were cropped into small 

regions focusing on characteristic residuals only and downsampled as shown in Figure 6.10 ((b-4), 
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(c-4), (d-4) and (e-4)). A uniform finite-fault inversion for an additional source was performed 

using a global non-linear inversion method, MPSO that has been introduced in Chapter 2. Finally, a 

purely left-lateral strike-slip event with a magnitude of 6.1 was located ~32 km west of the 

epicentre (Figure 6.1 (b)). By including both the MW 6.1 and the mainshock slip model, modelled 

LOS measurements in the fifth column of Figure 6.10 exhibit better agreement with the 

observations than those calculated from only the mainshock slip model (fourth column of Figure 

6.10).  

No other M~6.1 aftershock was recorded except for the MW 6.1 aftershock one and half hours after 

the mainshock. Therefore, the additional MW 6.1 source determined using the observed residuals 

should be the same event with the MW 6.1 largest aftershock. Therefore, all three of the slip 

concentrations found in the coseismic slip model are likely due to rupture in the mainshock. 

Previously others (e.g. Li et al., 2011; Wen et al., 2013) attributed the western slip pattern to the 

biggest aftershock. However, the seismic moment release from the west part was equivalent to a 

MW 6.3 event (Li et al., 2011; Wen et al., 2013), which is larger than the biggest aftershock. Based 

on geomorphologic evidence, Li et al. (2012) also argued that a 20-km wide step-over across the 

Longbao Lake should make a rupture jump between west and east two segments impossible. So 

they also supported the view that the west segment was ruptured by the biggest aftershock. Figure 

6.7 presents that the west and east two segments along Profile A-A' intersect each other at a depth 

of ~15 km near the epicentre. Even at 5 km depth the distance between them should also be less 

than 3 km (Figure 6.7). Therefore, a rupture jump between these two segments may be likely based 

on previous numerical simulations (Harris and Day, 1993, 1999).  

The slip pattern of the MW 6.1 aftershock was not directly revealed in the slip inversion, even with 

six interferograms from different tracks in this chapter. Several reasons may lead to such a result, 

including: 1) the fault geometric parameters of the MW 6.1 aftershock are not identical to those of 

the mainshock; 2) the fault length of the west segment of the mainshock is also not long enough to 

fully cover this event. A joint inversion using InSAR and seismic data has suggested that the 

western slip pattern was ruptured in the first 8 seconds during the mainshock (Yokota et al., 2012). 

This study provides additional new evidence to support their conclusion. Combing the locations of 

the MW 6.1 and MW 5.8 aftershocks between geodetic and seismic data (USGS), a 15-km systematic 

shift of the seismic locations could exist (Figure 6.1 (b)), which may be common features of 

seismic locations in Tibet as pointed out in previous studies (Elliott et al., 2010). Consequently, the 

epicentre of the seismic data should also be shifted westward about 15 km. 
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of observed, modelled LOS changes and residuals with/without the biggest 

aftershock. (a-1) Original interferogram of Track 233; (a-2) LOS changes modelled by the 2-segment slip 

model; (a-3) LOS changes modelled using the left-lateral source model of the biggest aftershock; (a-4) 

residuals between (a-1) and (a-2); (a-5) the final residuals when an additional MW 6.1 left-lateral event is 

taken into account. The rows of b(1-5), e(1-5), f(1-5) and g(1-5) are similar to a(1-5), but for tracks 004, 276, 

083, 498, range change and azimuth changes of track 487, respectively. White dashed circle highlights the 

regions where differences can be seen before and after the MW 6.1 event is taken into account. Red 

rectangles show the regions masked for data downsampling which are then used for the determination of 

fault geometric parameters of the biggest aftershock.  
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Figure 6.11 Comparison of coseismic slips and afterslip of the 2010 MW 6.8 earthquake. Two-segment slip model including the west part (A) and the east part (B). (C) and (D) are 

similar to (A) and (B) but determined by Li et al. (2011), the three-segment model. (E) and (F) show the afterslip model inferred in this study. Red starts show the hypocenters for the 

mainshock and the largest aftershock released by USGS. Red rectangle indicates the spatial location of the largest aftershock one hour after the mainshock. 
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6.5.2  Coseismic stress triggering for postseismic processes 

To examine the effects of coseismic stress changes on aftershocks and afterslip, Coulomb stress 

changes (  ) on an approximated fault plane parallel to the main faults with a strike of 116, dip of 

90 and rake of 0 were calculated using a three-dimensional elastic dislocation model (Okada, 1992) 

as 

                                                                        (6.5) 

 

where   [MPa] is the shear stress caused by coseismic rupture,   is a reduced effective friction 

coefficient when ignoring poroelastic pressure and    [MPa] represents the normal stress changes 

(positive if the fault is unclamped). Typically,   ranges from 0.47-1.0 (Parsons et al., 1999). A 

value of 0.5 was employed in this study.  

Cumulative seismic moments of the afterslip and aftershocks from 14 April to 16 June 2010 were 

projected onto the same fault plane in Figure 6.12 (a). Figure 6.12 (b) shows the Coulomb stress 

change variation (indicated by red line) with depth. The seismic moments of the cumulative 

aftershocks (denoted by green line) and the afterslip (denoted by blue line) are also presented 

together with the Coulomb stress distribution. It is clear that the seismic moment from the afterslip 

is much larger than that the cumulative aftershocks. Most postseismic energy from the afterslip was 

released between 0 and 5 km depth. The maximum slip of the mainshock did not appear on the 

surface as seen in previous geodetic studies (Fialko et al., 2005; Kaneko and Fialko, 2011), thus the 

shallow afterslip determined in this chapter may be explained by a coseismic stress driven afterslip 

model (Barbot et al., 2009a). The coseismic Coulomb stress changes at greater than 15 km may still 

be significant to trigger earthquakes, but a limited number of aftershocks were observed there in the 

relocated aftershock dataset (Wang et al., 2013c). This could be explained by ductile deformation 

being predominant at depths of >15 km in this region (Wei et al., 2010b; Chen et al., 2014). 

Significant afterslip and aftershocks are also shown in the zone between the two east slip centres, 

10 km east of the hypocentre. Based on the velocity-weakening asperity model, the place without 

seismic slip but hosting significant aseismic slip, should exhibit velocity strengthening behaviour. 

Therefore, theoretically the zone between the two east slip centres should have a relatively low 

seismic hazard risk.  
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of slip patterns and seismic moment release over depth. (a) Spatial Coulomb stress 

distribution during the 2011 Yushu earthquake and spatial seismic moment release resulting from afterslip 

(white dashed contours) and aftershocks (solid grey contours), respectively. (b) Profile of accumulative 

Coulomb stress (red line with the bottom axis) along the depth and seismic moment release by the afterslip 

(blue with the shifted axis on the top) and aftershocks (green with the middle axis). 

 

6.5.3  Possibility of other physical mechanisms contributing to 

postseismic observations 

In the postseismic modelling, only afterslip was considered as a cause of the postseismic 

observations, but usually other physical postseismic mechanisms can contribute to postseismic 

surface motions, namely poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation. Elastic rebound in the 

upper porous elastic layer has been observed in several previous large earthquakes, e.g. the 1992 

Landers Earthquake (Peltzer et al., 1998; Fialko, 2004a), and the two 2000 Iceland M~6.5 

earthquakes (Jonsson et al., 2003). Potential poroelastic rebound after the 2010 mainshock was 

tested using an elastic layered dislocation method (Wang et al., 2006b). A series of forward 

simulations with finite thicknesses of an upper porous elastic layer ranging from 2 to 22 km at 5 

km interval were carried out. Empirical Poisson's ratios of 0.31 and 0.25 for drained and undrained 

conditions in the upper elastic layer (Jonsson et al., 2003; Fialko, 2004a) were selected. As shown 

in Figure 6.11, four distinctive deformation polarities with a maximum deformation of ~0.15 m can 

be clearly identified in both simulated descending and ascending interferograms (Figure 6.13), but 

no similar deformation patterns can be observed in the postseismic interferograms (Figure 6.9). 

Hence, the possibility of elastic rebound can be directly ruled out in the postseismic processes 

following the 2010 Yushu mainshock.  
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Figure 6.13 Numerical simulation for poroelastic rebound. Porous elastic layer thicknesses of 2, 7, 12, 17 and 22 km at the upper crust. The first row shows simulations with ascending 

SAR parameters, whilst the bottom one is for descending SAR viewing geometry. 
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Deformation caused by viscoelastic relaxation may be difficult to distinguish from the contribution 

of deep afterslip as mentioned in previous studies (Ryder et al., 2007b; Wen et al., 2012a). Even so, 

it may still be helpful to test the effects of potential viscoelastic relaxation on the shallow afterslip 

determined in the previous section. Some numerical tools, e.g. RELAX (Barbot et al., 2009b) and 

other finite element methods (Li and Liu, 2006; Li et al., 2009a), can simulate surface response due 

to viscoelastic relaxation with complicated crustal models, but limited observations in this thesis 

make them impractical. Instead, PSGRN/PSCMP (Wang et al., 2006b) was used to carry out a 

series of tests with a constant viscosity beneath a certain elastic layer thickness. Since the purpose 

of the simulation is to estimate maximum potential surface displacements from viscoelastic 

relaxation, possible data errors in the postseismic interferogram from ALOS track 487 cannot affect 

the conclusion in this section. 

Through the analysis of postseismic observations in two large strike-slip earthquakes in northern 

Tibet, Ryder et al. (2007a; 2011) conclude that a consistent estimate of viscosity for the lower crust 

is 5×10
17

 Pa s that is smaller than the estimate of 1×10
18

 Pa s by Hilley et al. (2005). An upper 

bound of the viscosity is ~1×10
19

 Pa s in western Himalaya estimated through postseismic 

observation modelling after the 2005 MW 7.6 Kashmir earthquake (Wang and Fialko, 2014), which 

is similar to an estimate of 6-9 ×10
19

 Pa s for the southern Tibet Plateau (Ryder et al., 2014). A 

lower bound of the viscosity in the lower crust is ~10
16

 Pa s inferred from topography analysis 

(Clark and Royden, 2000). Based on the L-band postseismic interferogram (Figure 6.9) spanning 

the period from 4 to 142 days after the mainshock, viscoelastic relaxation simulation was computed 

based on previous viscosity estimates. 2.1×10
16

 Pa s and 7.3×10
17

 Pa s were employed to see 

surface responses due to the viscoelastic response. A shear modulus of 30.0 GPa was used in all 

simulations.    
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Figure 6.14 Simulated surface LOS range changes for ascending track 487 based on viscous relaxation in the 

lower crust and upper mantle. (a) Simulated surface changes with viscosity of 7.3×1017 Pa s and an upper 

elastic layer thickness of 15 km; (b) Simulation with viscosity of 2.1×1016 Pa s and an upper elastic layer 

thickness of 15 km; (c) profile analysis of A-B for a range of viscosity and elastic layer thickness values. 

Thick red line is the LOS range change from ALOS track 487 spanning the period between 4 and 141 days 

after the mainshock. 

 

A series of elastic layers with different thicknesses from 15 to 50 km in the upper crust were 

calculated for two given viscosities (Figure 6.14). Obviously, for a given viscosity of 7.3×10
17

 Pa s, 

the maximum viscoelastic relaxation in ascending track 487 is ~0.002 m at ~10 km away from the 

fault (Figure 6.14 (c)). Even though a lower bound of viscosity of 2.1×10
16

 Pa s was used, the 

near-field postseismic changes from this viscoelastic relaxation should be ≤ 0.005 m which is much 

smaller than the observed near-field postseismic changes (Figure 6.9). Thus, the estimate of the 

shallow afterslip in this thesis cannot be affected by viscoelastic relaxation.  

6.6  Conclusions 

In this thesis, six tracks of SAR data and coseismic GPS measurements on seven GPS sites were 

used to determine the coseismic slip model, the source parameters of the MW 5.8 aftershock and the 

shallow afterslip of the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake. A two-segment coseismic slip model with 

three separate slip centres is largely consistent with previous studies (Zhang et al., 2010c; Li et al., 
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2011; Yokota et al., 2012). A maximum slip of 1.4 m appears at a depth of 7 km near the epicentre. 

The presence of shallow slip deficit is significant. The MW 6.1 biggest aftershock one and half 

hours after the mainshock was investigated though analysis of the residuals to the data after fitting 

the mainshock. The best fit result suggests that the biggest aftershock is located ~30 km west of 

epicentre at a depth of 10 km, which is not in the western slip area. Thus, the pattern of slip in the 

western area of coseismic slip ruptured during the mainshock, which further validates the 

conclusion derived from a joint inversion conducted by Yokota et al (2012).   

The location of a MW 5.8 aftershock on 29 May 2010 was refined by inverting an Envisat ScanSAR 

InSAR interferogram. The best-fit fault model suggests that the event is located ~15 km southwest 

of the seismic location estimated by USGS. A similar feature has also been found for the biggest 

MW 6.1 aftershock. A systematic bias may exist in earthquake location using seismic data in Tibet as 

found in a previous study (Elliott et al., 2010). A limited number of seismic stations in Tibet and 

complex crustal velocity structures could cause such significant mis-estimation. The phenomenon 

should be taken into account in other seismic wave applications in this region. 
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Table 6.3 Fault parameters determined in this study.  

Source Segment. 
Locations 

Depth(km) 
Focal Mechanisms Fault Dimensions 

Magnitude 

Lon(°) Lat(°) Strike(°) Dip(°) Rake(°) Length(km) Width(km) 

Foreshock on 13 April 21:40 

GCMT - 96.712a 33.160a 10a 116 81 -19 - - 4.9 

Main Shock on 13 April 23:50 

GCMT - 96.666a 32.224a 17a 300 88 23 - - 6.9 

ZH11 

NW 96.5163 33.1962 4.5b 116 88 2.7 20 20 6.3 

C 96.6908 33.1615 7b 120 70 -2.6 13 20 6.37 

SE 96.8988 33.0281 3b 124 89 0.2 29 20 6.63 

This study 
NW 96.5419 33.2536 4b 295 86.5 0.1 60 20 6.5 

SE 96.7542 33.2023 3b 121 79.5 -9.3 80 20 6.8 

Biggest aftershock on 14 April 01:25 

GCMT - 96.449a 33.195a 7.6a 205 89 155 - - 6.1 

This study - 96.3677c 33.2699c 7.0c 286 80 9 12.2 5.4 6.1* 

Aftershock on 29 May 02:29 

GCMT - 96.070 33.165 7.0 75 88 1 - - 5.8 

This study - 96.2008 33.284 3.8c 70 89 6 7.7 5.2 5.8 

Notes: a) the location information is checked through USGS online service by http://comcat.cr.usgs.gov/earthquakes/. b) The depths given here are estimated based on the location of maximum slip at each 

segment in our previous slip model (Li et al., 2011). c) The depths are for the centres of uniform rectangular solutions determined by geodetic inversion in this study. (*), the solutions denoted with an asterisk 

are determined in this study using fixed magnitude. 
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Chapter 7  

Discussion and conclusions 

In this thesis, several large earthquakes have been investigated using InSAR, GPS and GRACE 

gravity observations to examine the performance of the friction law. I started with a brief review of 

earthquake cycles (Chapter 1) followed by an introduction to several physical earthquake models 

for estimating faulting evolution on a pre-existing active fault. These models are all based on the 

rate-state friction law (Scholz, 1998; 2002) in which detailed physical parameters that could be 

estimated through geodetic modelling are needed. The major issues addressed in the later chapters 

were raised at the end of Chapter 1. InSAR observations and their modelling are the principal 

means for determination of co- and post-seismic slip models in this thesis. The principles of SAR 

and InSAR techniques were briefly summarised in Chapter 2. Four open-source InSAR packages 

were systematically compared for their abilities to generate interferograms. Detailed mathematic 

expressions for geodetic earthquake modelling were summarised followed by an introduction on a 

self-developed geodetic inversion package, PSOKINV.  

The first case study is the 2003-2009 Qinghai earthquake sequence in Chapter 3. Three MW 6.3 

thrust-slip earthquakes in the sequence were probed using ASAR observations. Time-dependent 

postseismic displacements following the 2009 mainshock were retrieved using SBAS InSAR, and 

were applied to determine the afterslip history of the 2009 event using a new time-dependent 

inversion strategy. The afterslip model was validated using a traditional inversion method that can 

determine a slip model at each epoch with an individual measurement. Another large thrust-slip 

event, the 2011 MW7.1 Van, Turkey earthquake was explored using multiple SAR sensor data 

including ASAR, CSK and Radarsat-2 (Chapter 4). Rapid afterslip was captured by a CSK 

postseismic interferogram. In comparison to these two intraplate thrust events, a megathrust 

earthquake, the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake was investigated in Chapter 5. GRACE 

gravity changes and terrestrial GPS were combined to discover its coseismic slip model. A new 

joint inversion strategy with these two datasets has been developed and validated using a 

checkerboard test. In Chapter 6, a strike-slip event, the 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu (Qinghai) strike-slip 

earthquake was revisited. Six SAR tracks covering the epicentral area were used together to 

investigate models for both co- and post-seismic slip distributions. Multiple postseismic physical 

mechanisms were also examined for their effects on the postseismic slip modelling in this case.  

Our knowledge about fault frictional behaviour of natural earthquakes has been improved based on 

the outputs from these case studies. In this chapter, the questions raised in Chapter 1 are addressed 

based on the case studies in this thesis and some others that have been explored previously. 

Potential factors that can influence estimation of slip models are considered. I also summarise the 

new contributions from this study to the understanding of earthquakes investigated in this thesis. 

Finally, future work is suggested and a short summary is given at the end. 
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7.1  Discussion 

Based on the frictional velocity weakening asperity earthquake model (Scholz, 2002; Johnson et al., 

2012a), earthquakes result from unstable frictional sliding on faults followed by aseismic slips that 

can commonly be seen around coseismic asperities. Several physical earthquake models (Kaneko et 

al., 2010; Barbot et al., 2012) have been applied to assess faulting processes at a long time scale 

based on tectonic loading rates and laboratory experiments, in which the detailed frictional 

properties on faults are required. Modern geodetic modelling may offer an opportunity to identify 

the partitioning of frictional properties partitions using both co- and post-seismic observations. 

However, previous studies have shown overlaps between co- and post-seismic slip distributions 

determined through geodetic modelling, such as the 2008 Nima-Gaize, the 2008 Damxung 

earthquake and the 2011 Tohoku-Oki earthquakes (Ryder et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2012a; Bie et 

al., 2013). Therefore, to assess whether the frictional law can be applied to natural events needs 

further efforts, which is the major goal of this thesis. The uncertainties in co- and post-seismic slip 

models due to the limitations of observations and/or inversion techniques have also been discussed 

across different events. The four issues raised in Chapter 1 are addressed based on the observations 

from all the case studies in Chapters 3,4,5 and 6: 

1) Is the rate-state fault friction law suitable to describe faulting phenomena in natural 

events? 

The best-fit coseismic slip model of the 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake determined using InSAR 

coseismic interferograms suggests two separate slip centres at a depth of 5 km: one with a 

maximum slip of 1.6 m near the fault bend, the other with a maximum slip of 0.8 m located ~12 km 

in the east. The spatial pattern of the cumulative afterslip between September 2009 and June 2010 

generally corresponds to the coseismic slip zone, which challenges the rate-state frictional law. It is 

believed that the complex fault geometric structure may play a vital role in earthquake evolution in 

this case.  

The best-fit coseismic slip of the 2011 MW 7.1 Van thrust earthquake suggests that major slip is 

concentrated at the depths from 10-20 km with a maximum slip of ~6 m, whilst the afterslip in the 

first 4 days after the mainshock was located at about 5 km just above the coseismic rupture zone. 

The accumulative postseismic seismic moment reaches up to 1.5+10
19

 N.m, equivalent to a MW 6.7 

earthquake. Significant overlaps between co- and post-seismic slip models can be found at the 

depths between 10 and 25 km. A test without slip in the coseismic asperities was carried out to 

check the uncertainties in the afterslip models, showing that the new slip model can explain 

observations equally well as the model without additional constraints at depth. A complementary 

spatial extent between co- and post-seismic slip models is observed.  

Large variations of published coseismic slip models of the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake 

were observed (MacInnes et al., 2013). A joint inversion with GRACE coseismic gravity changes 

and GPS displacements was conducted for coseismic slip modelling. The best slip model suggests 

that the maximum slip of ~42 m appears near the surface towards the Japan trench. A comparison 
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was made between afterslip models and Coulomb stress changes calculated based on different slip 

models. The patterns of afterslip >2 m show correlation with the coseismic Coulomb stress changes 

computed with the joint slip model in space. Large uncertainties in the coseismic slip models of 

this earthquake has been found because GPS displacements data used in modelling are all far from 

the source (e.g. Tajima et al., 2013). Thus, uncertainties in postseismic afterslip models inferred 

from postseismic GPS displacements at the same locations cannot be avoided. However, it is 

difficult to quantify the uncertainties in the afterslip collected in this thesis because no near-field 

postseismic data is available for postseismic modelling. 

The 2010 MW 6.8 Yushu earthquake is the only strike-slip event considered in this thesis. 

Interferograms in both Stripmap and ScanSAR modes were used to estimate co- and post-seismic 

slip models for the event. The determined coseismic slip model has three large slip centres, which 

is similar to published models (e.g. Li et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2013), whilst the afterslip model for 

the 2010 event was determined for the first time in this thesis. The best-fit afterslip model suggests 

that the major afterslip is located along the shallow part of the fault and the zone between the two 

large eastern coseismic slip centres, which is consistent with the rate and state velocity weakening 

asperities model.    

Table 7.1 Earthquake models studied using geodetic observations and the performance of the friction law. 

# Event Mw Fault Type 

Post-seismic 

Deformation 

Model 

Complementary 

patterns 
References 

1 1966 Parkfield 6.0 strike-slip logarithm Don't know (Smith and Wyss, 1968) 

2 1976 Guatemala 7.5 strike-slip logarithm Don't know (Bucknam et al., 1978) 

3 1989 Loma Pieta 7.1 thrust slip - YES* (Pollitz et al., 1998) 

4 1992 Landers 7.5 strike-slip logarithm YES*** 

(Pollitz et al., 2000; 

Fialko, 2004a; Perfettini 

and Avouac, 2007) 

5 1994 Northridge 6.7 thrust logarithm YES* 
(Unruh et al., 1997; Wald 

and Graves, 2001) 

6 1999 Izimit 7.5 strike-slip logarithm YES*** (Burgmann et al., 2002b) 

7 1999 Chi-chi 7.6 thrust logarithm YES*** (Hsu et al., 2007) 

8 2001 Kokoxili 7.9 strike-slip logarithm YES*** 
(Lasserre et al., 2005; Wen 

et al., 2012a) 

9 2002 Denali 7.9 strike-slip logarithm YES*** (Freed et al., 2006) 

10 2003 Tokachi-oki 8.0 thrust logarithm YES*** (Miyazaki et al., 2004) 

11 2003 Zemmouri 6.8 thrust linear** YES*** (Cetin et al., 2012) 

12 2003 Bam 6.5 strike-slip logarithm YES*** 
(Fielding et al., 2009; Li et 

al., 2009b) 

13 
2004 

Sumatra-Andama 
9.1 thrust logarithm YES*** (Chlieh et al., 2007) 

14 2004 Parkfield 6.0 strike-slip logarithm YES*** 
(Barbot et al., 2013; Chang 

et al., 2013) 

15 2005 Kashimir 7.6 thrust - YES*** 

(Pathier et al., 2006; Yan et 

al., 2013; Wang and 

Fialko, 2014) 
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16 
2005 

Nias-Simeulue 
8.7 thrust logarithm YES*** (Hsu et al., 2006) 

17 2007 Sumatra 8.5 thrust logarithm YES*** (Lubis et al., 2013) 

18 2008 Nima-Gaize 6.3 normal logarithm NO (Ryder et al., 2010) 

19 2008 Damxung 6.3 normal logarithm NO (Bie et al., 2013) 

20 2009 Haixi 6.3 thrust logarithm NO This thesis 

21 2010 Baja 7.2 strike-slip logarithm YES*** 
(Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 

2014) 

22 2010 Maule 8.8 thrust logarithm YES*** (Agurto et al., 2012) 

23 2010 Yushu 6.8 strike-slip - YES*** This thesis 

24 2011 Van 7.1 thrust - YES*** 
(Feng et al., 2014; This 

thesis) 

25 2011 Tohoku-Oki 9.1 thrust logarithm YES*** 

(Johnson et al., 2012a; 

This thesis; Diao et al., 

2013) 

Notes: *, no detailed co- and post-seismic slip models were given in the literature, but from the descriptions of 

postseismic deformation, the complementary slip patterns may be able to be inferred. **, the postseismic displacement 

history was retrieved using InSAR time-series analysis. A linear model was estimated in the data processing. ***, Small 

overlaps between co- and postseismic slip models can be found, but most afterslips were distributed in the zones without 

significant coseismic slips. 

 

Table 7.1 lists 26 earthquakes that have been investigated using co- and post-seismic geodetic 

observations in this thesis and previous studies. Due to the lack of high spatial resolution geodetic 

data, early studies, such as those of the 1966 Parkfield earthquake and the 1976 Guatemala 

earthquake (Smith and Wyss, 1968; Bucknam et al., 1978), did not provide the detailed afterslip 

distributions on faults. So it is difficult to know if complementary patterns between co- and 

post-seismic slip models existed in these earthquakes. Postseismic displacement time series 

following these two earthquakes have been reported with log(time) relationships. Some others, e.g. 

the 1997 MW 7.5 Manyi earthquake (Ryder et al., 2007a), the 1992 MW 7.5 Landers earthquake 

(Fialko, 2004b) and the 1999 Hector-mine earthquake (Hearn, 2003), have been investigated using 

GPS or InSAR in the case of afterslip. However, only deep creep was reported. It has also been 

pointed out that the contributions from viscoelastic relaxation in the upper mantle have not been 

clearly distinguished from those due to deep creep.  

In some normal faulting events (Ryder et al., 2010; Bie et al., 2013) significant afterslip has been 

reported in the coseismic slip zones, which challenges the frictional law. Although the discrepancy 

between early afterslip and the friction law in the 2011 Japan earthquake was also exposed 

(Johnson et al., 2012a), the large variations of its coseismic slip may significantly affect this 

conclusion. In this thesis, a new coseismic slip model has been determined as discussed above, in 

which a significant spatial correlation between coseismic Coulomb stress and afterslip (>2 m) has 

been found. Following the 2005 Nias-Simeulue earthquake (Hsu et al., 2006), complementary slip 

patterns were imaged using several GPS stations just above the rupture zone of the mainshock. A 

similar phenomenon has also been reported in the 2003 Tokachi-Oki earthquake (Miyazaki et al., 

2004). Robust afterslip under the coseismic slip zone following the 2005 Kashmir earthquake 

(Wang and Fialko, 2014) has also been recorded using InSAR and GPS data. In this study, no 
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significant effects from viscoelastic relaxation on the afterslip model have been found. From early 

postseismic deformation using GPS and InSAR, significant shallow afterslip following the 2010 

Baja earthquake has been suggested (Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014), where no significant coseismic 

slip was revealed. Although poroelastic rebound and fault zone contraction could also have 

contributed to the postseismic observations, the shallow afterslip cannot be influenced by other 

physical postseismic mechanisms (Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014). Therefore, it is suggested that the 

laboratory based friction theory can be appropriate for many natural events. To those events with 

significant overlaps between seismic and aseismic slip, slip uncertainties from geodetic modelling 

may limit our understanding of the distribution of frictional properties on faults. 

The 2009 MW 6.3 Haixi earthquake investigated in Chapter 3 is an exceptional case, in which 

postseismic afterslip has been revealed on the coseismic slip zone. From recent numerical studies 

(Dolan and Haravitch, 2014; Lindsey et al., 2014), structure maturity of a fault is found in 

correlation with slip spatial distribution. It may be then inferred that the frictional properties of 

faults are not constant during faulting evolution, which should vary during the rupture history of 

faults. The observations in this thesis may suggest that the 2009 mainshock fault is still at the early 

stage of its faulting history and that the fault structure plays the main role in the development of 

faulting at this site. 

2) Can rapid aftershock influence the estimates from coseismic modelling? 

Using SBAS InSAR, line-of-sight (LOS) postseismic displacements after the 2009 Haixi 

earthquake were recovered with seven Envisat ASAR images. The first SAR image after the 

mainshock was acquired on 16 September 2009. No observations were available for the period of 

rapid deformation within the first month after the mainshock. However, applying a log deformation 

model in the SBAS InSAR inversion, the accumulative postseismic displacements in the first 

month were assessed up to 50 % of the total moment release in the first year after the mainshock. 

Postseismic displacements in the first 4 days after the 2011 Van earthquake obtained by a CSK 

interferogram have been used to determine significant shallow afterslip that released a total seismic 

moment of about 1.5+10
19

 N.m, equivalent to a MW 6.7 earthquake. When an ASAR coseismic pair 

covering the first 7 days after the mainshock was used in coseismic modelling, the maximum 

modelled coseismic slip is ~1 m smaller than without this pair. The difference between these results 

is suggested to be due to the postseismic displacements recorded in the ASAR pair.  

Similar results have been found for the 2014 MW 6.1 Napa, California earthquake, where coseismic 

slip models from only GPS data and only one Sentinel-1A coseismic interferogram are unable to be 

reconciled (Feng et al, 2014, in preparation). The seismic moment of the InSAR inferred slip model 

is at least 1.5 times greater than the GPS only slip model, suggesting that the InSAR measurements 

covering one week after the mainshock include significant postseismic displacements. Regional 

cGPS measurements at GPS sites tens of km away from the fault do record at least ~5 mm 

postseismic displacements in the first 7 days after the mainshock (Feng et al. 2014, in preparation). 

Therefore, the estimate of the magnitude of coseismic slip can significantly be influenced by early 

afterslip, but the spatial extent of major coseismic slip should be able to be determined reliably 
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using near-field observations, including InSAR.  

3) Do the uncertainties in the geodetic modelling bias our understanding of fault frictional 

properties? 

As discussed earlier, uncertainties in afterslip were found for the 2011 Van earthquake. An afterslip 

model without slip constraints in the coseismic asperities shows a significant overlap with the 

coseismic slip model at depth. When slip in the coseismic asperities was fixed at zero, new afterslip 

can still explain the postseismic observations as well as the afterslip model determined without 

such constraints. Afterslip at depth should mainly account for signals in the far fields. Since the 

magnitude of the deep slip is small, it has been impossible to use a single interferogram to isolate 

postseismic signals from observation errors. For the 2011 Japan earthquake, the nearest inland GPS 

station is about 120 km away from the epicentre, which may explain why large variations of 

coseismic slip models have been found in previous published results although data from thousands 

of GPS stations were available for this case. In the checkerboard test carried out in Chapter 5, 

asperities close to the Japan trench even cannot be recovered successfully with these GPS 

observations only. Thus, it can be inferred that the lack of near-field observations may also be an 

issue when retrieving a reliable afterslip model. With effective constraints in the afterslip inversion 

in Chapter 4, the expected afterslip patterns have been determined, but assessing whether these 

expected slips are more realistic than those without additional constraints is beyond the ability of 

the limited observations used in this thesis. 

4) Do other postseismic mechanisms in the lower crust and upper mantle after a large 

earthquake affect the estimation of shallow afterslip?   

Poroelastic rebound and viscoelastic relaxation have been widely observed after large earthquakes 

in the previous studies (e.g. Peltzer et al., 1998; Johnson and Segall, 2004). Although no clear 

postseismic deformation pattern caused by these two physical mechanisms has been found in the 

earthquakes investigated in this thesis, theoretical simulation may also be helpful to identify their 

effects on shallow afterslip modelling. Deep creep has been believed  to be undistinguishable 

from viscoelastic relaxation in previous studies (Ryder et al., 2007a; Wen et al., 2012a). Whether 

the contribution from deep slip is completely mixed with viscoelastic relaxation has been beyond 

the scope of this thesis. A series of forward simulations of viscoelastic relaxation were 

implemented in the 2010 Yushu earthquake. Due to significant noise in the interferogram that 

recorded postseismic measurements, it is difficult to provide strong constraints on the estimates of 

local viscosity in the lower crust and upper mantle. So, the lower bound of the viscosity of the 

upper mantle in Tibet determined in other studies was employed (Clark and Royden, 2000). 

Theoretical simulation shows that viscoelastic relaxation could mainly affect long wavelength 

postseismic displacements, which cannot significantly influence estimates of shallow afterslip that 

mainly generates significant surface changes close to faults. Clearly different deformation polarities 

can be generated due to poroelastic rebound, which can be directly employed to estimate this 

mechanism in postseismic analysis. Note that effects of locally inhomogeneous materials have not 

yet been considered in the inversion tool used in this thesis.  
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7.2  Contributions of this research 

In this thesis, four events have been investigated in detail and contributions to the understanding of 

their fault parameters and other aspects have been achieved as follows: 

1) Three large MW 6.3 earthquakes were investigated in terms of their geometric fault parameters 

and slip models in the 2003-2009 Qinghai earthquake sequence. A coseismic LOS 

interferogram associated with the 2003 MW 6.3 Delingha earthquake was generated for the first 

time. Although the dip directions of the seismic faults associated with the 2003 and 2008 

earthquakes cannot be conclusively determined, the locations of the major slip of these two 

earthquakes have been robustly obtained. Maximum slips of the 2003, 2008 and 2009 

mainshocks are located at depths of ~10, 15 and 5 km respectively, suggesting that the shear 

strength of the upper crust in this region shows stratification. 

2) The 2011 MW 7.1 Van, Turkey earthquake is another thrust event, which did not break the 

surface. A north-dipping fault was found to be associated with the mainshock. A correlation 

between the coseismic slip pattern and surface topography was discovered, suggesting that the 

surface topography could play an important role in the earthquake nucleation during the 

earthquake cycle as do sea mounts in locating subduction zone earthquakes.  

3) Locations of the maximum slips in several previous slip models of the 2011 MW 9.1 

Tohoku-Oki earthquake have been outlined in this thesis. Significant variations have been 

revealed. The largest distance of the maximum slips between two of the collected slip models is 

~100 km. A joint slip inversion strategy using both GRACE gravity changes and terrestrial 

GPS observations was proposed to re-estimate the coseismic slip model of this event. The 

best-fit slip model suggests that the maximum slip of ~42 m appears at the seafloor close to the 

Japan Trench, of which the maximum slip is located 100 km south east of the slip centre 

determined using the inland GPS data only.  

4) The 2010 Yushu earthquake is one of the best-investigated events in the Tibet Plateau. A 

number of coseismic slip models have been reported after the earthquake using InSAR 

interferograms. With more SAR images than previous studies, the biggest aftershock occurring 

one hour after the mainshock has been analyzed. It is believed that the biggest aftershock is not 

located within the western segment of the three slip concentrations. The results are consistent 

with a joint inversion using seismic data and coseismic InSAR observations (Yokota et al., 

2012). Another MW 5.8 aftershock on 29 May 2010 has also been observed using an ASAR 

ScanSAR interferogram. The best slip model for this aftershock suggests that the main fault for 

this large aftershock strikes at 70° with a nearly vertical dip angle, which is on a secondary 

fault, rather than on the extension of the main fault. An earthquake swarm spanning the period 

from 29 May to 20 June 2010 may have been mainly triggered by this event.  
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7.3  Limitations and future work 

7.3.1  Limitations 

This research has improved our understanding of several events based on the existing data. 

However, the results and the interpretations drawn from them may not be ideal at present due to the 

following reasons: 

1) Limited Data. Although many data have been collected for the 2003 Qinghai earthquake 

sequence, data used in the 2003 and 2008 Qinghai mainshocks cannot determine unique 

solutions for the seismic faults. Conjugate finite slip models at depth can generate certain 

differences in surface deformation patterns, but to distinguish the differences between them 

is beyond the ability of current datasets. More observations from different means should be 

helpful to identify an optimal model from these slip models. In the 2011 Van earthquake, 

the afterslip vectors were determined using only one InSAR pair. Significant variations of 

rake angles relative to the coseismic rupture have been found in the current afterslip model 

for this earthquake. Whether such slip variations are significantly influenced by data 

uncertainties remains unanswered 

2) Limited Knowledge on Data Errors. It is a challenge to estimate data errors in a single 

interferogram. Empirical structure functions can work for estimating effects from 

long-wavelength atmospheric signals, but are not sufficient to allow selection of an optimal 

slip model from the two afterslip models of the 2011 Van earthquake determined in Chapter 

4. A LOOCC method was introduced to estimate relative weights for GRACE gravity 

changes in the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake in Chapter 5. Although the determined 

weights can result in a better data fit to near-field gravity changes, no independent 

quantitative way has been implemented to validate the feasibility of this method.  

3)  Complex Earth Model. Simple elastic half-space dislocation has been widely used for co- 

and post-seismic modelling. Although a better data fit with a layered Earth model has been 

pointed out in Chapter 4, the simple elastic half-space model was still used in geodetic 

modelling in other cases. Slight differences of GRACE gravity changes from layered and 

half-space elastic Earth models respectively have also been found in Chapter 5. Since the 

calculation of GRACE based gravity changes based on the theoretical model is very 

time-consuming, only elastic half-space Earth model was considered in the final data 

analysis.  

7.3.2  Future work 

Earthquakes are always complicated. The four large earthquakes investigated in this thesis are only 

a very small sample of large events in the satellite era. Although another 22 events from previous 

studies, they still represent a limited sample for which to draw conclusions regarding the 

performance of the friction law in natural events. Together with other findings in this thesis, a list 

of future work is suggested to improve our knowledge of the physics of earthquakes. 
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1) To Build a Geodetic Database with Co- and Post-seismic Slip Models. The seismic 

inversion validation (SIV) project has suggested a good proxy approach to collect and 

validate slip models. Following the principles of SIV, in addition to the coseismic slip 

models, original observations and afterslip models should also be compiled from already 

published results. An InSAR-derived earthquake parameter database has been released in 

previous studies (Ferreira et al., 2011; Weston et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2013), which can 

tell which earthquakes can be further considered using InSAR observations. An 

easy-to-access data format and useful processing codes need be designed. Hopefully, useful 

data and slip models can gradually be collected from the community, which can provide 

many more opportunities to improve our understanding of earthquake physics, including 

various faulting behaviours. 

2) To Fulfil Automated or Semi-automated Geodetic Inversion. Geodetic inversion is a 

complicated process. The availability of geodetic observations will increase rapidly with 

new deployments of SAR satellites and new generations of geodetic techniques. PSOKINV 

has been developed as a mature inversion package that can handle multiple geodetic 

observations. This package can be used to build an automated or semi-automated inversion 

platform to provide rapid response to future large earthquakes. To meet the need for 

automated inversion and rapid response, several elements should be included: a robust and 

efficient inversion package, a flexible structure that can allow users to customize own 

inversion flow anytime, an effective validation package with advanced mathematic models, 

and an automated output package including resultant images and inversion information. 

3) To Approach 4D Physical Faulting Evolution Assessment. Global strain maps have been 

gradually built up along some large strike-slip faults using modern geodetic measurements 

(e.g. Wang and Wright, 2012; Walters et al., 2014). It is possible to implement inversions to 

identify future asperities based on these data. With knowledge of co- and post-seismic slip 

models, fault frictional properties can be partly retrieved with numerical analysis. 

Combining with results from laboratory experiments, a full physical faulting model can be 

developed to explain observations covering different phases of an earthquake cycle.  
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Appendix 

A.1 Principles of the Small Baseline InSAR Method 

The Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) approach was proposed by Berardino et al. (2002) for 

detecting Earth surface deformation and, above all, analyzing their temporal evolution. With  

many years of developments, this method has achieved great success in a number of applications 

for detecting small tectonic movements, subsidence, glacier motion and DEM error (e.g. Hooper, 

2008; Casu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009b; Cetin et al., 2012; Wang and Wright, 2012; Fattahi and 

Amelung, 2013; Ducret et al., 2014). If N+1 SAR images from one SAR orbit track relative to the 

same area are acquired at the ordered time          , the number of possible interferograms (M), 

satisfies 
   

 
    

   

 
. At a given pixel in unwrapped interferograms, according to a linear 

deformation behaviour with time (Berardino et al., 2002; Schmidt and Bürgmann, 2003), the 

problem of solving observations errors and deformation rate can be written as  

                                                                         (A.1) 

 

where   is the     design matrix including three components:            , representing the 

effects of atmosphere screen (APS), DEM error and deformation velocity between each epoch in 

light-of-sight (LOS).    is the unknown solution to including three components that can be 

re-written as            
 .    and     are a         matrix and an  -dimensional 

vector, respectively.   is the LOS displacement vector,          
 .    is an     matrix 

for the model parameters.   depends on the deformation model being assumed in the time series 

inversion. Thus   can be directly calculated by             that also relies on the used 

deformation model. For a cubic behaviour over time as used by Berardino et al. (2002), the LOS 

deformation rate at the given pixel at  th
 acquisition can be expressed by 

                     
          

                                        (A.2) 

 

where          are unknown parameters accounting for the mean velocity, the mean acceleration, 

and the mean acceleration variation (Berardino et al., 2002).    is the reference time. Then for 

each epoch between    and   , the LOS changes can be written by  

                                                                        (A.3). 

 

The sub-design matrix    is apparently rank deficient. Once the third part of independent                       
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Figure A.1 Comparison of Time series results using different deformation models. (a-1~7) are derived using a log deformation model, in which the cumulative displacements represent for 

the periods until 20090916 (a-1), 20091021(a-2), 20091230 (a-3), 20100310 (a-4), 20100414 (a-5), 20100519 (a-6) and 20100623 (a-7), respectively. (b-1~7) are as for (a-1~7), but derived 

from a cubic deformation model. 
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observations for the contributions of APS can be considered in the phase inversion (Li et al., 2009b; 

Li et al., 2009c),    can be ignored or become determined. In order to guarantee a physically 

sound solution for the deformation rate, rational assumptions can be considered for constructing  . 

First of all, the APS component at  th acquisition that has limited effects from APS, can be 

assumed to zero. A given deformation model can also be employed in the phase inversion. The 

cubic model proposed by Berardino et al. (2002) has been widely applied successfully for 

retrieving complex deformation history with a number of SAR images (Berardino et al., 2002; 

Lanari et al., 2004; Lanari et al., 2007), which was also used in the postseismic deformation 

analysis of the 2009 MW 6.3 Qinghai earthquake (Chapter 3). Postseismic deformation resulting 

from afterslip after large earthquakes have been frequently observed as accumulating 

logarithmically with time (e.g. Marone et al., 1991; Donnellan and Lyzenga, 1998). A logarithmic 

model can also be employed to depict postseismic relaxation as used in the 2003 MW 6.5 Bam, Iran 

earthquake (Li et al., 2009b) and some other cases (e.g. Gonzalez-Ortega et al., 2014). The phase 

inversion using a log-function for the postseismic deformation time series after the 2009 mainshock 

was also implemented in Chapter 3. The orbital errors have been reduced by using an improved 

network method prior to time series inversion. 17 postseismic interferograms were clipped into the 

same geo-reference region as shown in Figure (A.1). In the resultant postseismic times series 

derived by using the cubic deformation model, significant long wavelength errors can be observed 

in the far field (Figure (A.1)). A significant difference between the log and cubic models for the 

postseismic deformation at the first acquisition (20090916) (Figure A.1 (a-1 and b-1)), showing 

that the cumulative postseismic displacements in the first month from the cubic model is much 

smaller than derived from the log model. 

A.2 Gravity simulation for GRACE observations 

GRACE-based gravity observations were successfully applied to detect the coseismic gravity 

changes following the 2011 MW 9.1 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Based on the elastic dislocation 

models (Okubo, 1992, 1993), the coseismic gravity changes on the Earth’s surface caused by the 

mainshock were calculated using the given slip models. Based on the general expression given by 

Sun et al. (2009), the coseismic gravity change can be defined by 

                                                                       (A.4) 

 

where         represent the radial distance, the co-latitude and the longitude under the spherical 

coordinate system. The first term           on the right hand of Equation (A.4) side is the 

gravity change at a fixed-space point and the second term            gives the free air effects 

on the Earth’s surface. But the gravity change observations from the satellite do not include the 

term            since the Satellite gravity mission cannot observe this part. Meanwhile, as a 

megathrust subduction zone event, major coseismic displacements take place on the ocean floor. 

The rapid compensation from sea water after the coseismic rupture of the mainshock should be 

fully taken into account in the simulation (e.g. Han and Simons, 2008; Cambiotti and Sabadini, 
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2012; Wang et al., 2012d; Wang et al., 2012e). The final step for simulating the gravity 

observations from the satellite is to truncate the high-frequency components of the coseismic 

gravity changes by converting the theoretical gravity results into the spherical harmonic 

coefficients. Operations used in GRACE data processing, e.g. 300-km Fan filtering (Zhang et al., 

2009b), were also applied in the gravity change simulation. Based on different slip models inferred 

in previous studies (Ji, 2011; Wang et al., 2013b) and this thesis, the theoretical gravity changes 

were calculated (Figure A.2). The simulations are all based on the elastic half-space Earth model. 

The simulation derived from the Joint slip model determined in this thesis shows better agreement 

with the observations that other published slip models (Figure A.2 (a)). The simulation from Wang 

et al’s slip model has similar amplitude, but different deformation patterns can be observed. The 

maximum gravity change (Figure A.2 (d)) from the simulation based on Ji et al’s model seems too 

large in contrast to the observations (Figure A.2 (a)).   

 

 

Figure A.2 Comparison between GRACE-based coseismic gravity changes and predicted ones using 

different slip models. (a) The GRACE-based coseismic gravity changes; (b) the modelled gravity changes by 

the joint slip model determined in this thesis; (c) the modelled gravity changes by Wang et al's slip model 

(Wang et al., 2013b), and (d) the prediction by Ji et al's slip model (Ji, 2011). 

Complicated operations have been considered in the predicted gravity simulation, which may make 

theoretical gravity change to slip nonlinear. To test this potential issue, a series of simulations were 

performed based on slips on a 100-km-long and 100-km-wide fault plane. Only upward slip was 

considered. Figure A.3 shows that modelled GRACE-based gravity changes vary linearly with slip. 

But the variation of gravity changes between different  filtering is significant. At the same given 

location, the predicted gravity change corresponding to a 50-m slip using the smoothing strategy 

(Figure A.3), including decorrelation P3M15 and 300 km Fan, is ~43% smaller than that filtered by 
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300-km Gaussian method only. Thus, the filtering method used in modelling should be strictly 

consistent with data processing. 

  

Figure A.3 Comparison of the theoretical gravity calculations using different filtering methods.  
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